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Preface to the ACTFL Edition

Since its organization the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL) has been interested in and concerned with the education of Americans for
whom English is not the mother tongue. This interest and concern have led ACTFL
to study several instructional programs in this area.

One set of materials which came to our attention is the Michigan Oral Language
Series produced under the direction of Ralph Robinett and Richard Benjamin with
E.S.E.A. Title I-Migrant funds provided by the Michigan Department of Education
to the Washtenaw County Intermediate School District and the Foreign Language
Innovative Curricula studies (E.S.E.A. Title III). The series consists of struc-
tured oral language lessons for use with four, five and six year old children who
need to learn English as a second language or standard English as a second dialect;
the lessons are accompanied by evaluation and teacher training materials.

The series gives the teacher a detailed sequence of oral language activities which
are not only linguistically controlled but also emphasize and reinforce the
conceptual development of the child.

ACTFL has made these materials available for several reasons:

1. So that you can see what one project has been ablr to produce with

staff.

2. So that you will appreciate--if you do not already--what materials
means.

3. So that you can use these materials for training personnel in your

4. So that you may consider adapting or adopting them--in whole or in
your program.

The series consists of six components:

competent

development

institution.

part--for

1. Bilingual Conceptual Development Guide--Preschool
2. English Guide--Kindergarten
3. Spanish Guide--Kindergarten
4. Interdisciplinary Oral Language Guide--Primary One
5. Michigan Oral Language Productive Tests
6, Developing Language Curricula: Programed Exercises for Teachers

If you wish to order multiple or single copies of these texts please consult the
catalogue published by ACTFL.

This ACTFL Project has been made possible by CONPASS (Consortium of Professional
Associations for Study of Special Teacher Improvement Programs), under a grant
from the U. S. Office of Education, and it is intended to extend the work of CONPASS
initiated at its conference in Grove Park, North Carolina on 10-15 June 1969. ACTFL
extends its appreciation to CONPASS for the grant which makes the distribution of
these materials possible and to the staff of FLICS and the Migrant Worker Program
for their willingness to share the fruits of their work.

F. Andrg Paquette
Executive Secretary
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FOREWORD

TRE-PWWWATTARIMPUERITOr

The Michigan Migrant Primary Interdis-

ciplinary Project is charged with cre-

ating an oral languageprogram for use

with primary age Spanish-background

children who have limited cohtrol of

standard English. The resulting Inter-

disciplinary Oral Lamar Guide: Pri-

mary One is designed to help provide

these children with the oral language

they need for the school setting. The

materials here included comprise Part

Two of the Primary One Guide.

ITIE"ZONTENT

The referential content for the les-

sons is drawn from social science,

science, and mathematics. Basic con-

cepts and processes from these areas

are integrated with linguistic fea-

tures identified through a contras-

tive analysis of Spanish and English.

Within the sequence of lessons, the

linguistic and conceptual targets

are carefully presented and system-

atically revisited. It should not

L-.

be assumed, however, that the use

of these lessons will guarantee

mastery of either the conceptual or

the linguistic content. Much ad-

ditional practice of both will us-

ually be necessary.

TYPES OF LESIONS AND MATERIAL INCLUDED

Part Two of the Guide consists of

forty oral language lessons. Five of

these are review lessons, and five

are evaluation lessons which also

serve as review. The other thirty

lessons are designed to present a

limited, carefully selected body of

linguistic and conceptual content.

A Spanish support activity is provided

for each lesson. The art supplement

section contains illustrations which

may be used with the lessens, and re-

peats the sewing pattern for making the

two puppets suggested for use with the

program. In addition, a vocabulary

list is included so that you may quick-

ly identify where particular words and

meanings are introduced.
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THE UN/T OVERVIEW PAGE

The UNIT OVERVIEW page at the begin-

ning of each unit provides a synthe-

sis of the liaguistic and conceptual

content contained in the unit. Read-

ing the OVERVIEW PAGE will familiar-

ize you with the general language and

conceptual content to be covered in

that unit. This will help you keep

the central goals of the unit in mind

as you adapt the activities to the

needs of your particular group.

THE SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

The concepts in the SPANISH SUPPORT

ACTIVITIES are key concepts in science,

social science, and mathematics which

the pupils will encounter in the cor-

responding English ORAL LANGUAGE LES-

SONS. Presenting each of the Spanish

activities before implementing each

of the corresponding English ORAL LAN-

GUAGE LESSONS will ensure that the

concepts are familisr to the learner

before they are practiced i the new

language. The SPANISH SUPPORT ACTI-

VITIES are also intended to reassure

the pupil that his home language is a

valuable asset which is respected as

a legitimate means of dealing with

intellectual tasks. These activities

are commonly carried out by the Span-

ish-speaking aide under the teacher's

supervision.

The English translations of the SPAN-

ISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES are not to be

taught as English lessons. The trans-

lations are given only to provide un-

derstanding of the activities for

teachers who do not speak Spanish.

The activities themselves are de-

signed to:be taught in Spanish.

SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES precede each

bloc of five lessons. Each of these

activities takes approximately 10,min-

utrs to implement. The specific con-

cepts to be used and the materials nec-

essary or implementing the SUPPORT AC-

TIVITIES are listed in the BASIC CON-

CEPTUAL FOCUS and MATERIALS boxes on

the top of the left hand page of each

set of SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES.
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TM ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON

The left hand page of each ORAL LAN-

GUAGE LESSON provides you with impor-

tant pre-lesson informlion. Inthe

.LINGUISTIC FOCUS box, you will find

the language structures and vocabu-

lary that are being reviewed as well

as the structures and vocabulary that

are to be introduceefor the first

time in the program. In the LIN-

GUISTIC COMMENTARY box, you will

find a list of language problems that

Spanish-speakers typically have with

the English used in the lesson. The

activities in the lesson have been

designed to help the pupils overcome

those typical language problems. In

the CONCEPTUAL FOCUS box, you will

find the relevant concepts that have

already been used in the program as

well as the concepts that are to be

used for the first time in the ORAL

LANGUAGE LESSON. The CONCEPTUAL COM-

MENTARY box lists conceptual problems

that any first grader might have. The

activities in the lesson have been

designed to use the concepts in easy-

3 -

to-understand situations. The MATER-

IALS box lists the items you need to

prepare and tse for each activity in

the lesson. Pictures referred to in

the MATERIALS box are found in the

ART SUPPLEMENT in the back of the guide.

Familiarizing yourself with the actual

lesson format on the right hand page

before teaching the ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON will enable you to implement

the lesson with a clear understanding

of its content and teaching strate-

gies. The right hand page of each

ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON contains three

activities and a box entitled TAKE-OFF

IDEAS. The first two activities con-

tain new vocabulary items within old

language structures and old vocabulary

items within new language structures.

The third activity is primarily a re-

view of the structures and vocabulary

contained in the first two activities

of the same lesson. Each of the acti-

vities has conceptual input draw from

one or more of the three content areas:

social science, science, or math.
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The narrative of each activity contains

suggestions concerning the actual teach-

ing of the activity. Each dialog is an

example of the narrative and reflects

the natural language that teachers and

pupils typically use.

Each of the activities is designed to

take approximately 10 minutes. Allow-

ing about 10 minutes for a SPANISH SUP-

PORT ACTIVITY and 30 minutes for an

entire ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON, you should

be able to cover one of each in a

school day. Since each ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON is divided into three activities,

you may wish to teach the activities

during different periods of the day

rather than all at once.

The situations listed in TAKE-OFF IDEAS

are suggestions for lesson reinforce-

ment at other times durimithe day.

You may wish to use them regularly

with those pupils who need additional

practice on the linguistic and concep-

tual content of the ORAL LANGUAGE LES-

SONS.

THE REVIEW LESSIP

Notice that ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS 45,

55, 65, and 75 are REVIEW LESSONS.

The left hand page of these lessons

points out the language and concepts

from the previous four lessons which

are revisited in the REVIEW LESSON.

The left hand page also lists the me=

terials you need to prepare and use

in implementing the lesson. You can

teach the REVIEW LESSON just as you

did each of the preceding four ORAL

LANGUAGE LESSONS, recognizing that

the only difference between the REVIEW

LESSON and the ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS

is that there are no new structures,

new vocabulary, or new concepts in

the REVIEW LESSON.

Taking your class on the field trips

suggested in the SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS

boat at the end of each REVIEW LESSON

provides you With an opportunity to

help your pupils use the ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON structures, vocabulary, and

concepts in situations less controlled

than those included in the lesson.



THE REVIEW-EVALUATION LESSON

Notice that the last lesson in each

unit, 50, 60, 70, and 80, is a REVIEW-

EVALUATION LESSON. The REVIEW-EVAL-

UATION LESSON is designed to help you

determine, in modified language sit-

uations, how well your pupils can use

the structures and vocabulary of the

unit just covered. The left hand page

of the lesson lists the main language

structures to be evaluated, the con-

cepts used, and also lists the materi

als you need to prepare and use. You

can find suggestions for implementing

the lesson on the right hand page of

the REVIEW-EVALUATION LESSON. This

lesson, like the ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS,

is divided into three activities and

can be taught in the same way. How-

ever, the responses suggested in the

dialogs do not represent the only

structures the pupils might use;

these are only sample responses.

Immediately following each REVIEW-

EVALUATION LESSON is a RECORD SHEET

which is designed to assist you in

determining which language structures

from the previous unit are success-

fully or unsuccessfully controlled

by your class.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We are grateful for the contributions

to Part Two of the Primary Guide made

by Harender Vasudeva who, with the

other members of the Project's eval-

uation staff, critically reviewed the

lessons to provide formative evalua-

tion of the materials as they were

being produced.



The., diagram below illustrates the sequence_ of the lessons for two weeks, or one
unit,. There are four units in Part Two of the Primary One Guide, each containing
ten lessons, laid out as illustrated.

Unit
Overview

I
Lesson 45

Review

Lesson 504.
Review-

Evaluation

The Unit Overview synthesizes the linguis-
tic and concept input of the unit.

Spanish Support Activities introduce major
concepts in Spanish before they are dealt-
with in English.

Oral Language Lessons with interdisciplin-
ary content introduce English structures
and concepts from social science, science,
and math.

Review Lesson reviews language and con-
cepts from the preceding four lessons.

Spanish Support Activities introduce major
concepts in Spanish before they are dealt
with in English.

Oral Language Lessons with interdisciplin-
ary content introduce English structures
and concepts from social science,, science,
and math.

The Review-Evaluation enables teacher to
measure pupil progress while reviewing
language and concepts from preceding
lessons in the unit.



MICHIGAN"'

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
UNIT 5 - OVERVIEW

The first grade child is often asked to talk
about his family. He and his classmates frequent-
ly draw pictures of their homes and relatives and study
the nature of the featly and its needs in some detail. In
order to meaningfully share his information about faraies, the
Spanish-speaking child needs to be able to understand and use ques-
tions and statements in English concerning family relationships and basic needs.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Five contains questions and answers providing the pupils practice in:

USING ADJETIVES AS
PRE-NOUN MODIFIERS,
AS LIGHT CLOTHES

USING EXPRESSIONS OF
MASS QUANTITY, AS
ANY, SOME, ALL

USING NOUNS AS MODIFIERS USING GENITIVE 'S FORMS
OF NOUNS, AS BRICK HOUSE AS MODIFIERS P NOUNS,

AS ROSA'S FAMILY

USING ADJECTIVES. WITH
COMPARATIVE AS---AS
AND -ER THAN

USING PLURAL OBJECT PRO-
NOUNS THEM, US

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Five contains activities which are basically designed to help the first grade

child with the following:

IDENTIFYING MEMBERS OF
NUCLEAR AND EXTENDED
FAMILIES

CLASSIFYING FAMILY MEMBERS
INTO SETS AND SUBSETS

IDENTIFYING BASIC FAMILY
NEEDS: FOOD, CLOTHING,
SHELTER

WRITING NUMERALS 4-10

IDENTIFYING A SET OF
ZERO AS THE EMPTY
SET

ORDERING SETS OF 0-9

COMPARING SIMILARITIES
AND DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN NUCLEAR AND
EXTENDED FAMILIES

COMPARING FAMILIES BY
SIZE

CLASSIFYING CLOTHING, BY
SEASON AND WEIGHT

DISCRIMINATING AND SHOW-
ING PREFERENCE FOR
DIFFERENT TYPES OF
FOOD, CLOTHING, AND
SHELTER



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE

SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying, naming and classifying members of nuclear and extended families
Identifying and naming a set of zero
Identifying familieu as being as large as or as small as other families
Ordering and writing numerals from 0-6
Identifying families as having theisame or different number of people

Activity 1:
Activity 2:
Activity 3:

Activity 4:

Prepare accompanying cutouts of house and Rosa's family; use chalk.

Use the family cutouts from English Lesson 42, chalk and tape.

Use the family pictures for Ray and Rosa used in English Lesson 41,

the accompanying family picture for Ana, and chalk.
Use the accompanying picture of Elena, the house from Activity 1,

the family pictures of Juan and Lupe from English Lesson 44 and of

Rosa, Ray, Manuel, and Don, from English Lesson 41 and chalk.

1. LA CASA DE ROSA (to accompany lesson 41) ROSA'S HOUSE

Muestre is casa quo se acompafte. Abram-

la, hags notar que no he nadie en e-
lls, estd vacfa. Pregunte quign hay y
c6mo estd, la case, pare obtener, "No hay
nadie. PAL vacfa." Pida a un nifto
que ponga $ Rosa en la casa. Pregunte
quidn hay en is. case y de cantos miem-
bros consta ere conjunto. Un niflo es-

cribird el numeral 1 en is pizarra.
Presents en igual forma al papd, a la
past y al hermeno de Rosa. Cuente cads
vez los miembros que forman el conjunto,
escribiendo el numeral. Pregunte cudn-
tos miembros forman is familia de Rosa.

2. PABLO Y MARIA

Show the accompanying house. Open it,

noting that no one is inside, and that
it is empty. Ask who is there and if
the house is empty, having the class
say, 'No one is there. It's empty."
Have a pupil place Rosa in the house.
Ask who is in the house and how many
members are in that set. Have a pupil
write the numeral 1 on the chalkboard.
Present Rosa's father, mother, and
brother in the same way. Each time,
count the members in the set and write
the numeral. Ask how many members are

in Rosa's family.

(to accompany lesson 42). PABLO AND MARIA

Muestre e identifique cads miembro de
is familia de Marfa. Col6quelos en un

extremo de is pizarra. Igual hags con
Pablo, sus padres y hermana, eoloando-
los en el otro extremo. Proceda igual
con los abuelitos de Pablo coloandolos
en el centro de is pizarra. Un nifio

Show and identify each member of
Maria's family. Tape them on one end
of the chalkboard. Do the same with
Pablo, his parents and sister, taping
them on the other end of the board.
Proceed in the same manner with Pablo's
grandparents, taping them to the center



dibujari los contornos de una case al-
rededor de cads. con, to. Otro *deo
los manly eecribird el numeral co-
rrespondiente. Use y hags user apro-
piadamente aediante preguntas, las pa-
labras tfo, pylActy prima refi-
riamdose a albite Tias--7---ffda a un
nifio que busque eudl es lammed. Col&
quells fuera de su case. Dibuje un
cfrculo airededor de ells. Hags que
cuenten los miembros del conjunto. Un
nib° escribird el numeral 1. Continie
con los papas, las nines y los abueli-
tos hacienda que forum y ordenen con-
juntos de uno a custro.

7701EW (to accompany

*metre Amines de las families de Ana,
Rey, y Rosa. Gufe los niflos pare que
identifiquen cads, persons. Hags notar
que lamed, y el papa son los padres,
is dbuelita y el abuelito son los abue-
litos, y que los niflos son los hijos.
Pregunte minters nines hey en is fami-
lia de Ray, acepte is respuests dicien-
do, "Es cierto. No hay ninguna. Hay
cero nines." Repita is pregunta ha-
ciendo que usen cero en is respuesta.
Ponga is liming' en is pizarra. Escriba
un 0 debajo de ells. Cuente las nines
en las families de Rosa y Ana. Ordene
las Amines de 0-2.

4. FAMILIAS GRANDES

of the board. Have a child draw a
house around each set. Have another
child count them and write the cor-
responding numeral. Through questions,
use and guide the pupils to use the .

words uncle, aunt and cousin in refer-
ence triSahNrulies."-Yisra child to .

choose the mother. Place her outside

her house. Draw a circle around her.
Have the class count the members of
the set. Have a child write the nu-

meral 1. Continue with the fathers,
daughters and grandparents, having the

. pupils make and order the sets from
one to four.

lesson 43) THE GIRLS

Show the pictures of Ana's, Ray's and
Ross's families. Guide them to iden-
tify each family member and note that
the mother and father are the parents,
the grandmother and grandfather are the
grandparents, and the boys and girls

are the children. Ask how many girls
there are in Ray's family. Accept the

answer saying, "That's right. There

aren't any. There are zero girls."
Repeat the question having them use
zero in the answer. Put the picture on

the board. Write a 0 below it. Count

the girls in Ana's and Rosa's families.

Order the pictures from 0-2.

(to accompany lesson 44) LARGE FAMILIES,

Pegue en is pizarra linings de lee fa-
milies de Lupe, Juan y Manuel. Identi-
fique los aiembros de cads una. Ayude
a los Dittos a que los cuenten. Un niflo
escribird el numeral correspondiente
debajo. Pregunte clines families son
iguales, cudl es mss grende y cull es
as pequefia. Retire is ldadna de Lupe.
Identifique y compare en igual forms
las ldminas de lee families de Rosa,
Ray y Don. Pegue en is pizarra is case
de is Actividad 1. Pregunte cudntes
personas hay en ells. Un nifio escribirt
el numeral O. Pegue is lamina de Elena,
digs que vive solo. Un nap escribird
el numeral 1. Ayude a los niflos pars,
que ordenea1os conjuntos escribiendo
los numerales heists 6.

Tape pictures of Lupe's, Juan's and
Manuel's families on the board. Iden-

tity the members of each family and
help the children count them. Have a

child write the corresponding numeral

below. Ask which families are the
same, which is larger and which is

smaller. Remove Lupe's family picture.
In the same way, identify and compare
the pictures of the families of Rosa,
Ray and Don. Tape the house you used
in Activity 1 on the board. Ask how
many people are in it. Have a child

write the numeral O. Tape up Elena's

picture and say that she lives alone.
Have a child write the numeral 1. Help
the children to order the sets writing

the numerals to 6.
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MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 41

Review

Who's that?
That's ().
Yes, (hej-Roes).
110, (he) (doesn't).
(He) (has) (two) ( ).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(That)'s (Manuel)'s (brother).
Does (he) have any (sisters)?
(I) (don't) have any (sisters).

father, mother, brother, sister
baby brother, baby sister
any

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical linguistic problems are: loss of a
ending in consonant clusters, as Wink father
for Wink's father; confusion in tion

between do and does and have and has; use of
double negative, as in He doesn't have no
sisters.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying and ordering sets of
one-six

Writing numerals la

Identifying and naming the members
of nuclear families

Observing that roles within families
may not be filled

Writing numerals 4-6
Recognizing that iiii) ear families

have common members but each may
vary in the number of children

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that the concept of family has
many variations.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the 5 accompanying family pictures for Rosa, Ray, Jimmy, Don
and Manuel, and the puppet Wink.

Activity 2: Have each pupil prepare a picture that includes himself and any
brothers and/or sisters he has; use Blink.

Activity 3: Use the accompanying pictures of Wink's and Blink's parents, the
5 pictures from Activity 1, and a pencil.



I. WHO'S TM
Wilay the five accompanying family
pictures. Point to the girl labeled
Rosa and have Wink ask, "Who's that?"
Mgr responding appropriately, have
Wink help the class ask you the ques-
tion. Have Wink help the class answer
as you ask the question.

W:

T:

T:

W&C:

/as you point to Rosa/
Who's that?
This is Rosa.
Who's that?
This is loss.
Who's this?
That's Rosa.

Then, point to Roia's father and have
Wink help the class ask you the ques-
tion. After responding, ask the ques-
tion. Have Wink help the class reply.

W&C:

T.

WSIC:

/as you point to Rosa's father/
Who's that?
/pointing to father/
This is Rosa's father.
Who's this?
That's Rosa's father.

Continue the second dialog using Rosa's
picture with mother and brother. Re-
peat with the other pictures intro-
ducing sister, baby brother, and WA
sister, where appropriate.

2. BROTHERS AND sisTEfis
VIRWRIErinori'l'ffirkaivity have
each pupil make a picture of, himself
and any brothers and/or sisters he has.,
Holding up a volunteer's picture, ask
the. class if the volunteer has ft*
brothers and then, sisters. Have Blink
model the appropriate answers for the
class, counting when there are brothers
and/or sisters.

T:

R.

B&C:

T:

B:

/to clasi, pointing to picture/
Does (he) have any brothers?
/modeling answer/
Yes, (he) does. One, (two).
(He) has (taro) brothers.
Yes. (he) does. One, (two).
(He) has (two) brothers.
Does (he) have any sisters?
No, (he) doesn't.
(He) doesn't have any sisters.

Continue, asking groups and individuals
about the volunteer's brothers and sis-
ters. Then, ask the volunteer, "Do
you have. any (brothers)?" and have .

Blink help the volunteer respond appro-
riately, using Yes I do. I have
three brothers alliajoijiff: I

n t eve any* rothefil;Riptit with

several other vo unteers.

3711UPPETWERTS"
Display pictures of
each puppet's parents. As a volunteer
points to each parent, one at a time,
help the boys then girls alternate ask-
ing each other, "Who's that?"

T&Bs: /as V points to each parent/
Who's that?

T&Gs: That's (Wink)'s (mother).

After identifying each parent, hold up
the pictures for Activity 1 and con-
tinue, including brother, sister, hgglit
brother, baby sister Ware appropr.

eft the activity with all of the
pictures, helping each group ask, "Does
(he) have any (sisters)?" Aid the
appropriate replies. Next, choose
volunteers, one at a time, to count
the members of each family picture and
print the numeral of the set on the
picture.

Vl: /counting and printing numeral/
One, two, (three).
It's a set of (three).

After all the pictures have the proper
numeral printed on them, have a volun-
teer arrange them in order, smallest
family to largest.

TARE-OFF IDEAS
Wake a bulletin board display of any
family photographs your pupils can
bring in. Include photos of your own
family. Discuss each picture.

*Collect T.V. guide or newspaper clip-
pings of well-known T.V. families. Dism
play and discuss the family members.

*Help each pupil draw a picture of a
pretend family of shapes, such as Papa
Square, Mama Square, Baby Square, etc.
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Review

Who's (that)?
(That)'s (Maria)'s (father).
Is that (Maria)'s ( ) or ( )?

they
father, mother; brother, sister
in

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Some of them live in this house and
some of them live in that house.

All of them live in the same house.

some, all; them; and
grandfather, grandmother
uncle, aunt, cousin; house

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical linguistic problems are: loss of of

in all of them, and substitution of "deng"
or "dem" for them, "sawng" or "sawn" for

some, and "cousin'' for cousin.

Review CONCEPTUAL

Identifying and naming the members
of nuclear families

Observing. that roles within
families may not be filled

Classifying cutouts of people

FOCUS Introduce

Identifying and naming the members

1.......

of extended families
Obberving that extended family

members may live in the same house

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that the concept of family has
many variations and that households can be
made up of different combinations of family
members.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare the 2 accompanying sets of cutouts for Maria's and Pablo's

families, and Wink.
Use the 2 sets of cutouts from Activity 1, chalk, Wink, and Blink.

Have each pupil cut out his brother and sister pictures from Les-

son 41 and make cutouts of any relatives he has that the class

has discussed in previous activities; use chalk and Wink.



1. MORE RELATIVES
Disp ay the two accompanying sets of
cutouts for Maria's and Pablo's fami-
lies. After identifying Maria, have
a volunteer point to Maria's father
as you have Wink guide individuals to
ask the class, "Who's that?" Help the
class respond if necessary.

T: /pointing to Maria/
This is Maria.

WW1: /as V points to Maria's father/
Who's that?

TIC: That's Maria's father.

Continue while the same volunteer
points to each of the other members in
Maria's family. Use brother, grand-
imlber and grandfatheEWRiling the
responses wiiriiiiViabulary. Then,
identify Pablo in the second set of
cutouts and proceed in the same manner,
using lister, mother, and father,
mmdfithifaraiFiridmothe77Wow that

andFablo are cousins by having
the volunteer point to Pablo, his sis-
ter, his mother, and his father as Wink
helps individuals ask the question and
as you model the responses to help the
class use Maria's with cousin, aunt and
uncle. Do the same witEcutouts of
NE a, her brother and father, using
Pablo's with cousin and uncle.

2. WHERE RELATIVES LIVE
niplay apart the two sets of cutouts
from Activity 1. As a volunteer paints
to individual cutouts, have Wink model
and then help the boys ask, "Is that
(Maria)'s (cousin) or (sister)?" Have
Blink help the girls respond.

W: /modeling question as V points
to one cutout at a time/
Is that (Maria)'s (cousin) or
(sister)?

WABs: Is that (Maria)'s (cousin) or
(sister)?

B&Bs: That's (her) (cousin).

Continue as the volunteer points to
other cutouts. Alternate the groups,
Iith the girls asking the questions.
Then, draw three chalk houses on the
bottom of the chalkboard. Lean all of
the cutouts of Maria's family against

one house, Pablo's grandparents against
another house and the rest of Pablo's
cutouts against the last house. Ask
Blink and then the class if all of the
members of Maria's family live in the
same house.

T: /indicating just Maria's cutouts/
Do all of them live in the same
house?

B: Yes, they do. All of them live
in the same house.

B&C: Yes, they do. All of them live
in the same house.

Repeat with Pablo's family cutouts,
having Blink model No, they don't.
Some of them live in that nouse and
some ve In that house.

3. FAMILY TALK
lirigiFiRETBRhave each pupil cut out
the pictures he made of his brothers
and sisters fbr Lesson 41. Also, have
him make cutouts of any of his other
relatives. Draw two houses on the bot-
tom of the chalkboard. As a volunteer
places his cutouts on the ledge, have
the class question him, using questions
from Activity 2. Have Wink help the
volunteer respond. When the class asks
about housing, have the volunteer ar-
range his cutouts against the appro-
priate number of houses. Draw more
houses if he.needs more than two.

T: /to class/
Ask (Juan) if that's his (aunt)
or (cousin).

TIC: Is that your (aunt) or (cousin)?
W&V: That's my (aunt).

T: Ask (Juan) if all of them live
in the same house.

TIC: DO all of them live in the same
house?

WAV: /putting cutouts against houses/
No. They don't. Some of them
live in (this) house and sore of
them live in. (that) house.

Repeat the activity with other volun-
teers, having groups ask the questions.

't4

AKE-OFF IDEAS
ake a family picture out of newspape

artoon figures. Discuss the members.

LESSON 42
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Review

That's (Pablo)'s (mother).
They're (the) ( ).

(All, Some of ahem belong
to (_. ).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

None.

None of them.
It has (zero) children.

parents, children, family,
grandparents, grandchildren
belong
none, zero

father, mother, brother, sister
grandfather, grandmother
same, different

Introduce

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of 're
and plural s, as in They the parent for
They're the parents; confusion of have and
has and do and does; and substitution

none,rserou for zero, and "shil-
aiRrfor chinien.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying and naming merehers of
nuclear and extended families

Observing that roles within fami-
lies may not be filled

Classifying people into groups with-
in groups

Identifying people as belonging to

specific families
Identifying and naming a set of zero
Ordering sets of 0-3

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
understanding that words such as parents,
children, etc. refer to collective groups of
TFUNTEils; that family groups may differ in
composition from their own.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use Maria's and Pablo's family cutouts from Lesson 42, tape and

Blink.
Use the 5 family pictures from Lesson 41, the accompanying pic-

ture of kittens, 1 cutout from each of 5 or 6 unrelated pu-
pils' sets from Lesson 42, and Blink.

Use the family pictures for Ray, Rosa, and Don from Lesson 41,
the accompanying picture of a childless family, a pencil, and
Wink.



1. OTHER NAMES.
Have at hand family cutouts for
Maria and Pablo from Lesson 42. Hold
up the cutout of Pablo's mother and
then of his father, and ask volunteers
one at a time who each is. After the
responses, say that they are the par-
ents. Have Blink ask, "Who are they?"
and help the class respond.

I.

Vl:

T:

V2:

T:

B:

T&C:

/holding up Pablo's mother/
Who's this?
That's Pablo's mother.
/holding up Pablo's father/
Who's this?
That's Pablo's father.
/holding cutouts together/
They're the parents.
Who are they?
They're the parents.

Repeat, using the cutouts for children,
grandparents, Qrandchi1dren. YRR1
tape up all of rable's cutouts and have
Blink ask his same question as you
model, "They're a family." Repeat the
activity with Maria's cutouts.

2. .00 THEY BELONG TO THE SAME FAMILY?
Display the five family pictures used
in Activity 1, of Lesson 41 and the
accompanying picture of kittens.
Point out, with Blink that some of the
pictured figures are people and some
are not. Then take one family at a
time, ask how many people there are
and if they all belong to the same
family. Have Blink help the reply.

T: /points to people, then kittens/
Those are people. Those aren't.

B: /touching kittens, then people/
These aren't people. These are.

T: ./pointing to family picture/
How many people are there in
this family?

BSC: One, two...(five).
T: /pointing to same picture/

Do all of these people belong to
the same family?

B: Yes, they do: All oflhem be-
long to the same family.

881C: Yes, they do. All of'them be-
long to the same famity.

From the sets of cutouts in Lesson 42,

have one cutout each from fiver six
unrelated pupils. After each picture
has been discussed, hold up the pupils'
cutouts and ask, "How many of those
people belong to the same family?"
Have Blink model None of them. All of
them belong to different families.

3. ZERO
spay the family pictures for Ray,

Rosa, and Don from Activity 1 of Lesson
41 and the accompanying picture of a
childless family. Point to each pic-
ture, ask what it is, and have Wink help
the response. Then have the class
identify Rosa's parents, using Rosa's
father, Rosa's mother, and parents.

T: /points. to each of 4 pictures/
What's that?

W&C: That's a family.
T: /points to parent in Rosa's pic./

Who's that?
C: That's Rosa's (father).

.T: /.after both parents identified/
Are they the papents or the
children?

C: They're the parents.

Continue, using Rosa, Rosa's brother,
and children. P to each picture
withZETWIFin and ask how many childen
are in each family. Print the numeral
on each picture in pencil. Point to
the childless picture and ask the same
question. Have Wink model the reply.

/pointing to each children picture/
How many children does this family
have?

C: (One).
T: /after writing numerals on pic-

,tures, pointing to childless fam./.
How many children does this family
have?

11: None. It has zero children.
C: None. It has zero children.

Label the picture with a zero. Order
the pictures from zero to three. Mix
up the picture order and have a volun-
teer reorder them from.zero to three.

TAKE -OFF 'IDEAS

*Have p65TTi-Took through magazines,
discussing families in the pictures.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Yes, it is. No, it isn't.
Yes, it does. No, it doesn't.
Juan's family is ( ).

They're the same sTir
( ) of them are ( ).

family
many

Is (Lupe)'s family as (small) as
(Manuell's?

Does (Manuel)'s family have as many
people as (Lupe)'s?

(Sue)'s family is as (large) as
(Rico)'s.

large,.small
both, number, people

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of geni-
tive 's ending on names, as in Juan for Juan's;
adding of plural, as in peoples for peopTiT
and substitution of "larch" for large, "esmoll"
for small, and "bos" oirTot" for both.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Comparing nuclear vs. extended family
households

Identifying families as being as large
as or as small as other families

Observing the ordering of humeral*
from 0-6

Identifiiiig families as having the

same or different number of people

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: confusion
when making size comparisons: as large as,
as small as, same number, different number,
as many people as, etc.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:' a box of old clothing for pupils to dress up as father,

Use the 2 accompanying pictures of Juan's and Lupe's families,

Use the 2 family pictures from Activity 1, Manuel's family pic-

mother, grandfather, etc.; use Blink.

chalk, tape, and Blink.
pic-

ture from Lesson 41, a pencil, Blink, and Wink.

the vacant house from Spanish Support Activity for Lesson 41,

ATERIALS



1. SMALL AND LARGE
Display the accompanying pictures of
Juan's and Lupe's families, and a
vacant house. Ask about the size of
Juan's family. Have Blink count with
the class and model the response.

T:

B&C:
B:

B&C:

/pointing to Juan's family/
Is Juan's family large?
One, two...six.
Yes, it is. Juan's family is
large.
Yes, it is. Juan's family is
large.

Repeat with Lupe's picture using small.
Then ask, "Is Lupe's family as large
as Juan's?" Have Blink model the
answer No, it isn't. Lupe's family
isn't as large as uan's.

T: Is Lupe's family as large as

B:

B&C:

No, it isn't.
isn't as large
No, it isn't.
isn't as large

Lupe's family
as Juan's.
Lupe's family
as Juan's.

Continue, asking if Juan's family is
as small as Lupe's. Then, tape the
three pictures on the chalkboard in
the following order from left to right
with much space between each: empty
house, Lupe's family, Juan's family.
With chalk, write O. 3, and 6 above
the corresponding pictures and the
missing numerals in between. Have a
pupil fill in the missing groups of
one, two, four and five members with
chalk stick people.

2. AS SMALL AS
Display the two pictures from Activity
1 along with Manuel's picture from
Lesson 41. Help the class ask Blink
if Manuel's family is as small as
Lupe's. After Blink counts the mem-
bers in each family, have him explain
that they are the same size and that
both of the them are small.

T&C: Is Manuel's family as small as
Lupe's?

8: /after counting the members/
They're the same size.
Both of them are small.

Continue, having Wink and the girls
question Blink and the boys about any
two of the three pictures at a time.
Use the same question with large as
well as small and guide the responses.
Then have and the boys ask the
question and Wink and the girls answer.

Write the number in each family in
pencil on each picture and ask if
Manuel's family has as many people as
Lupe's. Have Blink model the.response.

T: Does Manuel's family have as
many people as Lupe's?

B: /modeling response/
Yes, it does. It has the same
number of people.

Mt: Yes, it does. It has the same

number of people.

Continue, comparing Manuel's and Juan's
families as Blink models No, it doesn't
It has a different number of people.

3. PRETEND FAMILIES
Using old clothes for dress up", have
several pupils pretend they are a fami-
ly and several others pretend they are
another family. Help the class compare
the two families, asking questions from
Activities 1 and 2 and having Blink
help in the responses.

T: /to class/
Is ( Tony)'s family as (large) as

(Sue)'s?
B&C: No, it isn't. (Tony)'s family

isn't as (large) as (Sue)'s.
T: /to class about same families/

Does (Tony)'s family have as
many people as (Sue)'s?

BSIC: No, it doesn't. It doesn't have
as many people.

Continue the questioning, using small
and reversing the order in mentioning
the families. Repeat, choosing other
families of varying or same sizes.

TAKE -OFF IDEAS
*Have several- pupils lie down on paper.
Trace around them. Have the class col-
or and cut out the figures, making them
look like mother, father, grandfather,
grandmother, etc. Display and discuss.
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Asking and answering questions about the identity of family
members

Using the inflected genitive as in Rosa's mother and Rosa's
Using same and different as adjectiiii-05Friiuns
Using comparative with s's many (parents) as and as (large) as,

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying members of nuclear and extended families
Identifying members of a household
Demonstrating one-to-ens correspondence of family members
Comparing and identifying characteristics of families
Identifying families as being as large as or as small as
other families

Writing numerals 2-6
Ordering sets of Sr.six

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying cutouts of Jane, her parents and two broth-
ers, Pablo's family cutouts from Lesson 42, the accompanying
cutouts for his grandparents, and tape.

Use the accompanying cutouts of Jane's grandparents, all cutouts
from Activity 1 except Jane's and Pablo's sisters and brothers,
and chalk.

Use the pictures of five families from Lesson 41 and the accom-
panying picture of Juanita's family, tape, and a pencil.



1. Twa FAMILIES
Draw two houses on the board. Tape
cutouts of Jane, her parents, and broth-
ers in one and Pablo, his parents,
grandparents And sister in the other.
Divide the class in two groups. Intro-
duce Jane and have Group 1 ask Group 2
if she has brothers and then sisters
while a volunteer touches the cutouts.

T:

Gl:
G2:

This 1 (Jane) .

Does (Jane) have any (brothers)?
/as V touches nutouts/
(Yes). She (has) (two) (brothers).

Continue, using Pablo and his sister
and with Group 2 as questioners. Then,
ask pupils to identify the immulparents.

T:

Vl:
T:

Vl:

/referring to one at a time/
Who's this?
That's the (grandfather).
Who are they?
They're the (grandparents).

Continue using children and parent(s).

2.1NDEUEJ2kUai
.kflooi-y-draihtt chalk three
large squares to represent houses.
Pass out cutouts of. Jane's grandparents
and the cutouts of Jane, Pablo, their
parents and grandparents and have these
pupils pretend to be the cutouts. Have
Jane's grandparents sit in one house,
Jane and her parents in another and
Pablo and his family in the third.
Identify Jane and her parents and have
the boys question the girls.

T:

Bs:
Gs:

This is Jane. These are Jane's
parents.
Do they live in the same house?
Yes, they do. They live in the
same house.

Repeat with Pablo's family and hell)
the girls ask the boys the question.
Touch Jane's mother, have her stand
and guide the class to identify her.

C: /as T touches Jane's mother/
That's Jane's mother..

Repeat with Pablo's mother. Then
have them both_sit down. Continue

with the fathers and both grandparents.
Then have Jane and Pablo leave their
houses and stand next to each other.
Have the like family members, such as
the two mothers, go in pairs to form
parallel lines behind Jane or Pablo.
Ask a volunteer if all the people be-
long to the same family. Then help the
class ask another volunteer if one
family has as many parents or grand-.

parents as the other.

T: Do all of these people belong
to the same family?

Vl: No, they don't, Some of them
belong to Jane's family. SoMe
of them belong to Pablo's.

TIC: Does Jane's family have as many
(parents) as Pablo's?

V2: .Yes, it does. It has the same
number of (parents).

3. FAMILY S I S
Tape on the board the five family plc'
tures from Lestqn 41 and the accompany-
ing picture of Juanita's family. Di-
vide the class in two groups. Have two
volunteers come up and each point to a
family.. Help Group 1 ask Group 2 ques-
tions compari the Size of the two

ifamilies. Re at six times, with Group
2 asking half f the questions.

11G1: /as Vs 00int to families/
Is (Rosales family as (small)

as (Manuelrs?
G2: No, it isn't. (Rosa)'s isn't

as (small} as (Manuel)* s.

Have pupils,:one at a time, cone to
the board, count the members of a fam-
ily and write the numeral on the pic-
ture while telling the class the num-
ber of people. Then, have a volunteer
order the pictures of families.

P1: /counting and printing numeral/
One...(four).
This family has (four) people.

0 SIP

mange a v s a local library.
ocate several books containing pic-
tures of different types of families.
`Show 'the pictures and have pupils iden-
py and classify the members.
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:

Identifying clothes and food
Generalizing that all families need clothes, food and housing

Identifying the empty set and numerals 0, 1, 8,

Classifying and grouping items by finding common attributes

Matching pictures of raw food with pictures of prepared food

Observing that houses differ in size, shape, and materials they are made of

TERIALS:
Activity 1: Prepare 7 magazine cutouts of heavy and light clothing; use the

family pictures of Ross from English Lesson 41 and Lupe from

English Lesson 44 and the summer and winter pictures from

English Lesson 46, tape, and chalk.
Activity 2: Use the pictures, except tomatoes, from English Lesson 47 and chalk.

Activity 3: Use the pictures from English Lesson 48, and chalk.

Activity 4: Use the house pictures from Lesson 49, paper and pencils.

1. LA ROPA (to accompany lesson 46)

Coloque en un extremo de la pizarra la
familia de Rosa y una liana de invier-
no al lado. Coloque en el otro extremo
is familia de Lupe y is liming" de vera-
no. ,En el centro pegue siete recortes
de rope fresca y abrigada. Dibuje un
circulo alrededor de is rope. Cuente

con los niftos los miembros del conjunto.
Pida que escriben el numeral correspon-
diente en un papal. Perkita a algunos
niflos que escojan la raps que necesiton
las families de Rosa y Lupe colocindola
debajo de coda familia. Hags observer

que todas las families necesitan raps.
CUenten de nuevo los miembros de cads
conjunto. iscriban el numeral corr..-
pondiente. Identifique el conjunto vap.

do. DS su nombre. Pregunte qu& es.
Escriban el numeral O.

CLOTHING

Place Hose's family at one end of the
board with the winter picture beside
it. At the other end, place Lupe's
family and the summer picture. In the
center, tape seven cutouts of light and
heavy clothing. Draw a circle around
the clothes. With the class count the
members of the set. Ask everyone to
write the corresponding numeral on a
piece of paper. Have some pupils se-
lect the clothes that Rosa's and Lupe's
families need and place the clothes
below each family. Point out that all
families need clothing. Again count
with the class the members of each set.
Write the corresponding numeral. Iden-

tify the empty set and give its name.
Then ask what it is and all write the
numeral O.

2. ALIMENT° (to accompany lesson 4T)

Mestre liminas de papas, cores's, man- Show pictures of potatoes, cherries,



zanas, y lechuga. Pregunte que es cads
una. Col6quelas en is pizarra. Cuente
las lfiminas, y escriba el numeral 4.
Muestre en igual forma lfiminas de enes-
lads de papa, de lechuga y tomate, y
pasteles de cereza y manzana formando
otro conjunto. Llame Ocho nifios al.

frente. Ayude is clase a contar los
niffos. Escriba el numeral 8. Reparta
los dibujos de pastel y ensaleda entre
cuatro niftos. Sefiale al .que tiene en-

salada de papa. Otro niflo buscarfi is

lamina de lo que se us6 pars hacerla.
Proceda igual con is otre ensalada y
los pasteles.

apples, and lettuce. Ask what each one
is and place it on the board. Count
the number of pictures and trite the
numeral 4. In the same way, show pic-
tures of potato salad, tomato and let-
tuce salad, and cherry and apple pies,
forming another set. Call eight pupils
to the front. Help the class count the
pupils. Write the numeral 8. Distrib-
ute the pie and salad pictures among
four pupils. Point out the one that
has potato salad. Have another pupil
select the pictures of the food used to
make the salad. Continue with the
other salad and pies.

3. MAS ALIMENTOS (to accompany lesson 48)

Muestre lfiminas de leche, chocolate, po-
lio horneado y polio frito, naranjas
jugo de naranja. Ayude los nifios a que

identifiquen lo que muestran. Seflale

is leche, pregunte a cufiles niflos les

gusta. Llama haste nueve de egos nifios

al frente. Ayude a is clase a contarlos.
Pregunte de cufintos miembros consta
el conjunto. Escriba el numeral 2Q.

Repita con las demfis lfiminas. Pregun-
te si a todos los niflos de is clase y
si a todas las families les gustan los
mismos alimentos. Permitales expresar
qu6 alimentos prefieren. Pregunte si

todas las families necesitan alimentos.

MORE FOOD

Shemrpictures of milk, chocolate milk,
baked and fried chicken, oranges and
orange juice. Help the students iden-
tify the pictures. Point to the milk
and ask which pupils like it. Have up
to nine of those pupils come to the
front. Help the class count them. Ask
how many members are in the set. Write

the numeral 2. Repeat with the rest of
the pictures. Ask if all the pupils in
the class and if all families like the
same foods. Allow pupils to tell what
foods they like. Ask if all families
need food.

LAS CASAS (to accompany lesson 49)

Muestre 1.5minas de cases de madera, de
ladrilloa un edificio de apartamentos
de concreto. Explique qu6 es cads uno

de ellos. Pregunte pars qua se usen.
Reparta papel y lfipices. Pida que drbu-
jen la case en donde viven. Pregunte
cufiles viven en apartamentos. Rigalos

que se paren al frente. Ayude a contar

sus dibujos. Coloque diez de ellos en

is pizarra. Pregunte cufintos contiene

ese conjunto. Escriba el numeral co-
rrespondiente: .Proceda igual con los
dibujos de cases pars una sole familia.
Pregunte cufiles de ellos no necesitan

case. Digs que cero :lifts no necesitan
case. Es el conjunto 'recto. Escriba

el numeral 0. Hfigales observar'que tods
familia necesata case, rope y alimento.

HOUSES

Show pictures of wooden and brick
houses and a concrete apartment build-
ing. Explain what each one is. Ask

what they are used for. Pass out pa-

pers and pencils. Ask the class to
draw the house they live in. Ask which
live in apartments and have them stand
up in front. Help count their pictures.
Place ten of them on the board. Ask
how many are in that set and write the
corresponding numeral. Repeat with the

single-family houses. Ask how many of
them don't need houses. Say that zero
pupils don't need houses; it's the emp+
ty set. Write the numeral O. Have
them observe that all families need
shelter, clothing and food.

I1
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Review

Those are ( ) clothes.
(Some, All ,iii of them
are ( ).

zero, set; clothes; family

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Do you need. light clothes or heavy
clothes in (winter)?

(I) (need) (heavy) clothes in
(winter).

All families need clothes.

summer, winter
light, heavy; empty

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion or
loss of do and does; confusion of simple and
-s form aaverb, as need for needs and needs
fir need; and substitution ofwgEma" ror
summer and "weanta" for winter.

M I I

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying sets of one-seven Identifying light and heavy clothes
Classifying clothing by light clothes

for summer and heavy clothes for
winter

Generalizing that all families need
clothes

Discriminating light from heavy
clothes

Identifying the empty set
Identifying numeral 7

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
generalizing that although clothing needs
vary from season to season and person to
person, all people need clothing.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use several items of heavy and light clothes, the accompanying
pictures of summer and winter, Wink and Blink.

Prepare 14 magazine cutouts of heavy and light clothing; use the
7 clothing cutouts from Spanish Support Activity for Lesson 46,
tape, chalk, and Wink.

Use 7 magazine cutouts of heavy clothing and 7 of light clothing
from Activity 2, chalk, and tape.



1. WINTER AND SUMMER NEEDS
Place a set of-Tight and a set of
heavy clothes on a table. Ask Wink
and th3 class about each set.

T: /touching one set at a time/
Are these light or heavy clothes?

W: Those are (light) clothes.
C: Those are (light) clothes.

Display and identify the accompanying
pictures of summer and winter. Ask the
class which .type! of clothes Wink's fam-
ily needs in summer. Have Blink model
the response.

T: /refers to pictures in order/

This is summer. This is winter,
/referring to summer pic. only/
Does Wink's family need light or
heavy clothes in summer?

B: Wink's family needs light clothes
in summer.

C: Wink's family needs light clothes
in summer.

Continue with the winter picture. Then
ask groups about their own clothing
needs. Use Blink to help them respond
with W e n eed... Repeat the dialog ask-
ing individuals about their family's
clothing needs, with Blink guiding them
to respond, "my family needs..." Then
ask if all families need clothes. Have
Blink model the response.

T: Do all families need clothes?'
B: Yes. All families need clothes.

-B&C: Yes. All families need clothes.

2. THE EMPTY CIRCLE
Draw seven large circles.on the board.
Leave the first circle empty, and tape
in the other circles, in order, from
one to six magazine cutouts of clothing.
In some place all summer clothes, in
some all winter .clothes, and in others
a mixture of both. Point to the circle
with six articles, ask what set it is
and if all in that set are winter
clothes. Use Wink to model responses.
As each set is identified, write the
corresponding numeral.

T: /pointing to circle with 6 items/
How many clothes. are in that set?

W&C: One,...six. It's a set of six.
T: /after writing 6 under the set/

Are all of those winter clothes?
WIC: No. Some of them are summer

clothes.

Continue with other circles except the
empty one. Then ask about the number
of articles in the empty circle and
use Wink to model the response.

T: /pointing to the empty circle/
How many clothes are in that set?

W: Zero. That's the dmpty set.
W&C: Zero, That's the lmety set.
Teacher writes 0 below empty circle.

3. SEVEN 7
ape up seven magazine cutouts of heavy

clothes on one side of the chalkboard,
seven of light clothes of the other
side, and the summer and winter pic-
tures from Activity 1 in between.
Guide a pupil to point to either season
picture. Help the girls ask the boys
if they need light or heavy clothes in
the season pointed to. Guide the boys
to point to the appropriate set of
cutouts.

Gs: /as pupil points to season pic.
and with teacher's help/
Do you need light clothes or heavy
clothes in winter?

Bs: /pointing to appropriate cutouts/
We need heavy clothes in winter.

Repeat with the other picture. Then
point to either set of cutouts and ask
what set it is. Write 7 near the set.

T: /pointing to one set of clothes/
What set is it?

C: One,...seven. It's a set of
seven.

Teacher writes 7 near the set.

Repeat with the other set. Then have
individuals ask and answer the ques7,
tions as they point to pictures..

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
'fumed cutouts of summer and winter
clothes and guide pupils to put them
together in groups. Question the pu-
pils about the groups they made.

LESSON 46
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Review

(Those) (are) ( ).

Do you like (=Fr
Yes, I do.
No, I don't.

zero
empty

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Which do you like better, (apple pie)
or (cherry pie)?

I like (apple pie) better than
(cherry pie).

(Apples) are good.

potato, apple, cherry, tomato; lettuce
salad, pie
good, better; than

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of more
with better; addition of plural s to fib
noun Uriiiiii-noun combinations as in potatoes
salad; substitution of "122" for apple and
*Terry" for cherry.

Review

Demonstrating preference
Identifying the empty set

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying foods
Identifying numeral §.

Matching pictures of raw food with
prepared food

Grouping items by preference

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty

recognizing the relationship between a raw,
unprepared food and the same food when it is
prepared; understanding that individual pref-
erences vary.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying pictures of potatoes, cherries, apples, let-
tuce, and tomatoes, Wink, Blink, and chalk.

Use the accompanying pictures of cherry pie, apple pie, potato .

salad, lettuce and tomato salad, the pictures from Activity 1,
and Blink.

Use the pictures from Activities 1 and 2, a table, tape, and chalk.



1. LIKE AND DISLIKES
Place pictures of potatoes, cherries,
apples, lettuce, and tomatoes on the
chalk ledge. Ask about the potatoes
and have Blink model the name. Ask
Wink and Blink if each like potatoes.
Have each respond negatively. Then
have the class count the number who
like potatoes. Record the zero and
have the class tell what set it is.

T:

B'

B&C:
T:

U.

B:

T:

T&C:
T:

C:

/referring to potatoes/
What are those?
Those are potatoes.
Those are potatoes.
/to Wink and Blink/
Do you, like potatoes?
No, I don't.
No, I don't.

/to class, referring to W and B/
How many like potatoes?
Zero.

/records 0 and asks/
What set Ti that?
Zero. The empty set.

Repeat with the picture of apples, us-
ing Blink and Wink to model Yes I do.
Apples are_good. Make a markoVifthe
picture as each affirmative response
is given. Next, continue with all the
pictures, having the pupils respond.
Stop after eight affirmative responses
are recorded for any item and guide
volunteers to write the corresponding
numeral for each set.

2. THE "BETTER THAN GAME
Place pictures of Cherry pie, apple
pie, potato salad, and lettuce and to-
mato salad next to the pictures from
Activity 1. Ask about each set of two
items and have Blink model the replies.

T:

B:

B&C:
T:

B:

B&C:

What are those?
Those are (cherries).
Those are (cherries).
What's that?
That's (cherry pie).
That's (cherry pie).

Have pupils form a standing row of
eight and guide the class to identify
the number of pupils in the set. Re-
move the pictures from Activity 1, then
'as you point to the two pie pictures,

ask Blink which he likes better.

T: /to Blink pointing to two pictures/
Which do you like better, apple pie
or cherry pie?

B: I like (apple pie) better than

(cherry pie).

Next, ask the first pupil in the row
the question, aiding the response.
Then have that pupil ask the pupil be-
hind him. Continue down the row. Re-

peat with other groups, substituting
the two kinds of salad in the dialog.

3. WHAT GOES WITH YOURS?
Place the pictures from Activity 1 on
one side of a table, and the new pic-
tures from Activity 2 on the other side.
Have individuals select a picture of a
food they like from Activity 1 and
identify it. Guide the class to ask
the pupil if he likes that item. Have
the pupil select a picture from Activi-
ty 2 as you point to that set and ask,
"Which of these pictures goes with your
picture?" Have the class ask the pupil
which item he likes better.

P1: /selecting picture of cherries/
These are cherries.

T&C: Do you like cherries?
P1: Yes, I do.
T: /pointing to the Act. 2 pictures/

Which of these pictures goes with
your picture?

Pupil 1 selects cherry pie.
T &C: Which do you like better, cherry

pie or cherries?
P1: I like cherries better than cher-

ry pie.

Tape up the pictures in groups of
"likes" and "likes better". Repeat the
procedure with seven other pupils.
Remind the class that one group of pic-
tures is food that some of them like
and the other group is food some of
them like better. Count each set and
guide a volunteer to write the corre-
sponding numeral by each set.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Collect raw and prepared food items
and have the class experiment grouping
items together in different ways.
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Review

Do you like to.1137.)?
Do you like (
Yes, (I) do.
No, (we) don't.
I like (....) better than (....).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

food

Do you like oranges better than
orange juice?

Yes. I like oranges better.

us
eat, drink
orange; milk
orange juice; chocolate milk
fried chicken; baked chicken

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY .

Typical language problems are: confusion
in word order in noun modifiers, as chicken
fried for fried chicken; loss of to and of
Tike to eat and all of us; cogaion 157

proWiliETRTBrof and substi-
tution of "use" or uice;"wihicken" for
chicken.,."AiFolate" or choEFriS7

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching items by finding common Generalizing that all families need
attributes . food

Demonstrating preference Identifying numeral 9

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typiCal conceptual problem is: diffi-
culty recognizing the relationship between
a raw, 'unprepared food and the same food
when it is fried, baked, processed as
juice, etc.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use theliCcompanying pictures of oranges, orange juice, a person
eating an orange, and a person drinking orange juice, tape.
Wink and Blink.

Use the pictures of milk, chocolate.milk, baked chicken, and fried
chicken, and Wink.

Use the food. pictures from Activities 1 and 2, chalk and tape.



1. ORANGES AND ORANGE JUICE
Tape up the pictures of someone eating
an orange and someone drinking orange
juice, and place apart on the chalk
tray the pictures of oranges and orange
juice. Point to the oranges and read
the label for and then with the class.
Ask the class about the oranges and
have Wink model the responses. Then.
have Wink match the oranges with the
"eating" picture. Next, ask the pup-
pets if they like to eat oranges.
Guide the class to repeat the questicm.
Have Wink respond affirmatively, and
Blink negatively.

T:

W:

WIC:
T:

W:

T:

T&C:
W:

U.

/pointing to picture of oranges /.
What are those?
They're oranges.
They're oranges,
Which picture goes with that one?
/taping oranges near eating pica
This one.
/asking both puppets/
Do you like to eat oranges?
Do you like to eat oranges?
Yes. I like to eat oranges.
No. I don't like to eat oranges.

Point to the juice picture as you read
the label for and then with the class.
Repeat the dialog substituting drink
for eat and orange juice for oran es.
Guidilhe class to ask-Wink wi c
she likes better.

T&C: Do you like oranges better than
orange juice?

W: Yes. I like oranges better.

Repeat the last dialog with individ-
uals asking and answering the question.

ri-FAFITEILTIEL11757
biliniFTIRMIiiirinalk, chocolate
milk, baked chicken, and fried chicken.
Read the milk labels for and with the
class. Ask Wink and the class about
each item. Ask several pupils if they
like one of the items. Accept negative
as well as affirmative replies.

T: What's that?
WIC: That's (chocolate milk).

T: Do you like (fried chicken)?
Pl: (Yes). I (like) (fried chicken).

Identify all the items as being food
and have the class repeat. Then ask
Wink if everybody likes to eat the
same food. Have the boys repeat the
question and the girls the response.

T: /to Wink/
Do all of us like the same food?

T88s: Do all of us like the same food?
W: Nc, we don't.

W&Gs: No we don't.

Ask Wink if all families need food.
.

Have the girls repeat the question and
the boys the response.

T: Do all families need food?
Tias: Do all families need food?

W: Yes: All families need food.
W&Bs: Yes. All families need food.

Have the boys ask the last question.

T. SHMINCMILFERENCE
an' the board tape the pictures of food
from the first two activities. Have
the class identify them, then guide
the class to ask one pupil at a time if
he likes an item. Record affirmative
answers with a mark over the picture.
Continue until all pupils have re-
sponded and one item has nine marks.
Ask what 'set each is and write the
corresponding numerals. Next ask if
everybody likes the same things.

C:

114:

Pl:

T:

C:

T:

C:

/as teacher points/
(Those) (are) (oranges).
/after all items are identified/
Do you like to (eat) (oranges)?
(Yes), I (do).
/after all have .responded and

affirmatives have been recorded/
What set is it?
One,...(nine). It's a set of
(nine).

/after all sets are identified
and the numerals written/
Do all of us like the same food?
No, we don't.

'TAkE-OFF IDEAS

*CoTlect pictures-of different kinds
of foods from around the world. Dis-
cuss the pictures with the class and
,group them in different ways.

LESSON 48
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

How many families1:31)? What kind of (house) is it?

Do all families ( It's (a) (wooden) house.
It's made of (wood).
All families need (houses) to

(live in).

house, food, clothes; people
live, eat; need
all; same, different

brick, wood, concrete
wooden; one-family, apartment
wear

.LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of
pronoun it, as in Is made of wood for It's
made of wood; substitution of house in
which to live in for house to TIVFITIT
substitution of house of wood, house of
brick, for wooden house, brick ouse, and

qe.

Review

Identifying the empty set
Generalizing that all families

need food and clothing

CONCEPT FOCUS Introduce

Observing that houses differ in size,
shape, and materials they are made

of
Identifying houses using one variable
at a time such as number of fami-
lies housed

Generalizing that all people need
housing

Identifying numeral 10

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: diffi-;

culty understanding that same shelters may
house many families while others only
house one family, or may be empty.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying pictures of a concrete apartment house, brief(
house, and wooden house, Wink, Blink, tape, and chalk.

Use tte pictures of houses from Activity 1, the pictures of food
from Lesson 47, and the magazine cutouts of clothes from
Lesson 46, Wink and Blink.

Use the pictures of houses from Activity 1, and chalk.



1.

accompany ng of a
concrete apartment house, a brick one-
family house and a wooden one-family
house to the chalkboard. Identify
each as a type of house, telling what
it's made of. Ask Wink what kind
of house each is. Have the class re-
peat each statement.

T:

T&C:

T.

W:

T&C:

That's (an) (apartment house).
It's made of (concrete).
That's (an) (apartment house).
It's made of (concrete).
/to Wink/
What kind of (apartment house)
is it?
It's a (concrete) (apartment

,

house).
It's a (concrete) (apartment
house).

Draw a stick figure family near each
one-family house and several families
near the apartment house. Draw lines
to connect the families with their
houses. Point to the brick house,
helping the class ask Blink how
many families live in that house. _

After Blink responds, help the class
say, "It's a one-family, house."

T: /to B while pointing/
How many families live ir that
house?

T&C: How many families live in that
house?

B: One family.
T: It's a one-family house.

T&C: It's a one-family house.

Continue with the other houses, guid-
ing one group of pupils to ask the
question and another group to answer.
Substitute apartment house ,for one-
family house where appropriate. Repeat
having different groups question.

2. WHAT FAMILIES NEED
show the pictures 1.
Divide the class in two groups.
Have Group 1 ask Group 2 the ques-
tions. Have Wink model the ques-
tions and Blink the responses.

W: Do all families live in the

W&Gl:

3:

B&G2:

W.
Waal:

B:

B&G2:

same kind of house?
Do all families live in the
same kind of house?
No. Families live in dif-
ferent kinds of houses.
No. Families live in dif-
ferent kinds of houses.
Do all families need houses?
Do all families need houses?
Yes. All families need houses
to live in.
Yes. All families need houses
to live in.

Repeat having Group 2 ask the questions,
using people. Next, show pictures of
houses, food, and clothing and ask what
things families and then people need.
Aid the responses, using houses to live
in, food to eat, clothes to wear.

T: /pointing to each picture in turn/
What things do (families) need?

C: (Families) need (houses) to (live in).

17-mararlin
Draw pictures of eleven families, ten
near the picture of the concrete apart-
ment house, one near the brick house,
and no families near the wooden house.
Draw lines between the families and
houses, leaving the wooden house empty.
Point to each house asking what kind
of house each is and how many families
live in each. Have the class identify
each set of families in each house.
Write the numeral of each set.

T: /pointing to each house/
What kind of (house) is that?

T&C: It's a (concrete) house.
T: How many families live in that

(house)?
C: /counting with teacher's help/

(Ten).
T: What set is it?

Teacher writes 10.
C: (Ten). ari (a set of ten).

Repeat with the other combinations of
families and houses.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Collect all The pictures used in the
Lesson. Give the children practice in
grouping them in different ways.

LESSON 49
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate the structures

of Unit 5 into modified language situations. You should attempt to elicit

individual responses from all pupils And keep accurate records on the fol-

lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most im-

portant ones in Unit 5. They were selected because of their suitability

in reviewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 50 do not represent the only structures that pupils

might use; they are only sample responses. A stimulus is given and the

pupil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Using expressions of mass quantity: none, ggy., some, all

Using comparative with as many (--)..as and better

Identifying sets of zero and six-ten
Using inflected genitive as Manuel's and Rosa's family,

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Identifying sets of zero and six-ten
Comparing quantities of objects
Identifying and discriminating types of foods

Identifying houses using one attribute at a time

such as number of families housed
Demonstrating preference
Describing basic needs

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS
Use a picture of 2 tomatoes and 4 cherries, another of 5 oranges

and 3 apples, another of 7 cherries and 3 apples, another of

6 tomatoes and 1 orange, 2 empty sheets of paper and 6 chairs.

Use the accompanying pictures of brick, wooden, and brick apart-

ment houses, the 3 house pictures from. Lesson 49, the 5 pictures

of families from Lesson 41, the picture of Juanita's family from

Lesson 45, pictures of food from Lessons 47-48, tape and chalk.

Use the food and shelter pictures from Activity 2, the magazine

clothes cutouts from Lesson 46, tape and chalk.



1. WHAT SETT
Place six chairs in front of the class.
On each place either one of the accom-
panying food pictures, or. a blank sheet
of paper, face down. Have a pupil stand,
by each chair. Have a pupil look at
his picture. Tell the class to ask him
what set he has. Before he responds,
have him show his paper to the class
and count the items.

T:

C:

Pl:

T:
C.

P2:

/to class/
Ask (Juan) what set he has.
(Juan), what set do you have?
One...(six). I have a set of (six).

Ask (Maria) what set she has.
(Maria), what set do you have?
Zero. I have the empty set.

Continue until all six pupils have an-
swered. Then have a volunteer ask an-
other to compare the number of cher-
ries in two of the pictures.

T:

Vl:

V2:

/pointing to two pupils in front/
Ask (Jose) if (Juan) has as many
cherries as.(Pedro).
(Jose), does (Juan) have as many
cherries as (Pedro)?
No, he doesn't. (Juan) has four
cherries and (Pedro) has seven.

Continue comparing the number of any
two items. Vary the activity by tell-
ing volunteers, "Ask (Pepe) if (Carlos)
has any (apples)," and, "Ask (Juan) if
all of those are (oranges)."

2. HOUSES AND FWD
Tape up the three accompanying house
pictures and the three house pictures
from Lesson 49. On a table place the
food pictures from Lessons 47 and 48.
Give a family picture to each of six
pupils and have them pretend to be-
long to the pictured family. Have
each stand by a house. Ask a volun-
teer about the house a pictured fam-
ily lives in. Then have volunteers
ask a pupil "family" member what
kind of house he lives in.

1: Does (Rosa)'s family live in a
one-family house or an apart-

. anent house?

Vl: (Rosa)'s family lives in a one-

family house.
T: (Al), ask (Sue) if she lives in a

(wooden) house or a (brick) house.

V2: (Sue), do you live in a (wooden)
house or a (brick) house?

P1: I live in a (wooden) house.

Continue with the other pupils. Then,
have each pupil choose two pictures of
food and return to his "house". After
each pupil identifies his food, have
volunteers ask each one which of his
two foods he likes better.

T:

V3:

P2:

Ask (Jose) which he likes
(fried chicken) or (apple
Which do you like better,
chicken) or (apple pie)?
I like (apple pie) better
ifried chicken).

3. ANSWEK TIME: FAMILY NE DS
On the chalk ledge place the pictures of
food, clothing, and shelter. Call on pu-
pils to identify each picture and tell*
what each is used for. Encourage the

children to be specific.

better,
pie).
(fried

than

T:

Pl:

T:

Pl:

T:

Pl:

/holding up picture/
What's this a picture of?
A house.
What kind of house is it?
It's a wooden house.
What's a house used for?
To sleep in.

After all the pictures are identified,
guide the class to group the pictures
into three lists: food, clothing, and
shelter by pointing to the like items
asking, "Are these pictures alike?"
Then ask, "Why are they alike?" Label

each group with the appropriate. word,
identifying the word. Then ask, "What
kinds of things do families need?"
Point to each group after the. class
responds.

)TAKE -OFF PROGRESS CHECK
*Show several books containing pictures
of different types of houses with fam-

ilies. Have pupils take turns identi-
fying the family members and the house

types. Then, have pupils tell how many
members are in a family and have volun-
teers write the corresponding numerals.

LESSON 50



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 50

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 50. As.each pupil

responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a Standard or
Non-Standard form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used
by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

I have the
empty set. 711111.14. 11-11, 15 10V15x10011675

For this structure, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STRUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERCENTAGE
STANDARD

1.

2.

i

I have .the empty set.

Does (Juan) have as many

(--) as (Sue)?

(Yes/No), (he)
does doesn't

(Jose) has two (--1,

Does (Sue) have any (-ff.)?

(Jo) doesn't have any
(-a)

Are all of those (--)?

(Rosa)'s family lives in
...gione-feeitylhouse.

Do you live in a (wooden)
house or a (brick) house?

I live in a (concrete)
house.

Which do you like better,

( --) or (-- )?

I like (--) better tilers

ra,..........

...(Rosa)'s family

...(fried) (chicken)
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We are not only interested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on
the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your comments into
consideration when we revise the lessons. Therefore, please rate each
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MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
UNIT 6 - OVERVIEW

The first grade ohild soon discovers that
mazy school activities require him to know the
different:le between left and right! In addition to
direction, apace, time and speed relationships are often
used in first grads games,. assignments, eta. in order to meaning-
fully participate in School activities, the Spanish-speaking child needs to
understand and use' questions and stateonents in English concerning such relationships.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Six contains' questions and answers providlig the pupils practice in:

USING EXPRESSIONS OF
DIRECTION AND LO-
CATION

USING SINGULAR POS-.
SESSIVE PRONOUNS
AS HERS, MINE, HIS

USING EXPRESSIONS OF MEANS

WITH 11 9119

USING AS---AS, -ER THAN,
-EST-TOME/NG ADJECTIVES
AND

USING ORDINAL NUMBERS
FIRST THROUGH SEVENTH

USING IT AS SUBJECT PRO-
NOUCKND AS PSUEDO-
SUBJECT

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Six contains activities which are basically designed to help the first grade

child with the following:

IDENTIFYING AND NAMING
DIRECTIONS, RELATIVE
POSITIONS, DISTANCES

COMPARING LENGTHS, HEIGHTS,
SIZES, AND DISTANCES

USING A SIMPLE MAP

IDENTIFYING BASIC LAND
AND WATER TYPES

IDENTIFYING THE GLOBE
AS A REPRESENTATION
OF THE EARTH

SEQUENCING ACTIONS BY
DESCRIBING WHAT HAP-
PENS FIRST, SECOND,
THIRD

IDENTIFYING POSITIONS
OF OBJECTS USING
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD,
ETC.



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in'Spanish:
Identifying, demonstrating and naming movements of direction such as up, down,
left, right, straight ahead

Identifying the relative positions close to and far from
Discriminating distances between objects and people and the length of lines be-
tween drawings

Describing the relative location of objects in the classroom
Describing lengths by direct and indirect comparison
Relating location of the school to pupils' homes
Discriminating between the length of time needed to cover a short distance and
that needed to cover a longer distance

ltdATERIALS:

Activity 2: Prepare the accompanying cutouts of classroom objects; use a card-
board box, tape, and Rosa's Cutouts from Spanish Support Activity
for Lesson 41.

Activity 3: Prepare 3 colored strips of paper of different sizes; use paper and
pencil for each child, and chalk.

Activity 4: Use the accompanying pictures of the school, and school bus, and
several house pictures from Activity 3.

1: LOS TRENES (to accompany lesson 51)

Practique con los nifios unos cuantos
ejercicios poniendo los brazos o un pie
urriba o tbajo asf comp la cabeza mi-
rando arribs y ebajo alternativamente.
Permita a un nino o grupos que den las
indicaciones. Forme doe lilas de niftos
que serin trenes. Algunos otros niftos
indicargn a los trenes lee direcciones
que deben seguir. Mientree un tren cam
mina, el otro estart parado y obser-
vando. Guielos pare que user Crucen_a
la derecha, A la izquierda, Sim recto
y Paren. Pregunte el grupo que observe
que movimientO hizo el otro tren. Al-
terne el grupo que actda.

2. LA SALA DE CLASE

%RETRAINS

Practice several exercises having pu-
pils put their hands or a foot up or
down, and alternate looking up and
down. Allow a pupil or groups to give
the directions. Form two lines of pu-
pils to be trains. HaVe other pupils
tell the trains the directions that
they should fallow. While one train
is moving, have the other stand still
and observe. Guide them to use Turn to
the right, To the left, Go straita
ahead and Stop. Ask the observing
group what movement the other train
made. Alternate the group which moves.

(to accompany lesson 52) THE CLASSROOM

Ayude a los niftos a representar la Help the pupils depict the classroom



clasp. Use una caja de cart6n. Colo-
que en los lados recortes de ventanas
y puertas, representando las que hays
en cads pared. Un niflo colocarg is
silla y otro is mesa que se acompafian,
cerca y lejos de is puerta respectiva-
mente. Pregunte d6nde estgn. Haga que
usen cerca y lejos en it respuesta.
Reparta los recortes de la familia de
Rosa para que los coloquen en diferen-
tes sitios. Pregunte d6nde eats cada
cosa para que los niflos describan la
distancia entre dos objectos.

using a cardboard box. On its sides
tape cutouts of windows and doors to
represent those which are on each wall.
Have one child place the accompanying
chair and another the table near and
far from the door respectively. Ask
where they are. Have them use near and
far in the answer. Hand out the cut-
outs of Rosa's family so that the pu-
pils may put them in different places.
Ask where each item is, having the
children describe the distance between
the two objects.

3. LAS CASAS DE LOS NIROS (to accompany lesson 53)

Muestre tres tiras de diferente color
y tamafio. Pida a dos nifios que sosten-
gan cada tira por un extremo. Haga que
observen y digen cuil es mislarga y
cuil mis corta. Despas de compirar-
las gufelos para que deduzcan que no
hay dos iguales. Reparta hojas de pa-
pel y lipices. Pida a los nifios que
dibujen su cast. Dibuje la escuela en
is pizarra. Coloque las casas en lu-
gares que representen donde se encuen-
tra la de cada niflo. Corte las tiras
al tanaflo de la distancia entre it
escuela y cada una de tres casas. Com-
pirelas preguntando cuil casa esti mia
lejos o mis cerca.

THE CHILDREN'S HOUSES

Show three colored strips of papei of
different lengths. Ask two pupils to
hold each by its end. Have them ob-
serve and tell which is longer end
which is shorter, and guide the pupils .

to deduce that they are not the same.
Pass out sheets of paper and pencils.
Ask the pupils to draw their house.
Draw the school on the board. Place
the houses in positions that repre-
sent the locations of the pupils' real
homes. Cut the strips of paper to the
length of the distances between the
school and each of the houses. Compare
them and ask if a certain house is
Closer to or farther from the school.

4. EL AUTOBUS (to accompany lesison 54)

Agrupe varias sillites para formar una
.escuela. Coloque la limina apropiada
en una de ellas. En forma similar for-
me varias cases a diferentes distancias
de la escuela. Site un niflo en cada
casa. Represente un autobls con un
niflo sosteniendo la Amina que se acomr-
pafia. Pregunte a los nifios cuil casa
esti As cerca, cut As lejos y miles
a igual distancia de la escuela. Dfga
al autobOs para d6nde debe cruzar para
pasar a cads, casa a recoger los. nifios.

Cada vekque.el.amtobOs.pare.preentele
que hizo primero, despus y por ultimo.
Pregunte cull niflo anduvo mfrs tiempo
en autob/s y por qua. Compirelo con
el que andtvol menos tiempo haciendo que
observen que el que vive As lejos tar-
da as en llegar.

THE BUS

Group several chairs to form a school
and place the appropriate picture on
one. Similarly, form several houses
at different distances from the school.
Place a pupil in each house. Form a
bus with two lines of pupils. Give the
accompanying picture to one "bus pu-
pil". Ask which house is closer, which
is farther and which ones are the same
distance from the school. Tell the
"bus" which turns to make to pick up
the pupils. Each time the bus stops,
ask the class which turns they made
first, next and last. Ask which pupil
rode longer and why. Compare his time
with the pupil who rode the least time.
Have the class observe that the one who
lies the farthest takes longer to ar-
rive.
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Review

Go ( )

WhicE-Tf.)?

your, his, her
and

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Turn) (to the left).
Put your (left) (hand) (up).
Which (hand) did (he) put (up)?
(He) put (his) (left) (hand) (up).
Which way did (he) turn?

to the (right, left); straight ahead
(right/left) hand; (right/left) foot
put (up, down); turn

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of the for his or her, as in Put up the right
hand; use 67puttirfor pgt; loss of did in
questions; addition of to With which, as In

To which way did he tutiTh and iaiiltution
of Restraight" for straight.

Review

. None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying, demonstrating and naming
movements of direction such as up,
down, left, right, straight ahead

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
distinguishing right from left; responding
with actions to verbal commands about direc-
tions.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare a word label that says right; use the accompanying pic-

ture of a jungle, tape., and Blink.
Use Blink.
Use Blink.



1. IN THE JUNGLE
Divide the class in two groups. Iden-

tify the accompanying picture and tell
them to pretend they are deep in the
jungle, and they must be careful to
give each other proper directions so
they don't get lost. Take a walk in
the "jungle", with Group 1 following
you in twos. As you make a turn, tell
which way to turn. help each pair of
pupils tell the next pair which way to
turn. Include stopin each command.

T:

Pl&P2:

Pl&P2:

/turning left, to P1 &P2/
Turn to the left and stop.
/turning left, to P3 &P4/
Turn to the left and stop.
/turning right, to Pl&P2/
Turn to the right and stop.
/turning right, to P3 &P4/
Tura to the right and stop.

Continue including Go straight ahead
as a directive. Repeat with Group 2.
Choose a volunteer to walk around the
"jungle" making various turns. After
each turn have him stop. Help Group 1
ask Group 2 which way he turned. Have
Blink help Group 2 respond.

T: /after V turns right and stops/
Which way did (he) turn?

1161: Which way did (he) turn?
B: /modeling for Group 2/

(He) turned to the (right).
B&G2: (He) turned to the (right).

Continue having other volunteers walk,
alone or in small groups, in the "jun-
gle" while Group 2 asks Group 1 or the
"walkers" the question.

2. 1ELLTHEICTION
Demonstrate, and have volunteers dem-
onstrate, upLand down. Then have the
class show-their an and feet. Read
and attach a label saying right on
your right hand. Standing with your
back to the class, tell which is your
right hand, left hand, right foot and
left foot. Demonstrate that even when
you face the class your right hand is
still the same. Explain that this is
true of the left also. Divide the
class in two groups. Choose a pupil
from Group 1 to put his hand or foot

up or down. Then help Group 1 tell
Group 2 to do whatever the pupil does.

T: /to G2 as P raises left hand/
Put your left hand up.

Gl: /with teacher's help/
Put your left hand up.

Guide Group 1 to ask Group 2 about what
the pupil did as Blink helps Group 2.

T: Which hand did (he) put up?
T&Gl: Which hand did (he) put up?

B: /modeling for Group 2/
(He) put (his) left hand up.

B&G2: (He) put (his) left hand up.

Continue with a different pupil, having
Group 2 ask Group 1 the questions.

3. RoUND116131k FOLLOIF THE -LEADER
Nave the class line up single
Explain that each is going to take a
turn giving instructions to the class.
As each pupil gives a command, the rest
of the class will carry it out.

P1: Put your left hand up.
P2: /after class raises left hand/

Turn to the right.
P3: /after class turns to right/

Put your right foot up.

Continue until everyone has given a
command. Then divide the class in two
groups. Have a pupil in Group 1 si-
lently carry out an action. Then help
the rest of Group 1 ask Group 2 the
appropriate question, either Which way_
did (he) turn? or Which (hand) did (he)
put Sup)? as Blink beips Group 2 reply.

1141: /after V turns left/
Which way did (he) turn?

B&G2: (He) turned to the left.

Continue having other members of Group
1 perform an action. Then repeat with
Group 2 asking the questions after one
of its members performs the actions.

"TM-OFF-IDEAS
*On all the cupboard doors in the room
place the words riltland left and out-
lines of right an eft hands pupils
can match them with their own hands.

LESSON 51
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Review

(It)'s
(He)'s as as ( .(

(He) isn't as ....) as ..m.).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

on
draw
desk, chair, door, window

Wi

Is (Paul's) line as (long) as (Jo's)?
Yes. (His .is as (long) as (hers).
Is (Paul) as (close to) the desk as

(Mar)?

far from, close to, from (..) to (...)
line
long, short
his, hers=mim

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of is;
substitution of is no for isn't; confusfiT
of his and hersraFfinion'Ener and hers;
subiTrtutiara"hees" for his and "choT
for short.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying the relative positions
close to and far from in the class-
room*

Discriminating relative distances be-
tween objects and people

Discriminating the relative length of
lines between drawings

Describing the relative location of
objects in the classroom

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: deter-
mining relative distance of objects, and
relative length of lines.

MATERIALS

ActiVity 1: Use the accompanying picture of a tiger, a desk, and Wink.
Activity 2: Use chalk, and Blink.
Activity 3:. Prepare a map of the classroom; use the accompanying map as a

model, chalk, and Wink.



1. TIGER ON Pit DESK
Identify B ink s friend, the tiger, in
the accompanying picture and display it
on a desk. Tell the class where the
tiger is, and then have Wink ask the
class about his location. Next, stand
close to the desk and then move away,
giving your location each time. Have
Wink ask about the location of various
pupils. Help the class respond.

T: /showing, then placing picture/
This is a tiger. He's on the
desk.

W: Where's the tiger?
T &C: He's on the desk.

T: I'm close to the desk.
/moving away/
I'm far from the desk.

W: Where's (Janet)?
C: /with teacher's help/

ClanetPs (close to) the desk.

After identifying the locations of
several more pupils, have Wink help a
volunteer ask if one pupil is as close
to or far from the desk as another.
Model the class's reply.

W: /modeling for volunteer/
Is (Paul) as (close to) the desk
as (Mary)?

V: Is (Paul) as (close to) the desk
as (Mary)?

T: /modeling for class/
No. (Paul) isn't as (close to)
the desk as (Mary).

C: No. (Paul) isn't as (close to)
the desk as (Mary).

Repeat with other volunteers.

27-TRFTWIEF1WITUr
On the board draw a chair, a window,
a door, and a desk various distances
apart. Have Blink draw a line between
two items. Identify the line. Help
the class tell a pupil to draw a line
between two more items. Cue the class
by pointing to the items.

T: /touching Blink's line/
This is a line.
/to P, while pointing to items/
Draw a line from the (chair) to
the (desk).

"MC: Draw a line from the (chair) to
the (desk).

Continue, labeling each line with the
pupil's name. Divide the class in two
groups. Help Group 1 ask Blink and
Group 2 about the pupils' lines.

T: Is (Paul's) line as (long) as
(Jo's)?

TM: Is (Paul's) line as (long) as
(Jo's)?

B: Yes. (It)'s as (long) as (Jo's).
B&G2: Yes. (It)'s as (long) as (Jo's).

Repeat with his, hers and shalt Con-
tinue with dinerent pairsdraWing and
Group 2 asking the questions.

3. WHERE IS IT?
As preparation, draw a map of your
classroom on the chalkboard, using the
accompanying picture as a model, but
placing your desks, door, etc. in their
relative positions. Explain that the
map is a picture of the room. Point to
the map door and then ask a pupil where
another map object is. Have him reply
with the relative location.

T: /pointing to map door/
Is the (table) far from or close
to the door?

P1: It's (far from) the door.

Continue with other objects and pupils.
Divide the class in two groups. Have
two pupils come up and each draw a line
between two classroom features. Print
each pupil's name on his line. Have
Group 2 ask Group 1 if one line is as
short or as long as another. Have Wink
help Group 1 if needed.

G2: /with teacher's help if needed/
Is (Al's) line as (short) as
(Jo's)?

Gl: /with Wink's help if necessary/
Yes. (It's) as (short) as (Jo's).

Continue, using his and hers having
Group 1 ask Grouirr the questions.

INV

'TAKE -OFF IDEAS

*During the day have pupils compare
objects to determine relative length.

LESSON 52
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Review

Is ( )?

house, school
long, short
close to
his, hers; your, her, my

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Whose (string) is (long)er, (Jo's)
or (Pete's)?

(Pete's) is (long)er.
(His) (string) is (long)er than

(hers).

string
farther from
whose; yours, mine

I

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of more for -er, as in more lop ; use of more
with -er forms, as in more arther; confusion
of your and ours, andigtliUIWflii; substitu-
tion of the string) of-Who fof'abse (string) ;
addition of t e, as in the Joe's is lonoer; and
substitution of Hestreene for grim

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying the relative positions Comparing the length of two strings
closer to and farther from deal- Relating location of the school to
ing with a simple map pupils' homes

Comparing distances indirectly using
two strings

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that distances can be measured
and these measurements compared..

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare 1 long and 1 short piece of string, and two boxes, one
with a long piece of string, the other with a short piece, the
end of which comes out of a small hole in the box; use Wink.

Use the accompanying pictures of the puppets' houses, chalk,
Wink, and Blink.

Use string, scissors, tape, and chalk.



1. STRING IN THE BOX
Hold up a striiiW-101 what it is.
Then have one pupil hold up a very
long piece and another a very short
one. Ask the class whose string is
longer. Have Wink guide the response.

T: Whose string is (long)er,
(Jee)'s or (Pete)'s?
(Pete)'s is (long)er.

C: (Pete)'s is (long)er.

Repeat the dialog using shorter. Give
each of two pupils a box with a piece
of string coming out of a small hole.
Divide the class in two groups, and
have Wink help Group 1 guess whose
string is longer. Compare the strings
by having the pupils pull them through
the hole, and then hold them up. Have
Group 2 ask Group 1 whose is longer.
Have Wink model the reply.

W: (Ned)'s string is (long)er
than (Bill)'s.

Gl: (Ned)'s string is (long)er
than (Bill)'s.

G2: /after Ps pull strings and as

they hold them together/
Whose string is (long)er,
(Ned)'s or (Bill)'s?

W&Gri: (Bill)'s is (long)er.

Replace the strings and mix up the box-
es. Continue with other pupils, some-
times using shorter.

2. CLOSE TO tCHOOL
Draw a picture of the school on the
chalkboard. Put up the two puppets'
houses, on close to the school, the
other far away. Tell the class the
closer house is Wink's, and the far-
ther one is Blink's. Label them
with the puppets' names. Divide the
class in two groups. Guide Group 1
to ask whose house is closer to and
farther from the school. Use Blink
to model the response for Group 2.

T: Whose house is (closer to)
school, (Wink)'s or (Blink)'s?

Gl: Whose house is (closer to)
school, (Wink)'s or (Blink)'s?

B: (Wink)'s is.
B&G2: (Wink)'s is.

Move the pictures and repeat the dia-
log, having Group 2 ask the question.
Then, acting as !Mink, ask a pupil
pretending to be Blink, "Whose house
is (closer to) the school, yours or
mine?" Guide Blink to answer, "(Mine)

'is." Then pretend the houses belong
to two pupils and relabel them. Use
Wink to help Group 1 ask Group 2 if
the school is closer to one pupil's
house than to another's. Guide Group
2 to respond, using his and hers.

W&Gl: Is the school closer to (A1)'s
house than to (Jill)'s?

B&G2: Yes. (It)'s closer to (his)
than to (hers).

Continue having Group 2 ask the ques-
tion, and using farther from. Move
the pictures after each exchange.

3. HOW FAR?
On the chalkboard draw a school and
a few houses of pupils who live close
to and far away from school. Label
the houses with the pupils' names.
Point to two houses and have two vol-
unteers come to the board. Help each
measure the distance between a house
and the school with string by taping
one end to the school, stretching the
other end to the house, and cutting
and taping it. Compare the lengths.
Have a third pupil ask whose string is
longer, then whose house is farther
from school. Guide the class response.

V3: /as string length is compared/
Whose (string) is (long)er,
(JO's or (Pat)'s?

C: (Pat)'s is.
V3: Whose house is (farther from)

school, (Phil)'s or (Tom)'s?
C: (Tom)'s is.

Repeat, with other pupils. Then have
volunteers question each other using
his, hers, your, my, yours and mine.
Gitinue, using Is the school farther
from) (his) house than hers

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During art have the class make clay
objects. Place the objects on a table
and discuss their relative locations.

LESSON 53
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

as () as
than

turn, go, walk, come
left, right, straight ahead

How does (Blink) come to school?
(First) (he) (turns) (right).
Does it take (Paul) as long to (walk)

to school as it does (Al)?
It takes (Ivyl longer than it does

(Jo).

first, then
take
long

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of do
and does; and inverted word order, as in
How comes Ivy to school?; confusion between
simple and s forms, as do-does, don't-
doesn't; addition of the, as in to the
REBBTfor to school.

Review CONCEPTUAL F

Identifying and naming movements
of direction such as left, right,
and straight ahead

OCUS Introduce

Identifying the sequence of actions
in time, using first, then, etc.

Discriminating between thilength
of time needed to cover a short
distance and that needed to cover
a longer distance

Locating home on a map

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: diffi-
culty understanding a map as a represen-
tation of a real physical area.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: tie the accompanying hat for Wink, and Wink and Blink.
Activity 2: Use chalk and Wink.
Activity 3: Use a large piece of paper, and crayons and Blink.



1.. MANY WAYS TO SCHOOLS
Label one area of the room as Blink's
home and another area as the school.
Have the class sit in the "school"
area. Put the accompanying hat on
Wink. Tell the class that Wink is
a stranger who has moved in close to
Blink and she doesn't know how to come
to school. The class can help by
watching Blink and telling her to come
the same way. Choose a pupil to be
Blink. Have him walk around the room,
turning and going straight ahead, end-
ing at school. Help the class answer
Wink's question by watching Blink and
telling which way he goes.

W: /to teacher and class/
How does Blink come to school?

T: /as pupil Blink turns right/
First he (turns) (right).

C: First he (turns) (right).
T: /as pupil Blink goes straight/

Then he (goes) (straight ahead).
C: Then he (goes) (straight ahead).

Continue, asking if someone knows an-
other way, having other pupils be Wink
and Blink.

2. THE THREE PATHS
On the floor chalk three paths, one
long and very crooked, one long and
straight, and one short and straight,
leading from three chalked "houses" to
an area marked school. Choose two vol-
unteers to walk along any two paths to
school. Identify their "houses". Have
them both start at the same time and
walk at about the same speed. After
they have arrived, have Wink help the
girls ask the boys about how long they
took.

W: /models for girls after Ps arrive/
Does it take (Paul) as long to
(walk) to school as it does (Al)?

Gs: Does it take (Paul) as long to
(walk) to school as it does (Al)?

T: /modeling for boys/
It (doesn't take) (Paul) as long
as it does (Al).

Bs: It (doesn't take) (Paul) as long
as it does (Al).

Continue, having the boys question the

girls. Vary the activity by having
two pupils use the same path to get
to school. Have them start at the
same time, one walking and one running.

3. WHO LIVES WHERE
n.a arge piece or paper draw a map

of the area including school and a few
features such as stores, churches, and
major streets. Divide the class into
two groups. Choose a volunteer from
each group to come to the map. Help
each print his name in approximately
the place where he lives. Then have
one group ask the other about how long
it takes each volunteer to get to school,
pointing out the relative distance.
Use Blink to aid the response.

Gl: /with T's help as she points to
names in turn/
Does it take (Ivy) as long to
(walk) to school as it does (Jo)?

G2: /with Blink's help/
It takes (Ivy) longer than it
does (Jo).

Then have Blink help Group 2 ask Group
1 how their volunteer comes to school.
Have the volunteer demonstrate by walk-
ing around the classroom while you
draw the path taken on the map. Guide
Group 1 to give the correct directions.

G2: /with Blink's help/
How does (Ivy) come to school?

Gl: /with T's help, watching vol-
unteer walk around room/
First (she) (turns) (right).
Then (she) (turns) (left).
Then (she) (goes) (straight ahead).

Continue having the Group 2 volunteer
walk. Repeat the whole activity with
other pairs of pupils.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have individuals let their fingers do
the walking to school on the map from
Activity 3 while the class sings,
"That's the way (he/she) goes to school'
to the tune of the Mulberry Bush.

*During recess, play a game of "Hot-
Cold", having the class tell the "find-
er" to go to the left, right, etc.

LESSON 54
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Using the comparative with as (long)..as, (long)er,

closer to and farther from
Us ng possessive pronouns such as ma and mine
Giving commands concerning directions such as

straight ahead, left and right

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Demonstrating that it takes longer to cover a long
distance than to cover a shorter one when the speed

is controlled
Relating the location of the school to pupils' homes
Identifying and demonstrating movements of directions

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare a sketch of the school; use 2 pieces of chalk and 2 pic-

tures of houses from Lesson 50.
Activity 2: Use the pictures and chalk from Activity 1, and 2 additional

pictures of houses from Lesson 50.

Activity 3: Use the picture of a tiger from Lesson 52, Wink, and Blink.



T. FRO TO S6001.

Divide the
class in two

iSchooll d^, -13f groups. Ex-
121 plain that

you need some chalk and pictures and
that you are going to ask some pupils
to bring them as they walk from their
"homes" to "school". Tape your sketch
of the school on your desk. On the
floor, chalk outlines of houses on the
spots marked 1, 2 and 3 on the diagram.
Give chalk to two pupils and have them
stand in "houses" 1 and 2. Help e2
class tell them "Go to school." After
the pupils have walked to the "school"
nave Group 1 ask Group 2 if it takes
one pupil as long as the other.

Gl: Does it take (Joe) as long to
walk to school as it does (Mary)?

G2: Yes. It takes (Joe) as !)ng as
it does (Mary).

Repeat the activity with two pupils in
"houses" 2 and 3. Give them each a
house picture from Lesson 50 and have
them bring them to the "school". Re-
peat the activity with new pupils and
vary the language to include (lona)er
than

OUR HOUSES
At opposite ends of the board tape the
school sketch, and four houses from
Lesson 50. Have four pupils each
choose a house, put his name on it,
and identify it as his house. Divide
the rest of the class in two groups
and help Group 1 ask Group 2 which of
two houses is farther from or closer
to the school.

Pl:

T&G1:

G2:

/labeling his house/
This is my house.
/after all houses are labeled/
Is the school (closer to) (Jo's)
house than (to) (Pete's)?
No. (It's) (closer to)
(Pete's) than (to) (Jo's).

Continue comparing three more pairs of
houses, having Group 2 ask every other
question. Then help one group ask the
other whose house is farther from or
closer to school. After the group

responds, help pairs of pupils in front
ask each other the question.

T861: Whose house is (farther from)
school, (Rosa's) or (Pepe's)?

G2: (Rosa's) is.
111P1: /to P2/

Whose house is (farther from)
school, (yours) or (mine)?

P2: (Mine) is.

3. LOST IN THE JUNGLE
Give the picture of the tiger from Les -

ion 52 to a pupil and Wink and Blink to
two others. Tell the class that the
tiger, Wink, and Blink are lost in the
jungle and that they need help to find
each other. Point to one lost animal
at a time and whisper directions for
the class to repeat.

T: /whispers to
(Go straight

C: (Go straight
T: /whispers to

(Turn to the
C: (Turn to the
T: /whispers to

(Turn to the
C: (Turn to the

class and points/
and stop.)
and stop.)
class and points/
right and stop.)
right and stop.)
class and points/
left and stop.)
left and stop.

Continue until the animals are together.
Repeat the activity with new animals,
having pupils take your place.

SUGGESTED Ff E<D T IP
Arrange with an aide to take the class
to a nearby store or library. Divide
the class in two groups and have each
group map out a different route to the
destination on the chalkboard. Draw
sketches to represent places that will
be passed. Make sure that one route is
longer than the other. Have both groups
start at the same time and at the same
place. Explain that each group should
walk at the same rate. While on route
to the destination, have the groups
tell the directions they are taking
using the vocabulary of Lessons 51-54
such as First we turn right, and Then
wejo straight ahead. Wnen the We
class has reached the destination,
have one group ask the other Did it take
our rou as lon to walk to ihe

as t d th s mg?

LESSON 55
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

LASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying physical features of earth and comparing their relative sizes

Identifying the position in time and space using ordinal numbers first, second,

and third
Ordering mountains on the basis of height
Describing speed in terms of distance and time
Identifying and demonstrating travel on bridges and tunnels

Identifying movement across, through, over and around as related to bridges,

tunnels, and hills
Identifying the appropriate and fastest mode of travel
.Identifying a globe as a representation of the earth

MATERIALS:
Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Activity 4:

Prepare the accompanying cutouts of 3 mouutain climbers; use 3 big

pieces of paper, * crayon and tape.
Use the pictures from Activities 2 and 3, English Lesson 57 and a .

pencil.
Use 2 boxes, sufficient wrapping paper to cover them, a piece of

aluminum foil, 7 small toy cars, a small piece of paper and a
crayon.

Use a globe, a large beach ball and the cutouts from. Activity 2,

English Lesson 59.

1. ESCALANDO MONTH AS (to accompany lesson 56) MOUNTAIN CLIMBING

Dibuje en papel tres montaftes en dife-
rente tamafto. Identifiquelas. Pregun-
te cull es is inns grande, cligl is mgs
pequefla y si hay dos iguales. Con una
crayola dibuje puntos que guarden is
miema distancia entre uno y otro desde
is falda haste is circa de cads montane..
Coloque is silueta de un escalador de
montaflas en el primer punto de cads
montafla. Un nifto ayudarg a cads esca-
lador. Ayude a is clase a decir cuan-
do los escaladores subirgn de un punto
a otro. Haga notar cuando cads escale-
dor termina de subir. Pregunte cu'l
termin6 de primero, cugl fue el segundo
y cugl el tercero. Hggales Observer
por qug. Pida a un niflo que coloque
las montaftas por orders de tamaEo.

Draw on paper three pictures of moun-
tains of different sizes. Identify

them. Ask which is the biggest, which
is the smallest and if there are two
of the same size. With crayon, mark
several points of equal distance from
the base to the peak of each mountain.
Place a cutout of a mountain climber
on the first point of each mountain.
Have a child help each climber. Help
the class say when the climbers should
go from one point to the next. Have
them note when each climber completes
his ascent. Ask which finished first,
second and third, and why. Ask a
child to put the mountains in order by
size.



2. RIOS Y. LAGOS (to accompany lesson 57) RIVERS AND LAKES

DS liminas de rfos en distintos tempi
Mos a seas niftos. Ayude a is close a.
eomparar el tamafto de los dos mis pe-
quellos. Continde cemparando los rfos
por su tomb) y ordenando las liminas.
Use n1meros ordinales al hacerlo. Pre-
gunte mil es el =is grande y cull el
Rigs pequefto de los seis. Identifique
limines de logos y riachuelos. Muestre
liminas de AAA hombre cruzando un lago
y un rfo en un bote. Digs que vs a
igual velocidad. Identifique lo que el
hombre cruza.' Pregunte en cull caso
tardari miss y por qua. Permits a los
niftos quo ordenen las laminas de acuer-
do con la distancia quo el botero tiene
que cruzar, y eseriba los numerales.

Give pictures'of rivers of different
sizes to six children. Help the class
compare the size of the two smallest.
Continue comparing the rivers by size.
Order the pictures by size using ordi-
nal numbers. Ask which of the six is
the largest and which is the smallest.
Identify the pictures of lakes and
creeks. Show pictures of a men cross-
ing a lake and a river in a boat. Ex-
plain that the speed is the same.
Identify what the man is crossing. Ask
in which case he will take longer and
why. Have the children put the pic-
tures in order according.to the Us-
twee the boatman has to cross, and
write the numerals.

3. VIAJANDO EN CARRO (to accompany lesson 58)

Pida a los niftos que se paren alrededor
de su mesa. Coloque en ells una tire
de impel aluminio. Digales que iasgi-
nen que es un rfo. Hags un puente de
papal pare eruzar el rfo. Use una ea-
j; cubierta con papal, digales que es
unamontafta. Use otra eaja similar con
un hueco que represente un tunel. Mues-
tre siete carritos pequaos de juguete.
Permits a niAos que manejen por donde
Ud. y is clam les digan. Neebrelos
.usando los ordinales Elms a sivtimo
seen el memento en qua comiencen a mss
verse. Antes de mover cads carrito,
pregunte a is close por ande gate.

TRAVELING BY CAR,

Ask the children to gather around your
table. Place a strip of aluminum foil
on it. Tell them to imagine it is a
river. Make a paper bridge to cross
the river. Cover a box with paper and
tell them it is a mountain. Use a
similar box with a hole cut in it to
represent a tunnel. Show seven toy
cars. Have each driver go to one place
at a time as you and the class direct
him. Name the cars using ordinals from
first to seventh as they begin to move.
Before each car is moved, ask the class
where it is going.

. LA ESPERA (to accompany lesson 59)

Muestre una bolt grinde. Acirquels a
un nifto tanto que le sea imposible ver
su forma. Explique quo cuando se esti
muy cerca de una cosy es diffcil ver su
form. Usando,la esters, digs que lo
mismo sucede con is tierra; estamos tan
cores que no podemos ver su forms. Co-
loque is bola en el suelo. Softie un
punto de partida y Aida a un niAo que
camine y a otro que coma alrededor de
ells. Al terminar pregunte coil lleg6
primero y por 4;0. Maitre sfluetas
de vehfculos y pregunte augl podrfa
lievernos

THE GLOBE

Show a large ball. Place it so close
to a child that it is impossible for
him to see its shape. Explain that
when one is very close to a thing it
is difficult to see its shape. Using
the globe, say the same happens with
the earth; we are so close that we
can't see its shape. Put the ball on
the floor. Mark a starting point and
ask a child to walk and another to run
around the ball. When they finish ask
which arrived first and why. Show cut-
outs of vehicles and ask which could
carry us the fastest.
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Review

It's a().
It's (

(

Which( is ( er?
(That one is ( er.

The ( is er than the

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY Introduce

first

Which (mountain) is the (high)est
of all?

(That one) is the (high)est.
The (second) mountain is (high)est.
(He) climbed that mountain (second).

hill, mountain; climb
low, high; second, third

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of most for -est, as in most high; use of
most aih -est, as in most highest; loss of
past tenseFang, as in He climb for He
climbed, and substitutionWIWI" foThill
iia151rd" or "ti rd" for third.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying mountains and hills and
comparing their relative sizes

Discriminating height of different
mountains and different hills

Identifying the sequence of actions
in time using first, second, etc.

Ordering mountains on thebasi s of
height and using first, etc.

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
in recognizing that terms such as high., higher,
highest, and low, lower; lowest ariOilative to
the objects under Trn-INeiate consideration.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the 4 accompanying pictures of the highest mountain and hill
and the lowest mountain and hill, blocks and Wink.

Activity 2: Use the 2 pictures of mountains from Activity 1 and the accompany-
ing medium high mountain picture, tape, chalk and Blink.

Activity 3: Use one of the mountain climber cutouts from the Spanish Support
Activity for Lesson 56, the pictures of the 3 mountains from
Activities 1 and 2, and Blink.



TAKE-OFF IDEAS
Turing recess, lead the class in some
stretching exercises. Have them pretend
to decorate a Christmas tree, reaching
up high for some ornaments and down low
for others. Have them "reach for the
sky" and then get down as low as possi-
ble. Continuously use the lesson lan-
guage and compare the various heights
of the pupi l s as they stretch and bend. _

17-11sminfirwr
Have a pupil build one high and one low
column of blocks close together. After
asking Wink about the height of each
column, remove them and display and
identify the two accompanying pictures
of mountains. Ask about the height.

T:

W
T:

W:

C:

T:

W:
C:

/to Wink, pointing to each column,
one at a time/
Is that high or low?
It's (high).
/pointing to high then low mt. pic./
What's that?
It's a mountain.
It's a mountain.
Is it high or low?
It's (high).
It's (high).

Continue, displaying the two
ing pictures of high and low
asking Wink and the class to
and describe each. Then ask
the clue which of the hills

T:

W:

C:

/pointing/
Which is higher, that
that hill?
/pointing/
That hill is higher.
That hill is higher.

accompany-
hills,
identify
Wink and
is higher.

hill or

Repeat, with lower and then do the
same with theiiriountain pictures.

2. HIGHEST AND LOWEST
Tape three picturerffinountains to
the board far from one another. Di-
vide the class in two groups. Point
to the first and second mountains and
guide Group 1 to ask Group 2 which is
higher. Have a pupil from Group 2
point to the higher of the two moun-
tains and have Wink help Group 2 reply.

T&Gl:

W&G2:

/as teacher points to first
and second mountains/
Which mountain is higher?
/as pupil from G2 points/
That one is higher.

Repeat, pointing to the second and
third mountains. Then point to all
three of the mountains and guide Group
1 toask Group 2 which mountain is the

highest:of all. Have a pupil from
Group 2 point to the highest and have
Wink help Group 2 answer.

T&Gl:

W&G2:

/as .teacher points to all three/
Which mountain is the highest
of all?
/as pupil from G2 points/
That one s the highest of all.

Repeat, using lower.and 19PAILAJOI
Alternate the iiinion gi607-Thel-ar-
range the mountains iworder of height,
count them with the class and under
each write the corresponding numeral 1,
2, or 3. Then guide*the class to make
statements about the relative height of
each. Use IhtfirEIATAWAJLIA
lowest. TheietnefiUfsoun hieer

iBiEhle first. The third mountain Is
Be highest of all.

17"TWAUUNTATTEETRIM
Introduce the mountain climber to the
class, explaining that a volunteer is
going to help him climb the three
mountains from Activity 2. After the
mountain climber climbs the mountains,
ask which one he climbed first. Have

Blink model the reply.

T: /after volunteer has helped the
mountain climber up all three
mountains/
Which mountain did he climb
first?

B: /pointing/
He climbed that mountain first.

BC: /pointing/
He climbed that mountain first.

Repeat, asking which the mountain
climber climbed second, then third.
Repeat having groups of pupils ask
each other the questions.

LESSON 56
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS

(The second one) is ( )er.

Is the L) the ( --Rh of all?
(It)'s t e )esiilrall.
Does it takealong to ( ) as

it does to ( )?

small, large; first, second, third

Introduce

Which takes longer to cross?
The (second) one.

river, creek, lake
cross
wide, narrow; fourth, fifth, sixth

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of -s

ending, as in Which take longer for Which
takes longer, substitution of "four" or
"fourt" for fourth, "feef" for MTh, "seeks"

atiaNrfte"-117 wide.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying bodies of water and cow
paring their relative sizes

Discriminating between bodies of wa-

ter on the basis of width or size
Identifying position of objects using

ordinal numbers.first-sixth
Describing time in terms of distance
Identifying the body of water taking

longest to travel over on the basis

of distance

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that the wideness of an object
deals with only one dimension while large-
ness can deal with many dimensions.

Activity 1:

Activity, .2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare 1 wide and 1 narrow piece of paper; use the accompanying

pictures of a wide and a narrow river, a wide and a narrow

creek, a large and a small lake, tape, and Wink. .

Use the 2 river pictures from Activity; 1, 4 more accompanying

river pictures, tape, chalk, Wink and Oink.
Use the 2 accompanying boat pictures of a man crossing a river

and a man crossing a lake.



1. RIVERS AND CREEKS
Tape one wide and one narrow piece of
paper on the wall. After asking Wink
about the width of each, display and
identify the two accompanying pictures
of rivers. Ask about the width.

T: /to Wink, pointing to each paper,
one at a time/
Is that narrow or wide?

W: That's (narrow).
T: /points to narrow, then wide river/

What's that?
W: It's a river.
C: It's a river.
T: Is it wide or narrow?
W: It's (narrow).
C: It's (narrow).

Continue, displaying the two accompany-
ing pictures of narrow and wide creeks,
asking Wink and the class to identify
and describe each. Then ask Wink and
the class which of the rivers is wider.

T: /pointing/
Which is (wid)er, that river or
that river?

W: /pointing/
That river is (wid)er.

C: That river is (wid)er.

Continue, with narrow and then do the
same with the two creek pictures.
Repeat with two lake pictures, using
large, small, larger and smeller.

2. WI6t, WIDER, WIbEST
Tape in order of width on the board
six pictures of rivers.. Count them
with the class and write the corre-
sponding numeral, 1. through 61., under

each. Then point to the first two
pictures and ask the class which is
wider. Have Blink model the answer.

T: /pointing to pictures 1 and 2/
Which river is wider?

B: The (second) one.
TIC: The (second) one.

Repeat, pointing to the other pictures
in sets of two. Next, divide the class

in two. Have Wink and Group 1 point
to each river, asking if it is the
widest. Help Group 2 respond.

W: /pointing to picture/
Is the (first) river the widest
of all?

W&Gl: Is the (first) river the widest
of all?

T&G2: No. It's not the widest. .

W: Is the sixth river the widest
of all?

W861: Is the sixth river the widest
of all?

T&G2: Yes. It's the widest of all,

Repeat with pictures of creeks, then,
using largest, repeat with lakes.
Alternate the groups.

3. THE WIDEST TAKES LONGEST
Show pictures of a man crossing a river
and a lake in a boat. Guide the class
to identify each body of water with
Wink.

T: /pointing to pictures in turn/
What's this?

WIC: That's a (river).

explain what is happening in each pic-
ture and that it takes longer to cross
a wider or larger body of water. Then
divide the class in two. Point to
both pictures, guiding Group 1 to ask
Group 2 which takes longer to cross.
Have Wink help Group 2.

T&Gl: /as T points to both pictures/
Which takes longer to cross?

W&G2: The (second) one.

Next, bave one pupil point to both
pictures. Guide a second pupil to ask
a question about the time it takes to
cross the two bodies of water. Have
a volunteer and Wink reply.

TIIP2: /as P1 points to river and lake/
Does it take as long to cross
the lake as it does the river?

W&V: It takes longer.

Repeat with other 'sets of pupils asking

and answering questions.

TACE-OFF IDEAS
;Rearrange rowsjof desks in the class-

room so that some aisles are wider and

some are narrow. Discuss the widths.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(He) went (....) the (hill).

river, creek
first, seconds third, fourth,
fifth, sixth

wilmlow

How did (Juan) get to (the other side
of the mountain)?

bridge, side, .town, tunnel

get
other; seventh
across, through, over

AIM

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of

auxiliary did and non-standard word order,
as in How Iran get for How did Juan get;
confusion of let.-221,

sti tuts on of -"Wee t.© 1"-forridge, "site"
for side, "otiFiirumoder" for other,
"truir"Tor through, aiamirober" TOTTver.

Review

None

11111MINNIN.

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying bridges and tunnels
Demonstrating movement on bridges and

through tunnels
Iduitifying movement across, through,
and over as related to bridges,
tunnels, and hills

Identifying position of mountains us-
ing ordinal numbers first-seventh

411011=1111. 011.001111PMIIIIIIIMP

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficul-
ty understanding the concept of going
through ar object when presented abstractly.

4,11111MI,

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATER/ALS

Prepare a blanket-covered table; use the accompanying pictures of

a bridge and a tunnel, a board, chalk, and Wink.

Prepare a chalkboard sketch of the accompanying illustration of 7

mountains with roads and tunnels; use chalk, a mountain climber
from the Spanish Support Activity for Lesson 56, and Wink.

Prepaya a chalk route to a "treasure chest" using the lesson dia-

gram on the right hand page, a box for a hill, a blanket covered

table as a tunnel, a chalked creek, a box marked X and filled

with candy; use the accompanying picture of a toii, chalk, and

Wi nk.



77--UTTINUTTIREOTHER SIDE
NETWERF671-6715F5W a tunnel.
As Wink and the class to name each.

T: /pointing to each picture/
What's that?

W: That's a (bridge).
C: That's a (bridge).

On the floor, chalk a river with a
board over it to serve as a bridge, end
nearby place a table with a blanket
over the long sides to serve as a moun-
tain with a tunnel. Explain that the
class is going on an imaginary trip and
they will cross a bridge and go through
a tunnel. .Divide the class in two.

Have pupils from Group 1 cross the
bridge one at a time. Have Group 2 ask
Group 1 how each pupil got to the other
side. Model the question and have Wink
model the response.

T: /pointing after P1
How did (Juan) get
side of the river?

T&G2: How did (Juan) get
side of the river?

W: He went across the
W&Gl: He went acrcss the

4

crosses/
to the other

to the other

bridge.
bridge.

Continue, alternating groups in the di-
al* Repeat the activity again, hav-
ing pupils perform the action and talk
about going through a tunnel to get to
the other side of the mountain.

Is.) H

EnTifiiTiolithe chalkboard, the accom-
panying illustration of seven mountains
with tunnels and roads. Use a mountain
climber from the Spanish Support Activ-
ity for Lesson 56, having him go
through tunneled mountains and over the
others. Divide the class in two
groups. As the climber gets-to the
other side of each mountain, guide
Group 1 to ask how he got there. Have
Wink help Group 2 in the reply.

T&Gl: /after MC is through Mountain 1/
How did he get to the second
mountai n?

W&G2: He went through the tunnel in
the first mountain.

1161: /after MC is over Mountain 2/

How did he get to the third
mountain?

W&G2: He went over the second mountain.

Continue with the other mountains until
the mountain climber is ready for the

seventh mountain. Ask, "How do you
think he will get to the ether side of
the seventh mountain? Will he go over
the mountain or through the tunnel?"
Call on volunteers to guess, using Over
the mountain, ig19Throutietunnel. Havn

the climber go through the tunnel and
help the class say, "He went through
the tunnel in the seventh mountain."
Repeat, alternating the question group.

3. THE TREASURE CHEST

V --->Hill Town
X

Tunnel) Creek
Using the above diagram as a guidet on
the floor, chalk a route to X, the
"Treasure Chest". Use a box as a hill,
a blanket-covered table as a tunnel, a

chalked creek, the accompanying picture
of a town, and a box marked X, filled
with candy for the class. ffentify

each object. Explain that a volunteer
can reach the treasure if he follows
the route, but he must stop after pass-
ing each object. He can only move on
when the class answers your questions.
Give a volunteer the "chest" to bring
back after the class answers the last

question. Have Wink aid the respcnses.

T: /identifying each object/
This is a (hill).
/after V passes first object/
What did (Jose) do?

W&C: He went (over) the hill.

Continue after the volunteer passes the
ether objects, eliciting, He went
through the tunnel, He went across the
creek, He went through the town. Piave

Repeat the above

questions. Hand out the "treasure".

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Using the set up in Activity 3, dis-
cuss with the class the relative dis-
tances between the various points along
the route. Change the route and con-
tinue the discussion.
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1.1111=111.1.=111.171111.

1.1110 10...1=1111wW101111,

Review LINGIMIC FOCUS Introduce

Flow did (John) ( )? (John) went (over the mountain) (on
(Lou) (walked) (over) the hill. his bicycle).
Which is (fast)er, (a) ( ) or He went by (airplane).

(a) ()? in (a car); on his bicycle
Which is (tast)est of all?

car; hill, mountain
over bicycle, airplane
slow around; by

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
in and on; confusion in use of more and most
and -er and -est, as in more fast, most Nit,
more-niter, most fastest.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Demonstrating different modes of
travel

Identifying the seculnce of actions
in time, using first, second,
third

Introduce

Identifying and demonstrating walking
and running around objects

Relating time and space relations to
speed

Identifying the fastest mode of
travel

Identifying the globe as a represen-
tation of the earth

Identifying land and water areas on
a globe

Demonstrating appropriate modes of
travel

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is difficulty
understanding that the globe is a represen-
tation of the earth.

Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIgLS

Use a large box and Blink.
Use chalk, the accompanying cutouts of a

plane, and Wink.
Use a globe, a large beach ball, a piece
car and airplane cutouts from Activity

bicycle, car, and air-

of paper, tape, the
2, and Wink.



TREW-ERTERI-Th a semicircle.
Place a large box in fronts having the
class pretend it's a hill. Guide one

pupil to walk around the hill and an-
other to walk over it. Ask the class
if each went around or over the hill.
Have Blink model the answer.

T:

B:

B&C:

/after Ps are on the other side/
Did (Lou) walk around the hill
or over it?
(She) walked (around) the hill.
(She) walked (around) the hill.

Continue, having another pair of pupils
run around and over the hill, using

2. AIRPLANES ARE FASTEST
Draw a mountafFiiEiWard. Give a
cutout of a bicycle, a car, and an air-
plane to three pupils. Tell the class
that the pupils will travel over the

mountain. After each pupil completes
the trip, ask what each did.. Have the
class repeat after Wink.

T: How did (John) go over the moun-

tain?
W: (John) went over the mountain on

his bicycle.

C: (John) went over the mountain on
his bicycle.

Continue with in a car and in an air-
plane. Then ask the class who wed--
over the mountain firsts second, and
third. Have Wink help if necessary.

Then, tape the three cutouts on the
chalkboard and ask, "Which is faster,
a bicycle or A car?" Have Wink model
the response.

T: Which is faster, a bicycle or a
car?

W: A car is faster.
W&C: A car is faster.

Repeat the question using car and air-
plane. Next, ask which isWitest.
Guide the response.

T: Which is fastest of all?
W: An airplane is fastest of all.

W&C: An airplane is fastest of all.

Repeat, having groups ask and answer
questions, using slowere slowest.

"37:" "GLOBAL EX

Before presenting the globe, point out

to the class several models and the
real objects that the models represent
such as a toy car and a real car, a
model of the school and the school,
etc. Then, show the globe, identify
it, and explain that it is a model of
the earth with all of its mountains,
lakes, places where we live, etc.
Tape a piece of paper on a beach ball

and hold the ball close to Wink's face

with the paper on the other side where

she can't see it. Explain that Wink

cannot see the paper or the shape of

the ball because she is too close to

it. Move the ball slowly away until

Wink "sees" the paper and shape of the

ball. Explain that since we are close
to the earth's surface, we cannot see
all of its features or its shape.
Point out mountains and bodies of wa-

ter, etc. Then, hold the ball close to
each pupil's face just as with Wink,
explaining why we can't see the whole

earth. Identify an ocean on the globe.
Then, say that Blink once traveled
over an ocean. Have the class guess if

he went by car or by airplane. Point
out that the car cannot go over wa-
ter. Question the class, having Wink
aid the responses.

T: /placing car by water/
Did Blink go by car?

W&C: No. He didn't go by car.
T: /placing airplane by water/

Did Blink go by airplane?
W&C: Yes. He went by airplane.

Have volunteers tell how Blink went.

TAKE-6.rribtg
*Collect pictures of various modes of
travel. Discuss with the class where
each may be used and which is fastest.

*Tape pieces of yarn from pictures of
lakes, mountains, etc. to lakes, moun-
tains, etc. on the globe. Diming free

times let pupils examine the globe.

11=r

LESSON 59



INTERDISCIPLINARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 60

REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate tht) structures

of Uhit 6 into modified language situations. You shopld attempt to elicit

individual responses from all pupils and keep accurate records on the fol-

lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most impor-

tant ones in Unit 6. They were selected because of their suitability in re-

viewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 60 do not represent the only structures that pupils

might use; they are only sample responses. A stimulus is given and the pq-

pil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.
IMMollum...

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Use of the comparative, -er and -er than and the
superlative, -est

Use of genitive- 'and possessive pronouns
Asking and answeiTng questions using expressions
of direction, location, and speed

Use of ordinals

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Identifying relative sizes of mountains and hills
Demonstrating speed
Identifying sequence of actions using first, seconti, etc.
Distinguishing between, identifying, and naming movements

in the directions left, right, straight ahead

Identifying directiarTn relation wa er an land types

Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use chalk.
Prepare a large juice can open at both ends and cardboard folded

to form the 2 sides of a hill; use a pan of water, a thin

strip of cardboard and Blink.
Prepare magazine cutouts of a road, a motorcycle, a truck; use

chalk, the cutouts of a bicycle, a plane and a car from Lesson

59, the pictures of a bridge and tunnel from Lesson 58, and tape.



I HE CHANaING HILLS
OFEEFEiiiiir&aw three mountains of
varying sizes. Have three pupils each
stand next to a mountain and tell if
his is higher or lower than one next
to his. Then help a pupil call the
mountains high, higher, and highest.

Pl:

T&P4:

P4:
T&P4:

P4:

My mountain is higher than
(Jim)'s.

/after all mts. are identified/
(Jo)'s mountain is high.
(Jim)'s mountain is...
...higher.
And (ary)'s mountain is...
...the highest of all.

Draw three hills and repeat the dialog
with hill, low, lower, and lowest.
Then,-EiVe TR- CIEs close tree Tiyes
as you re-draw the hiols, making them
identical with an X on the bottom of
each. As the pupils open their eyes,
choose three "climters", one for each
hill. Have each "climb" his hill with
two of his fingers when you say "go",
starting at X and "climbing" up to the
top and back down to X. Have one vol-
Uhteer ask another who went faster or
slower. Cue with Who.

T: /pointing to 2 climbers/
(Joe), agk (Pepe) if (Juan) or
(Sue) went (faster). Use Who.

Vl: Who went (faster), (Joe) or (Sue)?
V2: (Joe) went (faster) than (Sue).

Have a volunteer ask, "Who got over the
(first)?" Then, use second, third.

2; BLINK TAKES A 1RIP
mange the Class in a semi-circle.
Use a large open juice can as a tunnel
aid cardboard folded to form the two
sides of a hill. On the floor place
the tunnel within the hill. Five feet
away, set a pan of water with a thin
strip of cardboard across it to repre-
sent a lake with a bridge. 'fell the
class that Blink is going to take a
trip. Have a pupil be Blink and begin
his trip at one end of the room. Whis-
per to him to turn right. Then ask a
volunteer which way Blink turned.

T: /whispering to Blink/

Turn to the right.
/then to V/
Which way did Blink turn?

Vl: He turned to the right.

Continue, having Blink walk straight a-
head or turn to the left. Whisper to
him to go through the tunnel, across the
bridge, or around the hill, etc.

T: /whispering to Blink/
Go (through) the (tunnel).
/to V, pointing to sides of hill/
How did he get from here to here?

V2: He went (through) the (tunnel).
T: Where does the (tunnel) go?
V3: It goes (through the hill).

Repeat the activity, giving other pu-
pils the chance to be Blink. Vary the
questions asked by using Did Blink go
through the tunnel or around the hill?

T. ANSWER TIME: TO THE OTHER Slut
'raw a mountain high on the board,
identifying it. On the chalk ledge
place pictures of vehicles, a road,

bridge and tunnel. Ask, "What kinds.of
things can we use to get from one side
of the mountain to the other?" As a
pupil responds, have him tape up the
appropriate picture.

T:

Pl:

T:

P2:

What kinds of things can we use
to get from one side of the moun-
tain to the other?
A car.
/after P tapes car on board/
What else can you think of?
A road.

After completing the pictorial list ask
the class to suggest various groups.

T: Which of these pictures go to-
gether because they are alike in
some way?

P4: The. car and the bike.

After each suggestion ask, "Why do you
put these together?" Help the pupils
to give their reasons for grouping.

Imm-urr rrcuutttSJ l,tlt6

;Ewing recess, ask pupils to tell you
which direction they're turning, etc.

LESSON 60



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 60

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 60. As each pupil

responds to an item, place a mark irdicatIng whether he uses a Standard or
Non-Standard form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used
by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percenta e

...(high)est
of all. 15 10/15x100n67%

For this structure, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

,......

STRUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERC NTAGE
STANDARD

11

.

v

(Bill's) hill is (high)er
than (Jim's).

...(high)er.

...the (high)est of all.

Who went (fast)er, (Al)
or (Jo)?

(Al) went (fast)er than

1141______

Who got over the hill
first ?

(He) got over the hill
(first).

(He) turned to the right

He went1straight ahead'.

...through the tunnel

...across the bridge

...throush the hill

...over the hill



THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

We are not only interested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on
the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your comments into
consideration when we revise the lessons. Therefore, please rate each

lesson (1 = low, 5 = high) and return the sheet to!,

Michigan Migrant Primary Interdisciplinary Project
Washtenaw County Intermedfate School District
3800 Packard Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Lesson
Clarity of

Instructional
Intent

Teachability
of

Activities

Relation to
Pupils'

Language
Needs

Relation to
Other Areas

of
Curriculum

51 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

52 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

53 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

54 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

55 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

56 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 .1 2 3 4 5

57 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

58 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

59 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

60 , 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Suggestions for improving objectiveF:

Suggestions for improving activities:

Other comments:

NAME SCHOOL

POSITION CITY



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
UNIT 7 - OVERVIEW

The first grade child is ware that
weather conditions affect his play activities,
his clothing needs, etc. His first grade curriculum
may include detailed information of seasonal changes, and local '-

versus regional weather conditions. In order to meaningfaly parti-
cipate in weather discussions the Spanish-speaking chiZd needs to under-
stamd and use questions and statements in English concerning weather and its effec s.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Seven contains questions and answers providing the pupils practice in:

USING EXPRESSIONS OF
TIME, AS DAY, NIGHT,
TODAY, UMW--

USING THERE AS PSUEDO-
SUBJECT

USING EXPRESSIONS OF
FREQUENCY, AS ALWAYS,
OFTEN, EVERY OAT--

USING -Y TO FORM NOUN -
ADJETIVE CONTRAST,
AS SUNNY, WINDY

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

USING PAST TENSE LINKING
VERB FORMS WAS, WERE,
WASN'T, WERENTY

USING BUT TO CONNECT
CONTRATING CLAUSES

Unit Seven contains activities which are basically designed to help'the first grade

child with the following:

DESCRIBING WEATHER CON-
DITIONS

CONTRASTING SEASONAL AND
REGIONAL WEATHER CON-
DITIONS

MEASURING BY UNITS

RECORDING WEATHER INFOR-
MATION ON A CHART

IDENTIFYING REGIONS ON
A GLOBE

USING A NUMBER LINE

MATCHING APPROPRIATE CLOTH-
ING AND ACTIVITIES WITH
WEATHER CONDITIONS



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

34113

IC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying rainy, snowy, hot, and cold weather
Describing weather conditions using 2 attributes
Identifying immediate and past weather conditions
Identifying pictures by their position on a number line using ordinals
Observing that numbers can be added onto the number line
Identifying the missing number on a number line
Matching appropriate clothing and activities with the weather

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:
Activity le:

Use the snowy and rainy day, and cold and hot pictures, the number
line model, and the weather symbols, all from English Lesson 61, a
piece of material, a glass of water, chalk, and tape,

Use the sun and wind reather symbols and the windy, cloudy and sunny
day pictures, all from English Lesson 62, the rainy day picture
from English Lesson 61, the number line and weather symbols from
Activity 1, and chalk.

Use 10 pieces of paper and a crayon.
Use the weather symbols from Activity 1, the magazine cutouts of

clothes from English Lesson 46, the accompanying cutouts of roller
and ice skates, and a toy train, chalk and tape.

1. &COMO ES EL DIA? (to accompany lesson 61) WHAT KIND OF A DAY IS IT?

Mhestre un pedezo de tela seco. Hume-
azcalo, mugstrelo de nuevo y pregunte
cdmo esti. Hags noter qua lo mfsmo pa-
s& con la tierra cuando llueve, por eso
decimos el dia esti hdmedo. Pregunte
cdmo esti el dia. Muestre 'Amines que
representen un dia nevado, celiente,
lluvioso y frio. Guie los niRos con
preguntas a qua digan dos condiciones,
como frio y lluviono pare, describir
condiciones tipicas de tiempo. Copie
en la pizarra recta num6rica que a-
compalla la Leccidn 61. Pogue un simbo-
lo del tiempo par& cads ndmero. Pida a
nifts que escojan una lierSna que repre-
sente un dia similar al que represents
el simbolo del ndmero que Ud. indique.
Use ndmeros ordinales.

Show a piece of dry material. Wet it,
show it again and ask the children to
describe its condition. Have them note
that the same thing happens with the
ground when it rains, and thet'e why we
say it's a vet day. Ask What kind of
day it is. Show pictures of snowy,
hot, rainy and cold weather. Ask ques-
tions and guide the pupils to renpond
with two conditions, such as cold and
rainy, to describe typical kinds of
weather. Copy on the chalkboard the
number line accompanying Lesson 61.
Tape up a weather symbol few each num-
ber. Ask the pupils to select a pic-
ture whieh corresponds to the symbol of
the number that you indicate. Use or-
dinal numbers.



2. VIAJANDO POR LOS DIAS (to accompany lesson 62) TRAVELING THROUGH THE DAYS

Dibuje en la pizarra una recta numerica
usando los simbolos de las lecciones 61
y 62. Use 16minas para representar un
dies de viento, nublado, lluvioso, y so-

leado. Coloque cads una en una pared
de la clase. Invite a los niflos a un

"viaje" por dias distintos. Al llegar
a cada pared haga preguntas para que
describan el dfa que represents. Com-

pare el dla. a que se refieren'con la
recta numerica para encontrar uno seme-

Ante. Ayude a los niffos para que lo
indiquen usando los ordinales. Adiera
el sol y el viento a la recta cuando
observen que faltan.

3. HOY Y AVER

Make a number line with symbols from
English Lessons 61 and 62 on the chalk-

board. Also use the pictures of windy,

cloudy, rainy, and sunny days, and tape

one on each of the four classroom

walls. Invite the pupils on a "jour-
ney" through different days. When ar-
riving at each wall, ask questions to
get them to describe the day represent-
ed in the picture. Compare that day
with the number line to find the cor-
responding symbol and help the class
say its ordinal. Add, the sun and the

wind symbols to the line when they no-
tice they are missing.

(to accompany lesson 63)

Coloque diez nifios formando una recta

num6rica. Escriba en un papel sobre
la ropa de cada niflo un numeral del 1
al 10. D6 a cada uno de los primeros
ocho niffos un papel en donde haya di-
bujado un simbolo de tiempo. Los nifios

que ocupan el noveno y d6cimo lugar
tendrfin su papel en blanco. Gufe los
niftos pare que recuerden c6mo fue el
tiempo ayer y dibuje los simbolos ade-
cuados en el papel del noveno lugar.
Haga igual con el tiempo de hoy en el
decimo lugar. Pregunte en qu6 lugares
estfin representados ayer y hoy haciendo

que usen los ordinales noveno y d6cimo.

4. PEPE Y EL TIE PO (to accompany

Pregunte c6mo estfi el dia hoy. Ponga
en ].a pizarra un recorte que represente

el tiempo. Pregunte c6mo fue el dfa de
ayer colocando el simbolo correspon-

diente. Dibuje un mufteco, Pepe, en la

pizarra. Muestre recortes de ropa
fresca y abrigada. Pida a un niflo que

escoja y muestre la rope que Pepe ha-
brie usado ayer, y a otro la que debe

user hoy. Muestre recortes de patines
de rueda y de nieve, y un tren de ju-

guete. Pregunte de qu6 jugarfi Pepe

hoy. Repita usando simbolos de nieve,
lluvia, sol, y nubes permitiendo a ni-
ftos que escojan la ropa y la acci6n que

Pepe usaria con esas condiciones.

TODAY AND YESTERDAY

Have ten pupils form a number line.
Write numerals from 1 to 10 on paper
and attach a numeral to each pupil's

clothing. Give each of the first eight
pupils a paper on which you have drawn
a weather symbol. Those in the ninth
and tenth spots will have blank papers.
Guide the pupils to remember yester-
day's weather and draw an appropriate
symbol on the paper of the one in the

ninth spot. Do the same with today's
weather in the tenth spot. Ask in
which places yesterday's and today's
weather are represented, guiding them
to use the ordinals ninth and tenth.

lesson 64) PEPE AND THE WEATHER

Ask what kind of a day it is. Tape a
symbol of the weather on the board.
Ask what yesterday's weather was like
and tape up its symbol. Draw a boy,
Pepe, on the board. Show cutouts of

light and heavy clothes. Ask a pupil
to select and show the clothes which
Pepe should have worn yesterday and
what he should wear today. Show cut-

outs of roller and ice skates and a
toy train. Ask what Pepe will play
with today. Repeat using symbols of
snow, rain, sun, and clouds, allowing
pupils to select the clothes and ac-
tivity for Pepe under such weather
conditions.



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERD I SC I PLINARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 61

Review

W)'s ing.

arkind o fir ) is it?
Is this ( ) or ( )?

first, second, third, fourth

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

It's (snow)ing. It's a (snowy) day.
(Today)'s t (snowy) (day).

snow, rain (verbs)
snowy, rainy; dry, wet; hot, cold

day, night; today

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of it and

use of make, as in Makes (hot /cold) or Is

confusion of snowy-snowing and
ra ny-ra nin9; loss of it, as fs a day hot for
It's a hot day; and subiiltution of llesnow°
for snow.

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying rainy, snowy, hot, and
cold weather

Identifying immediate weather condi-
tions

Describing weather conditions using
two attributes such as cold and
:611a

Idiifking pictures by their posi-
tion on a number line using ordi-
nals

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problem are: difficulty
understanding that weather symbols represent
actual weather conditions; matching pictures
with symbols using ordinals to identify those
which go together.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare 4 large paper clouds, and a bowl of water; use the accom-
panying pictures of'a rainy night, a rainy day and a snowy
night, the winter day picture from the. Spanish Support Activity

for Lesson 46, and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the accompanying pictures of a cold and a hot day, and Blink.

Activity 3: Use the accompanying number line, and weather symbols, the pic-

tures from Activities 1 and 2, and Blink.



1. THE CLOUD COiER
Have a bowl of water on hand. On a
display board tape up the four accom-
panying pictures of snowy and rainy
day and night scenes, each under a
large paper cloud. As a pupil lifts
up a cloud, have Blink ask, "Is it
snowing or raining?" Reply and help
the class repeat.

B: /as pupil lifts up cloud/
Is it snowing or raining?

T: It's (snow)ing. It's a (snow)y
(day).

MC: It's (snow)ing. It's a (snow)y
(day).

Continue with the other pictures, using
raining, rainy, and night where appro-
priate. Repeat, as you lift each cloud,
having Blink help half the class ask
the same question. You and the other
half answer. Then sprirkle water onto
a pupil's hand, and say, "It's wet."
Point to his other hand and say, "It's
dry." Help the class repeat both
statements. Lift each cloud and help
the class say, "It's wet" each time.

T:

T&C:
T:

T&C:

/sprinkling water on P's hand/
It's wet.
It's wet.
/pointing to dry hand/
It's dry.
It's dry.
/pointing to each of 4 pictures/
It's wet.

Then, pointing out the window, ask the
class, "What kind of day is today?"
Have Blink model and help the class
respond, "Today is a (dry) day."

'2. TALK ABOUT THE HEAT
Display the accompany ng pictures of a
cold day and a hot day. Have Blink
point to the "hot" picture and help the
class ask you, "What kind of day is
it?" Answer appropriately.

B&C: /pointing to "hot" picture/
What kind of day is it?

T: It's a hot day.

Repeat with the rther picture using
cold. Then, as% the class, groups, and

individuals about each picture and
have Blink help them respond. Then
pointing out the window ask the class,
groups and individuals, "Is this a
cold day or a hot day ?" Have Blink
help them respond if necessary. Then
have Blink help the class ask you the
question.

3. THE HOT NUM:ER LINE
Copy the accompanying number line on
the board. Tape one of the weather
symbols above each numeral. Have on
hand the six pictures from Activities
1 and 2. Ask the class, groups, and
individuals any of the questions from
Activities 1 and 2, referring to the
pictures and the real weather.

T: /referring to a picture/
What kind of (day) is it?

C: It's a (hot) (day).

Then hand out the six pictures to six
pupils. Pointing to the number line
picture symbols, ask one pupil which
picture goes with his picture. Have
Blink help him match the pictures and
respond, "The (first) one."

T: /pointing to symbols/
Which picture goes with yours?

B&Pl: The (first) one.

Continue with the other Pictures,
accepting more than one correct answer
if, for example, a child chooses cold
and snowy symbols.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have the class drab' pairs of weather
pictures, contrasting hot-cold, and
wet-dry situations. Display the pic-
tures and discuss the conditions.

*Have several pupils help you make a
bulletin board display about weather,
perhaps using paper snowflakes, tin
foil rain drops, a balloon sun, cotton
clouds, etc. Have the helpers explain
the bulletin board to the class.

*Each day during this unit, have the
class talk about the daily weather,i,
filling in the phrase Today is
on the chalkboard.

LESSON 61



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 62

Review

Is the ( ) ( )ing?

The 7711snerr )ing.

It isera ( ) 457.7

any, many
first, second, third, fourth,

fifth, sixth, seventh

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Are there any clouds in the sky?
Yes. There are (a lot) of clouds.
No. There aren't (any) clouds.

sun, wind, cloud, sky; shine, blow
sunny, windy, cloudy; eight
a lot, a few

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language ptoblems are: loss of it, as
in Is a windy day; confusion of is and are;
use of double negative, as in There aren't no
clouds or There aren't none; substitution of
wEer-or "767-e" for there, Pesky" for ski,, and
warning" 1Wshining.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying immediate weather
conditions

Describing weather conditions
using two attributes

Identifying sunny, windy, and cloudy
days

Observing that numbers can be added
onto the number line

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
matching two abstract representations of
weather; relating weather pictures to actual
weather conditions.

Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying sun and wind pictures, a blindfold, and Blink.
Use the pictures from Activity 1, the daytime weather pictures
from Lesson 61, and the 3 accompanying pictures of no clouds,
few clouds, many clouds, and Blink.

Remake the number line with symbols from Lesson 61 and add on the
accompanying sun and wind symbols; use the 6 weather pictures
from Lesson 61, the sun and wind pictures from Activity 1 of
this lesson, and Wink.



THE SUN AD WIND
Hold up the accompanying sun and wind
pictures and identify each. Blom the
wind picture out of your hand to show
what the wind does. Then blindfold
Blink, telling the class that they can
help Blink find out if the day in the
pictures is sunny or windy. Point to
the pictures and have Blink ask ques-
tions. Guide the class to answer.

B: /as T points to sun picture/
Is the wind blowing?

T: No. The wind isn't blowing.
It isnq a windy day.

T&C: No. The wind isn't blaming.
It isn't a windy day.

Continue, having Blink ask the question
Is the sun shining? Model the ap ro-
priate response The sun is isn't
shinin . It (is sn t a sunny day.
Cont nue, guiding the girls, then the
boys, to ask the questions until the
weather has been described.

271aIOUTFIZEOTIN
DisplAy the accompanying pictures with
and without clouds, the pictures from
Activity 1, and the daytime pictures
from Lesson 61. Show the picture with
numerous clouds. Ask if there are
clouds in the sky, and if so, if there
are many. Have Blink guide the class
to answer "Yes" or "No' and make ap-
propriate statements.

T: /pointing to picture with many
clouds/
Are there any clouds in the sky?

B&C: Yes, there are.
T: Are there many clouds?

B&C: Yes. There are a lot of clouds.

Continue with the pictures of few and
no clouds to practice There are a few
clouds and There aren't an clouds.
epe t, gui ng tne g r s, en e

boys, to ask the questions. Next,
point to each of the pictures and ques-
tion individual pupils about them.

T: /pointing to each picture/
Is it a (sunny) day or a (cloudy)
day?

P: It's a (cloudy) day.

Next, have the class stand near the
windows. Cue the girls to ask the boys
questions about today's weather. Then
summarize what the weather is.

3. LET THE SUN SHINE IN
Remake the number line from Lesson 61,
adding on the accompanying sun and
wind symbols. Be sure the class ob-

serves that you are adding onto the

number line. Have on hand eight weath-
er pictures. Ask the class, groups,
and individuals any of the questions
from Lessons 61 and 62, pointing to
the pictures and referring to today's
weather conditions outside. Have Wink
guide appropriate affirmative and neg-
ative responses and have the class re-
peat.

T! /pointing to picture and outside/
Is the (wind) (blow)ing?

W&C: (No). It (isn't) (blow)ing.
It (isn't) a (windy) day.

Then hand out the eight pictures to
eight pupils. Pointing to the number
line symbols, ask a pupil which symbol
goes with his picture. Have Wink aid
the pupil.

T:

W&P:

/pointing to
Which symbol
tune?
Tne (eighth)

symbol s/

goes with your pic-

one.

Continue with the other seven pictures,
accepting more than one correct answer.
Then select out all the pictures that
describe today's weather and summarize.
Have Wink help the class to repeat.

T:

W&C:

/selecting today's weather/
It's a (cold), (windy), (sunny)
day.
It's a (cold), (windy), (sunny)
day.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
Tarr ngirnsic, help the class make up
weather questions and answers to sing
to the tune of "Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star". For example, have the boys sing
"Is it rainy outside today?" and have
the girls respond, "Yes, it's rainy
outside today."

41111111111
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Review

Is it sunny today?
(Yes), it (is). It (is) sunny today.
Are there a lot of clouds in the sky?
(No), there (aren't). There (aren't)

a lot of. clouds in the sky.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

sunny, cloudy
cloud, sky; today

Was it sunny yesterday?
(Yes), it (was). It (was) sunny

yesterday.
Were there a lot of clouds in the sky?
(No), there (weren't). There
(weren't) a lot of clouds in the

sky.

ninth, tenth; was, were
yesterday; weather; ice; icy

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typicli language problems'are: confusion of

was - were, nine - ninth, ten tenth; substi-

liaon ofNiiirfor was, Nearallirivere,
" esterda "sliFyestefaWY,Niiiin" for
weren nint" Tor ninth, "for tenth,
aTroat"-for but.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Describing weather conditions using Identifying kinds of weather in the

two attributes recent past
Identifying the missing number on a

number line

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
recalling past weather and comparing it with
present weather using weather symbols.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare two chalk "weather squares" to be used in Activities 1

and 2 and in Lesson (144 use Wink.
Use the chalk "weather squares" from Activity 1, and Wink.

Prepare a chalk number line from 1 to 10, leaving out the numerals

for 9 and 10 under their marks; use the weather symbols from

Lessons 61 and 62, the accompanying cloud and ice symbols, and

Wink.



1. CLOUDY WEATHER
Draw a square on the chalkboard and
draw weather symbols that correspond
to today's weather inside the square.
Point to the symbols and ask the class
if it is sunny today and if there are
a lot of clouds. Have Wink model the
responses for the class.

T:

W:

W&C:

T:

W:

W&C:

/pointing to square/
Is it sunny today?
(No), it (isn't). It (isn't)
sunny today.
(No), it (isn't). It (isn't)
sunny today.
Are there a lot of clouds in.the
sky?
(Yes), there (are). There (are)
a lot of clouds in the sky.
(Yes), there (are). There (are)
a lot of clouds in the sky.

Attach another square onto the left
side of the "today" square and draw
the weather symbols for yesterday's
weather in the new square. Repeat,
substituting yester44y for toda and
(was/wasn't) and (4itee weren t for
(is/isn't) and (are aren t while re-
ferring to yesterday s weather. Re-
peat again, guiding the girls and then
the boys, to ask and answer the ques-
tions.

77--TRETWERWE
Using the "weather squares" from Acti-
vity 1, point to the different weather
symbols, asking if the weather is the
same today as it was yesterday. After
the class responds, have a volunteer
point to different symbols as Wink
models the statements for the class.

T: /pointing to different pictures/
Is the weather the same today as
it was yesterday?

W&C: (No), it (isn't).
W: /as volunteer points/

It's (cloudy) today. It (wasn't)
(cloudy) yesterday.

W&C: It's (cloudy) today. It (wasn't)
(cloudy) yesterday.

Repeat, dividing the class in two
groups. Have Group 1, then Group 2 ask
the question of the other group.

3. CLOUD NINE

Make a number line from 1 to 10, plac-
ing one weather symbol from Lessons 61
and 62 and the accompanying cloud and
ice symbols above each numeral. Make
sure that the symbol above the 9 is of
yesterday's weather and that the symbol
above the 101.is of today's weather.
Then erase the 9 and 10. Guide the
class to identify the cloud and ice
symbols. Using language from the first
two activities question the class about
yesterday's and today's weather. Have
Wink help the responses.

T: /pvinting to ice symbol/
Is it icy today?

C: /with Wink's help/
(No), it (isn't). It (isn't)
icy today.
/pointing to same symbol/
Was it icy yesterday?

C: /with Wink's help/
(No), it (wasn't). It (wasn't)
icy yesterday.

Next, point to the number line and ask
Wtnk and the class to pick one symbol
for today's weather. Have Wink guide
them to pick the one in the tenth
spot. Afterwards, print the numeral
10. Then have the class and Wink say
aich is yesterday's weather. Have
Wink guide them to identify as you
print the missing numeral 91.

T: /pointing to number line/
Which one is today's weather?

W&C: The tenth one.
T: /to class/

Which was yesterday's weather ?'
MC: /pointing/

That one.
T: What number goes there?

W&C: Nine. It's the ninth one.

Continue, erasing other numbers, one at
a time as the pupils close their eyes.
Guide pupils to guess which numeral
goes in the missing spot.

EASTAKE-OFF ID
*Make several number lines of various
lengths, with different spacing for
each line. Leave several numerals out
of each line to have pupils fill in.

LESSON 63
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Review

Did (he) ( ) (today)?

(He) (yesterday).
It (was cold) and (windy).

light, heavy; hot, cold,
windy, sunny, icy

play with, wear
airplane, car

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

play (house/truck driver/school)
skate; wore
outside, inside
roller skates, ice skates

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of did

in questions, as in He wear li ht clothe-1g
loss of past ending - as in a or I

played; substitution-W"weare or wore,
neskate" for skate, and qiaigl" for-I-Wool.

Review .

Recording weather information
on a chart

Describing weather conditions using
two attributes

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Matching appropriate clothing with
the weather

Matching appropriate activities with
the weather

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding. the relationships of weather,
clothing and activities.,

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use several articles of heavy and light clothing, the "weather
squares" from Lesson 63, chalk, and Blink.

Use the 3 accompanying pictures of Wink ice skating, roller skat-
ing inside, and roller skating outside, Wink and Blink.

Use the "weather squares" from Activity 1.



I: CLOTHES AND WEATHER GO TOGETHER
Have on hand ink and severs Items
of heavy and light outer clothing. Add

another square into the right side of
the weather squares you made yesterday.
After determining today's weather, have
a volunteer draw the appropriate weath-
er symbols in today's square. Have the
same volunteer stand near you with his
coat, etc. as you ask the class about
the type of clothing he wore to school
today. Have Blink model the responses,
including the related weather condi-
tions. Then point to yesterday's
weather square and have the volunteer
pick out the type of clothing he wore
to school then. Continue the question-
ing and answering.

T: /pointing to V's own clothing/
Did he wear (light) clothes today?

B: Yes. He wore (light) clothes to-
day. It's (hot) and (dry).

C: Yes. He wore (light) clothes to -.
day. It's (hot) and (dry).

T: /pointing to clothing V picked for
yesterday's weather/
What kind of clothes did he wear
yesterday?

B: He wore (heavy) clothes yesterday.
It was (cold) and (windy).

C: He wore (heavy) clothes yesterday.
It was (cold) and (windy).

Repeat the activity with another vol-
unteer, helping the girls ask the ques-
tions and having Blink help the boys
respond. Repeat again as the boys ask
the questions about a new volunteer.

2. SKATING WEATHER
Display the three accompanying pictures
of Wink ice skating outside, roller
skating inside, and roller skating out-
side. Have Wink and Blink on hand.
Help the class ask Wink questions about
her skating adventures, using the out-
side roller skating picture first.

T.

TAX:
W:

T:

/pointing to picture and then
out window/
Did you skate outside?
Did you skate outside?
Yes, I did. It was sunny and
warm.
/pointing to pictured skates/

W:

T:

T&C:

W:

Did you wear roller skates or
ice skates?
Did you wear roller skates or
ice skates?
I wore roller skates.
Did you wear heavy clothes or
light clothes?
Did you wear heavy clothes or
light clothes?
I wore light clothes.

Repeat, holding up the inside roller
skating picture and using inside.
Have Wink respond Yes, I d177-Tt was
cold and windy outside. Repeat again,
using the outside ice skating picture.
Have Wink use cold and icy. Then,
using each of ITIFthreectures a
second time, ask the class the ques-
tions about Wink, using she instead of
sts. Have Blink help thi-Mass re-
spond,. using she and wore.

1. gECALL PLO OF YESTERDAY
hinting to the weather square for yes-
terday, recall with the class what the
weather was like. Then ask individuals
whether they played inside or outside,
what they.played, and what they wore.
Cue them to describe the weather also.

T: /to individual/
Did you play outside yesterday?

Pl: Yes, I did.
T: What did you play?
P1: I played (ball).
T: Did you wear (light clothes) or

(heavy clothes)?
P1: I wore (light clothes).
T: /pointing to yesterday's weather

box/
Tell about yesterday's weather.

P1: It was (sunny) and (hot).

Continue with other individuals, help-
ing them use the names of the clothing
they wore and the following when appro-
priate: I Ala d house truck driver
school). times as you
play with?" and guide responses such
as, I played with (an airplane/a car).

TAXEOFF IDEAS
;Rave the pupils color pictures of Wink
and Blink playing ball, skating, etc.
Discuss the weather conditions.

LESSON 64
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Use of there and it as psuedo-subjects
Asking iiirihsweigg questions about weather

in the present and past
Using noun-adjective contrast with my as in
wind - winds!

Comp:ring weather 41i ng same.

Using ordinals first through ninth

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying symbols by position on a number line .

using ordinal 'umbers
Relating clothing and activities to kinds of weather
Naming missing numbers on a number tine
Distinguishing types of weather using two or more

attributes such as wet or dry and hot or cold
Identifying, comparing and contrasting yesterday's
and today's weather

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the magazine cutouts of clothing from Lesson 46, the weather
symbols from Lessons 61-63, chalk, and tape.

Use the weather symbols from Activity 1 and chalk.
Use the weather symbols from Activity In chalk, and tape.



17-NEATREK-MrrAMtr
Have the clothing cutouts from Lesson
46 o n a desk. Draft a number line on
the board with the numerals Oita 10.
Tape the weather symbols from Lessons
61-63 above 1 through 9. Have a vol-
unteer select the appropriate symbol
as a pupil calls out, The (eighth)
one." Tell the class that the volun-
teer will tell what he wore and what
kind of "pretend weather" it wet yes-
terday when the class asks him'. Have
the volunteer choose and show the
proper clothes as he responds.

P: The (eighth) one.
T: /to class after V selects ;symbol/

Ask if it was (cold) yesterday.
C: Was it (cold) yesterday?
V: Yes. It was (cold) yesterday.
1:. /to class/

Ask (Paul) what he wore yesterday.
C: What did you wear yesterday?
V: /selecting appropriate clothes/

I wore a (heavy coat).

Repeat; Sometimes have pupils ask
volunteers questions and have the
class ask, "Did ycu (play) inside?"

2. THE WEATHER TELLERifieWribneom Activity 1
and erase any four numerals. Ask
what numeral goes in a slot and have
the pupil who answers fill in the nu-
meral. After all are filled in, have
a volunteer come to the front and
choose a weather symbol. If appropri-
ate, have the volunteer pantomime an
activity related to his weather symbol
such as skating, playing ball, etc.
Then, tell him to ask the class what
kind of day it is. After the class re-
sponds, help the class ask him if the
day is cold or hot, wet or dry.

T: What numeral goes here?
P1: /while writing (9)/

(Nine).

T: /to Ve'after all numerals are in/
Ask the class what kind of a day
it is.

V: What kind of day is it?
C: It's a (windy) day.

T&C: Is it a (wet) day or a (dry) day?
V: It's a (dry) day.

Continue with new volunteers.

3. MAT timing" KUM
class in two groups. Use

the number line from Activity 1. Have

a volunteer call out the ordinal of a

symbol that corresponds to yesterday's
weather. Have Group 1 ask Group 2
about yesterday's weather, referring to
the symbol the volunteer identified.
Continue with other symbols until yes-
terday's weather is fully described,
taping each chosen symbol far above the

number line. Help the class summarize
yesterday's weather.

V: identifying a symbol of yester-
day's weather/
The (fifth) one.

Gl: Was it (rainy) yesterday?
G2: Yes. It was (rainy) yesterday.

T&C: /after yesterday's weather is
described/
Yesterday was a (rainy) and (cold)

day.

Continue with today's welther, taping
the symbols chosen for today's weather
above the symbols for yesterday's and

having Group 2 be questioners. If du-

plicate symbols are needed, draw them
with chalk. Then, guide each group to
ask.the other to compare the weatier
using Is the weather the same today as
it was esterda ? Next, summarize with

c ass us ng statements such as
Its_igunny) today, It wasn't (sung).

ieiteMaY,

IMgannb"-Trarrff
rasg"--Wne---wmoments each day for
five days for the class to go outside
and observe and talk about the weather
using the language from Lessons 61-64.
Record each day's weather trip on a
large sheet of paper. At the end of
the five days, display the record shee
asking the class what kind of weather
they observed during their weather
trips. Record each day's weather on
the chalkboard using the weather sym-
bols. Then ask which days had similar
weather and why they were similar.
Group the similar sywhols. Next, help
the class summarize if the weather has
been the same, different, cloudy, etc.

LESSON 65
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

IC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:

Contrasting winter, summer, spring, and fall as to frequency of weather conditions

Measuring uaing an arbitrary unit
Ordering the seasons
Recording weather information on a chart
Describing local weather conditions
Identifying regions on the globe and comparing weather in the regions with local

weather
Describing weather conditions using information from a chart

TERIALS:
Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Activity 4:

410.1
Use the summer and winter pictures from English Lesson 46, the weather

symbols of raindrops, snowflakes, and sun from English Lesson 61 And

62, the snowman cutouts from English Lesson 66, tape and chalk.

Use the 4 season pictures from English Lesson 67, crayons and paper

for each child, and chalk.
Use the 4 season pictures from Activity 2, the weather symbols from

English Lessons 61-63, and tape.
Use the 4 season pictures from Activity 2, the weather symbols from

English Lesson 68, the globe, and chalk.

1. INVIERNO Y VERANO (to accompany lesson 66) WINTER AND SUMMER

Muestre liminas de inviemo y verano.
Pegue cada una en un extrema de is pi-

zarra. Pregunte si nieva siempre en

invierno. Coloque recortes de nieve
cerca del invierno. Proceda igual con
gotas de agua y con el sol. Refirifin-

dose a ambas Amines use alAllalps11,
a menudo y casi siempre. Diga a is
clase que en invierno se pueden hater
nuflecos de nieve. Dibuje uno Bien
grande en la pizarra. Coloque al lado

uno pequeflito. Haga que comparen el
taniafto. Ponga varios muftecos sobre el
mufleco de nieve pequeflo haste, alcanzar
la altura del grande. Cu6ntelo 'tan

Pe

los niflos hasta que pueden de rle
cufintos pequelos necesita a alcanzar
la altura de uno grande. Repita di-

bujando un nuevo =diem grande.

Show pictures of winter and summer.
Tape each at opposite ends of the

chalkboard. Ask if it always snows in

winter. Place snowflakes near the

winter picture. Do the same with the
raindrops and sun, using the pictures.

Use sometirus, often, and usually.
Tell the class that in winter they can

make snowmen. Draw a very big one on

the board. Place a tiny one beside it.

Have them compare sizes. Add more

snowmen above the small one, until the

height of the big one is reached.
Count them with the pupils until they

can tell you how many smell ones are

necessary to equal the height of one

large one. Repeat, drawing another

large snowman.



2. LA CAIDA DE LAS HOJAS (to accompany lesson 67) THE FALLING OF THE LEAVES,

Coloque en su orden lfiminas de las cua-
tro estaciones. Pregunte cufindo es
siempre frio o siempre caliente, cufindo
caen las hojas y cufindo retofian hojas
y flores. Al referirse a cada estaci6n
muestre la lfimina correspondiente. Hfi-

gales saber que hay partes del mundo en
donde siempre hace calor o frio. Re-
parta hojas de papel pafa que dibujen
un (tato' en.primavera y otro en otofio.
Haga notar que no hay dibujos en la
pizarra. Escriba el numeral 0. Co-
loque los dibujos en la pizarra uno
arriba del otro. Haga que los cuenten
y digan cufintOs caben en linea hacia
arriba en la pizarra escribiendo el
numeral correspondiente al lado de
cada dibujo.

Put the pictures of the four seasons in
order. Ask when it is always cold or
always hot, when the leaves fall and
when the leaves and flowers appear.
Point to the corresponding picture as
you refer to each season. Tell the
class that there are parts of the world
where it is always hot or cold. Hand
out paper so that they may draw a tree
in spring and another in fall. Point
out that there are no pictures on the
board. Write the numeral O. Place
the drawings on the board, one above
another. Have them count and say how
many fit in a vertical line on the
board, writing the corresponding nu-
meral by each drawing.

3. EL TIEMPO EN MICHIGAN (to accompany lesson 68) THE WEATHER IN MICHIGAN

Pegue en el pecho a cadauno de cuatro
niftos la ldmina de una de las cuatro
estaciones. Pidales que se tomen de la
mano dfindose las espaldas entre ellos.
Col6quelos de manera que la clase pueda
ver una ldmina cada vez que giren.
Pregunte cut]. estaci6n es la que mues-
tra, cull viene despuSs y cuil estaba
antes. Ponga frente a la clase al ve-
rano. Muestre simbolos que representen
condiciones de tiempo. Permita a nifios

que escojan los que se dan aqui en ve-
vano. Col6quelos en la pizarra. Re-
pita con las otras estaciones.

4. COMPARANDO CLIMAS

Attach one of the pictures of the four
seasons to each of four pupils' chests.
Ask them to hold hands, turning their
backs to each other. Arrange them so-
that the class may see one picture each
time they rotate. Ask which season is
being shown, which comes next and which
went before. Have "summer" stand in
front of the class. Show symbols of
weather conditions. Permit children
to select those which occur here in
summer. Place them on the board. Re-

peat with the other seasons.

(to accompany lesson 69) COMPARING CLIMATES

Muestre Michigan en la esfera. Uaando
los simbolos del tiempo forme un cartel
que represente cada una de las cuatro
estaciones en Michigan. Identifique
los polos. Explique como es el clime
ahi. Afirme lo anterior mediante pre-
guntas usando sieMpres-nunca y algunas
veces con llueve, niers, hace calor, es
hdmedo o s_ eco, etc. Seattle Puerto Rico

en la esfera. Procela igual a como lo
hizo con los polos. Compare las condi-
ciones de tiempo de estos lugares con
las de Michigan usando el cartel con
los simbolos.

Point to Michigan on the globe. Using
the weather symbols, make a chart re-
presenting each of the four seasons in
Michigan. Identify the poles. Explain
what the weather is like there. Then,

ask about the poles' weather through
questions, using always, never and
sometimes with It rains, It snows, It's
hot, It's wet, or etc. Point to
Puerto Rico on the globe. Proceed in
the same way as you did with the poles.
Compare the weather conditions of these
places with Michigan's using the symbol
chart.
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Review

It (snows) in (winter).
Is (

Does )?

some
winter, summer; day
snow, rain (verbs)
cold, ho'

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Does it (snow) every day in (winter)?

It (snows) some days in (winter), but

it doesn't (snow) every day.
It (sometimes) (rain4) in (winter).

It's usually (cold) in (winter).

but
every
sometimes, often, usually

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of -s

ending on does, snows, rains; addition or
-s, as in Does it snowiliciinter?; loss of

it, as in Sometimes snows'in winter; loss
does in negative, as in It not snow ev-

ery ai% and substitution orwiTTIEraWs"
o ryday, and "sometime" for sometimes.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Describing weather conditions Discriminating and describing winter

using two attributes and summer as to frequency of
weather conditions

Measuring using an arbitrary unit,
such as counting the number of
small snowmen needed to reach the
height of a big one

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
in understanding the degree of frequency ex-
pressed in such terms as sometimes, often,
and usually.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the pictures of a snowy day and a rainy day from Activity 1,

Lesson 61, the picture of a sunny summer day from.Lesson 62

and the accompanying pictures of a cold rainy day, and a sunny

winter day, and Blink and Wink.
Activity 2: Use the summer and winter pictures from Lesson 46, and Blink.

Activity 3: Prepare 12 small snowman cutouts all the same size; use the summer
and winter pictures from Lesson 46, chalk, and Wink.



1. 'RAIN OR WI
Tape up the pictures of a snowy day and
a rainy day from Lesson 61, the sunny,
summer day from Lesson 62, and the ac-
companying pictures of a cold, rainy
day, and a sunny, winter day. Point to
the appropriate picture and ask Wink
and the class if it snows in winter.
Have the class repeat Wink's reply.

T: /pointing to appropriate picture/
Does it snow in winter?

W: Yes. It snows in winter.
C: Yes. It snows in winter.

Repeat with rain and summer. Contin-
ue, pointing to each winter picture and
asking if it snows every day in winter.
Use Blink to aid the class' response..

T:

B:

/pointing to winter pictures/
Does it snow every day in
winter?
/modeling for class/
No. It snows some days in
winter, but it doesn't snOw
every day.

B&C: No. It snows some days in
winter, but it doesn't snow
every day.

Repeat with the summer pictures and
rain. Continue having groups point
to the pictures and ask the question.
Then, pointing to the cold, rainy pic
ture ask the class. and Wink if it some-
times rains in winter.

T:

W:

C:

/points to cold, rainy picture/
Does it sometimes rain in winter?
Yes. It sometimes rains in winter.
Yes. It sometimes rains in winter.

2. WINTER OR SUMMER
Show pictures from Activity 1, Lesson
46. Divide the class into two groups.
Using Blink, help Group 1 ask Group 2
if it is usually hot in winter or in
summer. Guide Group 2's answers.

B:

Gl:

T:

G2:

Is it usually hot in winter or
summer?
Is it usually hot in winter or
summer?
It's usually hot in summer.
It's usually hot In summer.

Repeat using cold ilith winter and sum-
mer, giving each group a chance to re-
spond. Then have Blink ask if it snows
in winter. Guide the class to respond.

B: Does it snow, in winter?
T: Yes. It often snows in winter.

T&C: Yes. It often snows 'in winter.

Continue the dialog using rain and
summer. Repeat with pupils as Blink.

3. MR. SNOWMAN
Tape on tfietiaid a picture of summer
and one of winter from Activity 1.
Draw a raindrop, snowflake and a large
snowman. Place a pile of small snow-
man cutouts nearby. Divide the class
in two groups. Cue Group 1 to ask
Group 2 about summer and winter weath-
er, by pantomiming and pointing to

the pictures and drawings. Use Wink

to guide the response. After each
answer using winter, have a member of
the answer group go to the board and
tape up a small snowman.

Gl: /as T points to raindrop and win-
ter pictures, helping if needed/
DoeS it rain-in winter?

G2: /with Wink's help if necessary/
It sometimes rains in winter.

Pupil from Group 2 tapes up snowman.
Gl: /as T points to winter and sum-

mer pictures and shivers/
Is it usually cold in winter or
summer?

G2: It's usually cold in winter.
Pupil from Group 2 tapes snowman on
board.

Continue with Group 2, then individu-
als, as queStioners. When all the cut-
outs are taped up, point out that the
chalk snowman is bigger than the cut-
out snowmen. Then have volunteers
measure how much bigger by helping than
tape small snowmen end to end on the
chalk drawing. Count the final whole
number of small snowmen needed.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*As you begin each new activity of the
school day, have the class tell how
often the activity takes place using
every day, usually and often.

LESSON 66
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Review

Is ( )?

Do ()?

sometimes
hot, cold
summer, winter

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Is it ever (cool) in (spring)?
It's sometimes. (cool) and sometimes

(warm).

ever
cool, warm
spring, fall; leaf, leaves, tree
fall off, come out

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of it, as
in Is sometimes cool; confusion of do aria--
does; substitution of "Ispring7 for ming,
195iifs" for leaves; and "comb" for come.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Measuring using an arbitrary unit Describing spring and fall weather
Contrasting summer and winter conditions
weather conditions Measuring, starting at zero

Using whole numbers to label units of
linear measurement

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: understand-
ing the different degrees of hotness and
coldness described by the terms hot, warm,
cold, and cool.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare-4 jars of water, hot, warm, cool, and icy; use the pictures
of summer and winter from Activity 1, Lesson 46, and the accompa-
nying pictures of spring and fall, and Wink.

Prepare 12 colored leaves, all the same length, and 12 small green
leaves; use the 4 season pictures from Activity 1, chalk, and
Wi nk.

Prepare a palm leaf 18 inches long; use the colored and green
leaves from Activity 2, chalk, Wink and Blink.



1. SPRING AND .FALL
Place four jars of water, one very hot,

one warm, one cool, and one with ice

in it on a table. Have the class feel

the jars while you tell the relative

temperature of each. Then show the ac-

companying pictures of spring and fall,

and identify each. Hang them up with
the summer and winter pictures from
Activity 1, Lesson 46, in the proper

seasonal order. Then ask the class
about the weather in spring. Use Wink

to guide the response.

T: This is spring. This is fall.
Is it ever cool in spring?

W: It's sometimes cool and some-
times warm.

WIC: It's sometimes cool and some-
times warm.

Continue with fall helping pupils'ask
the question. Repeat, guiding the pu-
pils to use fiat, warm, 00, and cold
with the four seasons.

2. THE FALLING'OF THE LEAVES
Tape up the four season pictures from
'Activity 1. Draw a large tree on the

board. Tape twelve colored leaves,
all the same length, on the tree.
Guide the pupils to identify the tree
and a leaf, and the leaves. Point to
the fall picture, then take some
leaves off the board, and drop them on

the floor. Explain that leaves fall
off the trees in fall. Then have Wink
ask the class if the leaves fall off
in spring or fall and guide them to
respond.

1"... The leaves fall off the trees
in fall.

W: Do the leaves fall off in spring'
or fall?

T&C: They fall off in fall.

Continue with pupils asking the ques-
tions and dropping the leaves until all

are on the floor. Explain that there
are no leaves on the trees in winter,

and point to the winter picture. Then,

point to the spring picture. Show the
class small green leaves and tape a few
on the tree saying that the leaves come

out in the spring. Have Wink ask when

the leaves come out. Guide the class

to respond.

T: The leaves come out in spring.

W: Do the leaves come out in. spring

or fall?
MC: They come out in spring.

Continue having pupils ask the ques-
tion and.tape on the leaves.

THE GIANT PALM
Make a paTm leaf 18 inches long.

Draw two trees on the chalkboard. Tape

the colored leaves from Activity 2 on

one. . Near the other place the small

green leaves. Say that Wink and Blink

are from a part of the world where sea-

sons are different and they want to

know what the seasons are like here.

Choose pairs of pupils to be Wink and

Blink. Choose another pupil to either
tape up leaves or let them fall, to cue

Wink's and Blink's questioning.

W&B: /with T's help after V has

dropped ...leaves/

Do the leaves (fall off) in

spring or fall?
C: The leaves (fall off) in fall.

Then guide Wink and Blink to ask about

the temperature in spring and fall.

WRIB: Is it ever (cool) in spring?

C: It's sometimes (cool) and some-

times (warm).

Repeat the dialogs with other pupils

as Wink and Blink, until all green
leaves are taped up and all colored
leaves taken down. Then show the class

the palm leaf from Wink's and Blink's

home. Tape it on the board and help

the class measure it by taping colored

leaves, end to end along its length,
starting on a line at the bottom of the
palm leaf marked zero. Count each col-

ored leaf and write the appropriate nu-
meral on a line drawn from the top end

of each leaf.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have the class bring in different
kinds of leaves and arrange them in

order of size on a bulletin board.

LESSON 67
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Review LINGUISTIC

It (usually) (snows) a lot in
(winter).

It's sometimes (warm) and sometimes
(cool) in (spring).

spring, summer, fall, winter
a lot; weather
usually, sometimes
hot, warm, cool, cold, wet, dry

FOCUS Introduce

What season comes (after.) (fall)?
(Winter) comes (after) (fall).
When (does it usually snow a lot)?

What kind of weather does Michigan
have in (spring)?

In (spring), it's ( ).

season, Michigan
before, after

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of -s on

verbs, as in What season come; loss of does in

questions, asfTilsuanetly snows; sub-
stitution of the "ch" sound for the "sh" sound
in Michigan.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Recording weather information on a Ordering pictures of the seasons

chart Describing local weather conditions.

Contrasting the seasonal weather

conditions

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: relating

symbols to season and weather conditions in
sequence.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare several duplicate sets of the weather symbols from Lessons

61-63 and warm and cool symbols; use the 4 season pictures from

Activity 1, Lesson 67, tapes* and Wink.
Use the 4 season pictures and the weather symbols from Activity 1,

a map of Michigan and one of the United States, a globe, tape,

and Wink.
Use the 4 season pictures and the weather symbols from Activity 1,

tape, and Wink.



1. THE WEATHERMEN
Hang up the four season pictures used
in Activity 1 of Lesson 67 in a circle
arrangement, with arrows indicating
which season follows which. Point to
and identify each season. Divide the
class in two groups. Help Group 1 ask
about the order of the seasons. Have
Group 2 point to the appropriate pic-
ture and have Wink guide their answers.

T: /pointing to all the pictures/
What season comes after (fall)?

Gl: What season comes after (fall)?
Group 2 points to appropriate picture.
W: (Winter) comes after (fall).
G2: (Winter) comes after (fall).

Continue, substituting before for af-
ter. Then repeat, with-6736172 arcing
tie questions. Then, draw a row of
four squares, linked together, to be-
gin a seasonal weather chart. Tape
one of the season pictures in each box.
Using the weather symbols you prepared,
help the class be weathermen having
one group ask the other about a weather
symbol as a volunteer holds it up. Use
Wink to guide the response. Then have
the volunteer tape it in the appropri-
ate picture box on the. chart. Tape up
duplicates of symbols when the type of
weather represented occurs often.

T:

G2:
W:

Gl:

/modeling for G2 as V holds up
snow symbol/
When does it usually (snow) a lot?
When does it usually (snow) a lot?
It usually (snows) a lot in (win-
ter).

It usually (snows) a lot in (win-
ter).

Continue with other symbols. Have one
pupil hold up warm and cool symbols and
use the question When is it sometimes
(win) and sometimes (cool)? Have an-
other pupil give the answer It's some-
Imes warm and sometimes cool ) in
spr no He p t e rst pup place

both symbols on the chart.

2. WINK THE TEXAN
Show the class a map of Michigan and
tell them that Michigan is where we
live. Then, point out Michigan and

Texas on a map and on a globe. Divide
the class in two. Pretend Wink's group
is from Texas and would like to know
about the weather in Michigan. Hang up
the four season pictures from Activity
1 near the map of Michigan. Use Wink
to lead Group 1 to ask about the weath-
er. Help Group 2 respond.

W:

Gl:

T:

G2:

What kind of weather does Michigan
have in (spring)?
What kind of weather does Michigan
have. in (spring)?

In (spring) its sometimes (wet)

and (cool)r
In (spring) it's sometimes (wet)

and (cool).

After weather in a season is identi-
fied have a pupil place the proper
symbol from the Activity 1 chart under
the season picture. Vary the activity
by having Group 2 ask, "When is it
(hot) in Michigan?" and Group 1 re-
spond "It's usually (hot) in (summer)."

3. HMEN WEATHER
Hide three of the four season pictures
and all the weather symbols used in
Activity 1 around the room. Tape up
the fourth season picture. Have indi-
viduals search for the pictures and
then the symbols. As they are found
ask the class about them, having Wink
aid if needed. Then tape them on the
chalkboard in the appropriate areas.

T: /as Ps find each season picture/
Which comes (first), (fall) or
(winter)?

C: /with Wink's help, if needed/
(Fall) comes (first).

T: /as each symbol is found/
When does it usually (snow) a lot?

C: It usually (snows) a lot in (win-
ter).

Continue until all the symbols have
been found and placed on the chalkboard.
Sometimes have the "finder" question
the class.

TARE-OFF IDEAS
Crave pup s ring snapshots of them-
selves or friends in outside settings.
Discuss the pictured weather.

LESSON 68
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Review

Is it (ever) (cold) (here)?
It's (sometimes) (cold)'(here).
Where is it ( )?

Does it ever lsnow) there?

sometimes, usually, ever
but; warm, cool, cold
Michigan

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

It never (snows) there.
It is (always) (cold) (at) (the North
Pole).

at
never, always
North Pole, South Pole; Puerto Rico
like (=similar)

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of double
negative, as in It doesn't never snow there;
confusion of at and in; substitution of "en"
for in, Nortwfor North, and "Sout" for guth.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Recording weather information on
a chart

Describing weather conditions using
at leatt two attributes

Identifying regions on the globe
Comparing weather conditions of

regions on the globe
Comparing local weather and weather

in other regions
Describing weather conditions using

information from a chart

CONCEPTUAL 'COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual .problem is: difficulty
understanding that different parts of the
earth may have different weather conditions;
difficulty understanding the representations
of these areas on a small scale.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the sets of weather symbols from Lesson 68, the accompanying
picture labels of the North Pole, South Pole and Michigan, a
globe, chalk, tape, and Blink.

Use the accompanying picture label of Puerto Rico, the weather
charts from Activity 1, the globe, chalk, tape, and Blink.

Use the weather charts on the board from Activities 1 and 2, the
globe. and Wink.



1. EXPL kING POLE TO POLE
On the chalkboard make a weather chart
for the North Pole, South Pole, and
Michigan, placing symbols for snow,
ice, wind and cold in each of the Pole.
boxes, and the various symbols that
represent Michigan weather in the other
box. Show the accompanying pictures
of the three places, point out these.
areas on the globe and then tape each
picture above its box. Then, using
Blink, help the class answer questions.

T: /pointing to NP and weather chart/
Is it ever cold at the North Pole?

B: /modeling for class/
It's always cold at the North Pole.

C: It's always cold at the North Pole.

Continue, describing weather at the
South Pole and in Michigan, and using
ever, never, and always. Then divide
the class into four groups. Have one
group be "explorers" while the other
groups pretend to live at one of the
three locations. Blink and the "ex-
plorers" will try to discover where
each group lives by asking weather
questions.

G4:

G3:

G4:

G3:

G4:
G3:

/pretending to be explorers and
asking Michigan group/
Is it (ever) (cold) (here)?'
/with teacher's help/
It's (sometimes) (cold) (here).
Is it (ever) (hot) (here)? .

It's (sometimes) (hot) (here).
Is this Michigan?
Yes, it is.

Continue, having groups change roles.

2. ISLAND mans
MITVW-TrairfiTimather chart from
Activity 1. Point out Puerto Rico on
the globe and tape the label for .Puerto
Rico above the new box. Divide the
class in two groups. Explain that
Blink's group lives in Puerto Rico and
has come to Michigan to visit. They
are surprised by the weather they see.
Help the class discover why Blink's
group is surprised by asking questions
about the weather in Puerto Rico.
Choose a volunteer to place the weather
symbols for sun and hot in the new box

as the weather is described.

T: /pointing to Puerto Rico/
Poet it ever (snow) there?

B: No. It never (snows) there.
B841: No. It never (snows) there.

Continue asking about other weather
conditions in Puerto Rico. Then, have
Blink help the class ask you where the
weather is like or not like the weath-
er in Michigan.

C: /with Blink's help/
Where is it (like) Michigan?

T: /indicating place on globe/
It's (like) Michigan (here).

3. GLOBAL EXPERTS
Display the pictures of the North Pole,
South Pole and Michigan above their
weather boxes as in Activity 1. Put
your finger on Michigan' on the globe,
and have Wink guide the class to ask
you questions about the weather there
in order to guess whether you're at
Michigan, the North Pole, the South
Pole or Puerto Rico. Explain to the
class that they can look at the weather
boxes to help them guess.

W:

C:

T:
W:

C:

T:

W&C:

T:

Is it ever (cold) there?
Is it ever (cold) there?
Yes.
Is it always (cold) there?
Is it always (cold) there?
No.

Is it Michigan?
Yes. It's Michigan.

Continue, with the Poles and Puerto
Rico: Then, have Wink help volunteers
ask you where it is like Michigan.

V2: /with Wink's help/
Where is it like Michigan?

T: /pointing on globe/
It's like Michigan here.

Contihue with Where is it not like
Michigan?

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Help the class keep their own weather
charts for a week. Then discuss them,
pointing out the changes.

LESSON 69
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate the structures

of Unit 7 into modified language situations. You should attempt to elicit

individual responses from all pupils and keep accurate records on the fol-

lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most im-

portant ones in Unit 7. They were selected because of their suitability

in reviewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 70 do not represent the only structures that pupils

might use; they are only sample responses. A stimulus is given and the pu-

pil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Describing weather conditionr
Asking and answering quest; ores about weather in

the present and past
Using psuedo-subjects it and there with linking

verb be in the past and.present
Using aaVerbials of frequency such as usually,

always, sometimes, etc.

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Distinguishing between kinds of weather using one and two attributes

Identifying kinds of weather in the present and past

Identifying pictures by position on a number line using ordinal numbers

Describing the weather of the seasons
Describing weather conditions in different parts of the world and in Michigan

Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use chalk, 2 pieces of paper, and tape.

Use chalk, 9 different weather symbols from Lessons 61-63; and

the four season pictures from Lessons 46 and 67.

Use chalk, weather symbols from Lesson 68, a globe, and tape.



1 TELL US MR. WEATHERMAN
fore the act v ty, pu the shades to

conceal today's real weather, and draw
two boxes on the chalkboard. Make pic-
tures of yesterday's weather conditions
in one box and today's in the other.
Tape a piece of paper over each box in
such a way that the sheets can be
lifted to reveal the boxes. Choose a
"weatherman" to peek at today's weather
box. Have volunteers question him
about today's weather.

T:

Vl:
P:

V2:

P:

/to volunteer, after "weatherman"
peeks at today's box/
Ask (Juan) about today's weather.
Is it (sunny) today?
/recalling what he saw under the
paper/
Yes, it is. It's (sunny) today.
Are there many clouds in the sky
today?
No. There aren't many clouds in
the sky.

Continue until all of the conditions
describing today's weather have been
guessed. Then have the "weatherman"
lift the paper, revealing today's
weather. Then repeat the activity,
having another "weatherman" peek under
yesterday's paper and having volunteers
ask him about yesterday's weather with
questions such as Was it (sunny) yes-
terday? and Were there may clouds in
the sky? Then have the "weatherman"
show the box to the class and choose
a volunteer to make a summary state-
ment about yesterday's and today's
weather.

2. THE F6UR SEASONS
liTiie beginnfig the activity, prepare
on the chalkboard a number line, in-
cluding the numerals 1-9. Draw a dif-
ferent weather symbol above each nu-
meral. Have on hand, the four season
pictures from Lessons 46 and 67. Give

a volunteer one of the four pictures
and have him walk around, stopping in
front of a classmate. Have the class-
mate identify a weather symbol on the
chalkboard and then ask the picture
holder a question about his picture,
including the name of the symbol chosen
from the number line,

T:

Pl:

T:

Pl:

V:

/pointing to number line symbols/

Which one do you want?
/choosing number line symbol, snow/

The fifth one.
/to P1/
Ask (Jose) a question about his

picture.
/pointing to chosen symbol, snow/

Use this in the question.
/to pupil holding picture/

Does it always snow in (winter)?

No. It snows some days in winter,

but it doesn't snow every day.

Continue, giving other pupils the other

three season pictures, one at a time.

3. ANSWER TIME: CHARTTALK
Construct two weather charts on the

board. On the first, tape the follow-

ing sequence of symbols, one in each

box: sald, nab Lain, lang. On the

second tape: hot,ft, wind, rain.

Explain that age charts represent
the weather for the same days but in

different parts of the world. The

first one represents Michigan, the sec-

ond, Puerto Rico. Point out each on

the globe. Ask if.either had similar
weather, then if they had different

weather. Ask why they had different

reather. Have volunteers point to the

symbols as they discuss them.

T:

Vl:

T:
V2:
T.

V3:

T:

V4:

/pointing to the 2 charts/
Was the weather in Michigan like

it was in Puerto Rico?
/pointing to symbols/
It rained here and it rained here.

Are any other symbols alike?

They both had wind.
Are any of the symbols different?

It snowed here, but it was dry

here.
/after cold and dry identified/
Why did they have different weath-

er?
It's warmer there than it is there.

Continue having pupils make up weather

charts. Discuss the new charts.

TAkE -OF'P PROGRESS CHECK
*While waiting for drinks, etc., have

pupils take a weather symbol out of a

bag and make up a sentence about it.

LESSON 70



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 70

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 70. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a Standard or
Non-Standard form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used
by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard

It's (raining). 714 ritAk

Non-Standard Total Percentage

15 10/15x100-67%

For this structure, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

RUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERCENTAGE
STANDARD

Are there ( ).3

was a (windy) day.,It

It was ( g )

Were there Y ( )7

.........Z.--...

...usually ME

...some d s IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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We are not only interested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on

the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your comments into

consideration when we revise the lessons. Therefore, please rate each

lesson (1 = low, 5 = high) and return the sheet to:

Michigan Migrant Primary Interdisciplinary Project
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3800 Packard Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
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UNIT 8 OVERVIEW

The first grade child is often
concerned about the types ofhouses and
clothing needed by people in Mobile conditions
or in far away regions. In order to understand informa-
tion about various housing and aotleng needs, the Spanish-
speaking child needs to understoidanduse questions and statements <
in English dealing with the relationships between localities and basic family

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Eight contains questions and answers providing the pupils practice in:

USING WAS/WERE WITH USING GOING TO WITH USING WHEN AND WHERE
-ING VERB FORMS PRESENT FORMS OF BE CLAUSES AS VERB MOD-
WITAS SUBSTITUTES AND -ING VERB FORME IFIERS

USING INFINITIVE PHRASES
OF PURPOSE, AS A PLACE
TO EAT

USING QUESTIONS WITH WHY USING SEQUENCE SIGNALS
AND RESPONSES WITH ELSE, TOO, NEITHER AND
BECAUSE CONNECTTVES AND 0 AND

AND NEITHER

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Eight contains activities which

grade child with the following:

DESCRIBING TWO AS BEING
ONE AND ONE MORE, THREE
AS BEING TWO AND ONE
MORE, ETC.

IDENTIFYING THE PLUS SIGN
AS MEANING AND

OBSERVING THAT WHEN 0 IS
ADDED TO A NUMBER 'TAE
RESULT IS THE SAME AS
THE ORIGINAL NUMBER

are basically designed to help the first

RELATING CLOYHING AND
ACTIVITIES TO WEATHER

IDENTIFYING DIFFERENT KINDS
OF HOUSING NEEDS AND
TYPES OF SHELTER

RELATING SHELTERS TO
GEOGRAPHIC AND WEATHER
CONDITIONS

IDENTIFYING THE EQUAL
SIGN AS WANG
EQUALS

IDENTIFYING THE PLUS
SIGN AS MEANING
PLUS
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Relating specific items of clothing to weather conditions and to activities

Discriminating objects on the basis of past and present configurations

Describing two as being one and one more, three as being two and one more, etc.

Identifying clothing on basis of specialized usage
Identifying the plus sign as meaning and
Observing that one more can be added to a number
Observing that when 0 is added to a number the result is that number

Identifying specific items of clothing as being worn for safety reasons

IALS
Activity

Activity

Activity

Activity

1: Use the 2 season
coat, hat, and
summer clothes

pictures from English Lesson 46, boy, and boot,

mitten cutouts from Lesson 71, and the accompanying

cutouts.
2: Prepare 2 raincoat cutouts; use the patterns, 3 raincoats, and 3

.
children cutouts, all from English Lesson 72, tape, and chalk.

3: Use the pajama and swimsuit cutouts, and the bed picture from English

Lesson 73, and the accompanying horse, cowboy clothes, skiing, and

ski clothes and chalk.
4: Prepare 5 motorcycle and 5 rowboat cutouts using the accompanying

patterns, 3 helmets and 3 life jackets using the patterns from Eb-

glish Lesson 74; use the 2 helmets and 2 life jackets from English

Lesson 74, the 5 children cutouts from Activity 2, the accompanying

plus sign cutout, and chalk.

1. VISTIENDO UN MUftECO (to accompany lesson 71)

Coloque en el franelOgrafo un =lee.° de
papel. Cerca ponga una ltmina de in-

vierno. Muestre recortes de ropa.
Cute a la clase pars que digan la ropa
apropiada pars que use en un dfa de in-
vierno. Cada vet. que indiquen una pie-

se. preenteles por qud, antes de pongr-
sela al =Kew. Repita con is Amine. da
verano. Pregunte que usaba antes y por

qu*. Varle perudtiendo ahora que dis-
tintos nitos vayan a poner una pieza
cadet uno al muffeco. Cada vet que lo
hagan cuente con is clase las pietas
que tiene puestas; pregunte count ass

tenla antes y cuSntas tiene ahora.

DUBBING A DOLL

Place. a paper doll on the flannelboard.
Place a picture of winter near it.

..Show cutouts of clothing, and guide the
class to choose the appropriate outfit
for a winter day. Before putting each
article of clothing on the doll, ask .

them why they chose it. Repeat irith

the picture of summer. !Ask vhsitythe
doll wore before and why. Vary the
activity allowing. several children to
go and each put an outfit on the doll.

Each time they put one more piece on,
help the class count the total number
of pieces. Ask how many the doll had

before and how many it has now.



2. SUMANDO (to accompany

Pegue en la pizarra cinco nuflecos de

papel. Dibuje lluvia alrededor. Pre-

gunte qug ropa necesitan los mufiecos.
Dg impormeables a dos niflos haciendo
que los muestren. Escriba el numeral

2. Llame otro niflo y dindole otro im-

permeable diga, "Tenemos dos, y uno
mgs." Ponga el signo + al lado del 2
formando la sums 2+1 son 3. Coloque
los impermeables a los muflecos. Cuen-

te con los niflos los tres muflecos con

impermeable. Escriba un 3. Llame un

nuevo niflo, dgle un impermeable y for-
me otra suma. Continfie hasta que todos

los nuflecos tengan impermeable.

3. 4CUAL ROPA DEBE USAB? (to accompany

Ponga las llminas que se acompaflan en
manos de niflos. Muestre el caballo.
Pregunte cull de la ropa se usa para.mon-
tar a caballo. Coloque el caballo y la
ropa de vaquero uno al lado del otro.

Describa cada lamina como un conjunto de
uno. Proceda igual con las demfis lami-

nas. Cuando observen que no hay un lu-
gar para user el traje de baflo coloque
esa lgmina alejada de las otras y dibu-
je a su lado un cuadro con el numeral O.
Descrfbalo come el conjunto vacfo. Ayd
delos a contar los tres conjuntos de ro-
pa. Escriba el numeral 3, acerque el
traje de bano formando la suma 3+1 son
4. Cuente las otras lgminas. Forme la
suma 3+0 son 3. Use Len vez de mAs.

4. ROPA DE SEGURIDAD (to accompany

Coloque en la pizarra cinco muflecos de
papel. Pregunte de cugntos miembros
consta el conjunto. Escriba el numeral
3. Proceda igual con motocicletas. Co-
loque cuatro cascos procediendo igual.
Una cada mufleco con una motocicleta y
un casco. Haga notar que hate falta un
Casco. Pegue el signo + al lado de los
cascos. Coloque un nuevo casco y dibu-
je un signo + al lado del 4. Cuente
los cascos diciendo "cuatro mfis uno son
cinco." Escriba son 5 al lado de los
cascos y la sums. Repita usando botes
y salvavidas.

lesson 72) ADDING

Tape five paper dolls on the chalk-
board. Ask what clothes the dolls

need. Give raincoat cutouts to two
children and have then show these to
the class. Write the numeral 2. Call

another child and give him a raincoat,

saying, "We have two, and one more."
Put the + sign beside the 2 to make

the equation 2+1 is 3. Place the three

raincoats on the three dolls. Help the

children count the three dolls with

raincoats. Write the numeral 3. Call

another child, givalim a raincoat, and

make another equation. Continue until

all the dolls have a raincoat.

lesson 73) WHICH CLOTHES SHOULD BE WORN?

Put the accompanying pictures in the

children's hands. Show the horse and

ask what clothing is used to ride a

horse. Place the horse and the "cow-

boy" clothes beside each other. De-

scribe each picture as a set of one.

Do the same with the rest of the pic-

tures. When they notice that there is

no place to wear the swimsuit, separate
that picture from the others and beside

it draw a square with the numeral O.

Describe it as the empty set. Help

them count the three sets of clothing,
write the numeral 3, and add the swim-

suit to complete the equation 3+1 is 4.

Count the other pictures, forming the

equation 3+0 is 3. Say and, not aa.

lesson 74) SAFETY CLOTHES

Arrange the five paper dolls on the
chalkboard. Ask how many members are in
the set. Write the numeral 5. Do the

same with the five motorcycles and the

four helmets. Match each doll with a
motorcycle and a helmet. Have the class

note that a helmet is missing. Put the
+ sign beside the helmets and add a new
helmet. Put the + sign beside the 4.

Count the helmets saying, "Four plus one
is five." Writeis 5 beside the helmets
and the equation. Repeat using the row-
boats and the life jackets.
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Review

That's a ().
Those are ).

What's he Wiliqhg?
He's wearing a ( ).

There (are/were) .) ,

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Was) (he) wearing (a hat) (before)?
(He) (was) wearing (a hat) (before).
Why ('s) (he) wearing (a coat)?
Because it's cold.
One and one more is two.

coat, hat, mittens, boots
why, because; now, before

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
was and were; confusion of is and are in One
and one more is two; use of non-stihmaird word
order, as in Why he is wearing a coat?; sub-
stitution .of "hot" for hat, and "meetin" for
mittens.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Describing a condition using
three or more attributes, such
as a paper doll having 3 items
of clothing attached

Relating specific items of clothing
to weather conditions

Recognizing a change of clothing
Describing two as being one and one
more, three as two and one more, etc.

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty

recalling which clothes a cutout had on be-
fore the present clothes were attached; dif-
ficulty understanding that when two sets are
combined a new set is formed.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use theaccompanying boy cutout,
and boot cutouts, and Wink.

Use the boy and clothing cutouts
chalk.

Use the boy and clothing cutouts

wearing the coat, hat, mitten,

from Activity 1, tape, Wink and

from Activity 1 and tape.



1. WHY? bEtAUSE
Show a boy cutout wearing cutouts of a

coat, hat, mittens, and boots. Ask Wink

and the class about each item.

T: /pointing to one of the cutouts/

What's that?
M: (That) ('s) (a coat).

C: (That) Cs) (a coat).

Pointing to the coat, ask, "What's he

wearing?" Then ask why he is wearing

it. Have Wink model the responses.

T:

W&C:
T:
N.

W&C:

/pointing to the coat/
What's he wearing?
He's wearing a coat.
Why's he wearing a coat?
Because it's cold.
Because it's cold.

Repeat with other clothes, guiding dif-
ferent groups to ask and answer ques-

tions. Aid responses when necessary.

2. AND ONE MO. IC..
Tape the accompanying boy cutout to the

board and draw three circles above it.

Attach a coat to the cutout and ask the

class what he is wearing. Draw a coat

in the first circle. Hold up a hat and

ask questions with now and before. Draw

a hat in the seconcrarcle deter-

mining that one is being worn now. Have

Wink help the replies.

T:

W&C:
T:

W:
C:

T:

W&C:

T:

W:

C:

/after attaching coat to cutout/

What's he wearing?
He's wearing a coat.
/holding up hat/
Is he wearing a hat now?

No. He's not wearing a hat now.

No. He's not wearing a hat now.
/placing hat on cutout/
What's he wearing now?
He's wearing a coat and a hat

now.
Was he wearing a hat before?

No. He wasn't wearing a hat
before.
No. He wasn't wearing a hat

before.

Continue, having groups ask and an-

swer questions about what the boy is

wearing now and if he was wearing those

things before. Next, draw a hat and a

coat in the third circle. While point-

ing to the appropriate circles say,

"One and one more is two." Point with

the class and repeat the statement.

Group the pupils in pairs. Have one

pupil select from one to four articles

of clothing. Have the other pupil add

one more and tell how many there were

before and how many there are now.

P2: /after P1 has selected 3 items and

P2 has added 1 item/

There were three before.

There are four now.

3. BOOTLESS CUTOUT
Tape the cutout of the boy to the board

with the clothes from Activity 1 at-

tached, except the boots. Point to

each item and have the girls ask the

boys what he's wearing, then ask why

he is wearing that article of clothing.

Cue the questions.

T:

Gs:
Bs:
T:
Gs:

Bs:

/pointing to coat/
Ask about what he is wearing.

What's he wearing?
He's wearing a coat.
Ask why he is wearing a coat.

Why's he wearing a coat?

Because it's cold.

Repeat with the other items. Put on

the boots and cue the girls to ask if

he was wearing them before.

T: /putting boots on cutout/

Ask if he was wearing boots before.

Gs: Was he wearing boots before?

Bs: No, he wasn't.

Continue with the other items to prac-

tice Yes, he was. Repeat the activity

having the boys question the girls.

17igrair1=1;
*Help develop The "One more" concept

by collecting sets of clothing or oth-

er objects, encircling each set with

yarn, and adding one more object to

each set. Have the class identify eaci

large set, its corresponding set

of one, and the new set formed by the

combination of the larger set and the

set of one.

LESSON 71
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Review

What are they wearing?
They're wearing (J.
Why are they wearliff-1)?
Because (it is snowing 1F,
( ) and one more is ( ).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

coats, boots, mittens; heavy clothes
snow, rain; before

Were they wearing (snowpants) before?

No, they weren't.
Why weren't they?

raincoat, rainhat; rainclothes
snowpants, gloves

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of

was and were; loss of it, as in Because is
snowin f"Wiii of are, as in What tney wear-

; substitutionof mesnowing" for snowing,
iiiar"gloar or "gloafs" for gloves.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Relating specific items of
clothing with weather conditions

Describing three as being two and
one more

Identifying and naming common char
teristics among items

Classifying clothing on basis of

specialized usage
Identifying the plus sign as mean-
ing and

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that when two sets are com-
bined a new set is formed.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Prepare enough coat and mitten cutouts for 3 children cutouts.,

raincoat and rainhat cutouts for 2 children cutouts, and boot

cutouts for all 5 children; use accompanying patterns, cutouts

of 4 children, boy cutout from Lesson 71, tape, chalk and Wink.

Prepare glove and snowpants for 3 children cutouts, and a rainhat

and raincoat cutout, using the accompanying patterns; use the

3 children cutouts, 3 coat cutouts, and the raincoat and rainhat

cutouts from Activity 1.
Use 3 rainhat cutouts from Activity 1 and chalk.



1. WHICH ARE ALIKE?
Tape five cutouts of children to the
board. Have them grouped in sets of
three and two. Tape coats, boots, and
mittens on Set 1, raincoats, rainhats,
and boots on Set 2. As each article of
clothing is taped up, ask Wink and the
class to identify it. Draw snow around
Set 1 and rain around Set 2. Point to
Set 1, asking what they are wearing and
then why. Have Wink help the replies.

T: What are they wearing?
W&C: They're wearing coats, mittens,

and boots.
T: Why are they wearing heavy

clothes?
W&C: Because it's snowing.

Repeat the questions, substituting
rainclothes and raining for Nnr
clothes and snowfiriiithe
Next point to each group of pictures,
asking if they are alike and why. Af-
ter several pupils respond, point out
that all the cutouts are wearing boots.

T:

C:

T:

Pl:
T:

T &C:

Are these pictures alike in some
way?
Yes, they are.
/to each of several pupils/
Why are they alike?
Because all of them are children.
/after several pupils respond/
And, because all of them are wear-
ing boots,
Because all of them are wearing
boots.

2. GLOVES IN COLD WEATHER
flioUiihree cutouts fRonctivity 1 in
rainhats, raincoats, and gloves. Iden-
tify the gloves with the class. Have
Wink ask what the three figures are
wearing and why. Guide the responses.

W:

T&C:

W:

T&C:

What are they wearing?
They're wearing rainhats, rain-
coats, and gloves.
Why are they wearing rainclothes?
Because it's raining.

Remove all of the c1nthes except the
gloves. Put on snowpants and coats,
and guide the class to identify them.
Ask if they were wearing each item

before. Have Wink model the answers.

T: Were they wearing snowpants before?
W: No, they weren't.

W&C: No, they weren't.
T: Why weren't they?
W: Because it wasn't snowing.

W&C: Because it wasn't snowing.

Repeat with the other items to practice
No, they weren't and they
Have groups ask and afiiii6.74dittions.

3. 2 + 1 IS 3.
Have two pupils each "wear" a rainhat
cutout. Have the class pretend it is
raining. Cue the boys to ask the girls
what the two pupils are wearing and
why. Pointing to the rainhats, ask
what set it is, writing 2 near the set.

T:

Bs:

Gs:

T.

Bs:
Gs:

T:

C:

Ask about what they are wearing.
What are they wearing?
They're wearing rainhats.
Ask why they're wearing rainhats.
Why are they wearing rainhats?
Because it's raining.
What set is it?
/as teacher writes 2 on board/
One, two. It's a set of two.

Give a third pupil a rainhat cutout.
Ask what he is wearing and what set
it is. Write 1 by the 2. Have him
join the othertwo pupils. Say, "Two
and one more is three." Write + and
is 3 as you say and and is three.
PriVimthe class repeat.

T:

C:

T:

C:

T:

C:

/pointing to Pupil 3/
What's (he) wearing?
(He)'s wearing a rainhat.
What set is it?
One. It's a set of one.
/while writing + 1 is 3
Two and one more is wee.
Two and one more is three.

Repeat the first question, using was
with weari nng, after the pupils put
down e r utouts. Repeat the entire
activity with different pupils.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*bile playing "paper dolls", ask if
any are dressed alike and why.

LESSON 72
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Review

(That) ('s) (the empty. set).
(Zero) and one is (one).

)?

Because ) .

first, second, third
zero, coat

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What('s) (the first boy) going to
put on?

(He)('s) going to put on (his pajamas),
Why(1s) he going to put (them) on?
Because (he)('s) going to (sleep).

swimsuit, pajamas; snow; boy, girl
put on, sleep, swim

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: non-standard
word order with pronouns when used with put
on; as put on them for put them on; loss of
on in put on; confusion of is and are in
stating sums; substitution "air "esniiir for

snow, "poot" for pul, and "lesleillw-Tor sleep.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying position of cutouts Relating specific items of clothing
using ordinal numbers to activities

Using the + sign to mean and Observing that when 0 is added to a

number the result Is that same
number

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that zero can be added to a
number.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the 3 boy cutouts and a coat cutout from Lesson 72, and the
accompanying swimsuit and pajama cutouts, bed, snowy day and
swiming pool pictures, tape, and Wink.

Use the rainy day picture from Lesson 61, a girl cutout from
Lesson 72, the snowy day, bed and swimming pool pictures from
Activity 1, the accompanying cutouts of a coat, a swimsuit,
and a pair of pajamas, chalk, tape, and Wink.

Use the clothes cutouts, and the rainy day, snowy day, bed, and
swimming pool pictures from Activities 1 and 2, and tape.



1. HE'S GOING TO SWIM
Tape three boy cutouts, one under the
other, to the chalkboard. Tape a coat
next to the first cutout, a swimsuit
next to the second, and pajamas next
to the third. Next to the appropriate
clothes, tape pictures of snow, a bed,
and a swimming pool. Ask the class
and Wink about the new clothes.

T: /points to new clothing item/
What's that?

W&C: (That) ('s) (a swimsuit).

Have the boys question the girls to
find out how the snow picture is re-
lated to what the cutout wears. Ask
what the boy is going to put on and
why. Have Wink model the replies.

T: /points to first cutout and pic./
What's the first boy going to put
on?

Bs: What's the first boy going to put
on?

W: He's going to put on his coat.
Gs: He's going to put on his coat.
T: Why is he going to put it on?

Bs: Why is he going to put it on?
W: Because he's going to play in the

snow.
Gs: Because he's going to play in the

snow.

Repeat with the other pictures, using
He's going to sleep and He's going to
sw {m with pajamas and swimsuit. Next

the girls to question boys.

2. MATCHING AN6 GUESSING
Have the rain picture from Lesson 61
and the three pictures from Activity
1 on hand. Tape a girl cutout to the
chalkboard and beside it a coat, swim-
suit, and pajamas. Give the bed pic-
ture to a pupil. Ask, "Which clothes
go with your picture?" and have him
point to the clothes that he thinks
match it. Have him tape his picture
up under it. Then cue the class to
ask what the girl will put on and why.
Aid the replies if necessary.

T: Which clothes go with your picture?
/to class, after P selects clothes/
Ask what the girl's going to put on.

C: What's the girl going to put on?
P: She's going to put on pajamas.
T: Ask why she's going to put on pa-

jamas.
C: Why is she going to put on pajamas?
P: Because she's going to sleep.

Repeat with other pictures and pupils.
Next, give Wink a picture of rain to
match with the clothes. When she is
unable to match her picture, tape it
by itself and draw a circle to the left
of it. Have the class identify it as
the empty set and the picture as a set
or one. Write 1 under the picture and
0 under the circle. While pointing,
say, "Zero and one is one." Write +
and is 1 to complete the equation.

T: /drawing circle and 0/
What's this?

C: That's the empty set.
T: /to class writing 1/

What's this?
C: It's a set of one.
T: /to class writing + and is 1/

Zero and one is one.
C: Zero and one is one.

Continue, combining sets of clothing
cutouts to form new sets of 2 and 3.

3. I'M GOING TO SWIM
Tape the clothes from Activities 1 and
2 to the chalkboard and give pupils the
pictures. Guide the class to ask each
pupil what he is going to wear. Guide
the pupil to match his picture with
clothes, and to respond. Guide the
class to ask him why he chose them.

T&C: /to picture pupil/
What are you going to put on?

T&P: /after P makes the match/
I'm going to put on (pajamas).

T&C: Why are you going to put on (pa-
james)?

T&P: Because I'm going to (sleep).

Repeat with other pupils and pictures.

;Lei pupils make their own paper dolls
and cutouts, using those from Lessons
71-73 as patterns. Discuss what the
dolls are wearing.

LESSON 73
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Identifying specific items of clothing]
as being worn for safety reasons

Identifying the ± sign as meaning plus,

Review

Relating specific items of
clothing to weather and acti-
vities
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Review

Why ( )?

Because ).

) go rrirto

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(We)'re going to (wear) (lifejackets).
Why are (they) going to (wear) (life-

jackets)?
Because (they)'re going to (row) to

boat).

helmet, lifejacket; motorcycle boat

row., ride

plus

we, they, you (plural)
North:1'0e, South'PolP,'Puerto Rico
need

.coldl hot.

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
is and are or loss of auxiliary; substitution
Crfuliply7-Tor they, "Norse" or "Mort" for

North, "Souse" or "taTif-for South, "neet"
for fdf-Tide, anTN51" Ta7r-cold.

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that one needs heavy clothing
at the South Pole;

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the picture labels for the North Pole, South Pole aod Puerto
Rico from Lesson 69, the magazine cutouts of heavy and light
clothing from Lesson 46, tape,. table and Blink.

Prepare duplicates of the accompanying helmet and lifejacket; use
a table, tape, the accompanying pictures of a boy and girl rid-
ing a motorcycle and rowing a boats and Wink.

Use the cutouts of clothing from. Lesson 73 and 74, tape, chalk and
Wink.



1. POLWIERTO RICAN EXPEDITION
AiWon hand the picture labels frmm
Lesson 69 and the clothing cutouts from
Lesson 46. Tape heavy clothes and the
North Pole picture label on the front
board and heavy clothes and the South
Pole picture'laberon'the back wall.
On a table in the middle place light
clothes and the Puerto Rico picture
label. Tell the class to pretend they
are going to the North Pole. As they
move toward the North Pole, pantomime'
shivering with them'and.ask if you will
need heavy clothes. Have Blink aid the
responses. .

T: /pantomimes shivering with class/
Are we going to need light
clothes or heavy clothes?

B&C: We're going to need heavy
clothes.

T: Why are we going to need heavy
clothes?

. B&C: Because it's cold at the North
Pole.

Next, tell the class they are leaving
the North Pole for Puerto Rico. Lead
the class to the sun. As they get near
pantomime being hot and repeat the a-
bove dialog, making appropriate sub-
stitutions. Move next from Puerto
Rico to the South Pole.

2. PLAYING IT SAFE
VliCTIEFIKEEFFET0 helmets and life-
jackets on a table. Tape up the pic-
tures of a boy and girl riding a motor-
cycle and rowing a boat. Have Wink and
the class identify each picture on the
table. Tell what each is used for.

T: What's this?
W&C: That's a (helmet).

T: A (helmet) (protects) (your head).

Have two pupils with you. Point to the
riding picture and tell the class the
pupils are going to ride a motorcycle.
Ask if they'll wear helmets or life-
jackets. Have Wink guide the class to
respond and the pupils to hold up the
helmets. Ask why they will wear them.

T: /pointing to riding picture/
Are they going to wear helmets

or lifejackets?
W&C: They're going to wear helmets.

T: /as pupils hold up helmets/
Why are they going to wear hel-
mets?

W&C: Because they are going to ride a
motorcycle.

Repeat with the lifejackets and boat,
making appropriate word substitutions.
Repeat the activity with other pupils.

3. FINDING AND GUESSING
Distribute the clothing cutouts from
Lessons 73 and 74 to pupils around the
class. Tell the class that they will
find out what the pupils are going to
wear and why. Have one of the pupils
find the other pupils with similar cut-
outs. Have the pupils stand when they
are located. Then cue the class to
ask questions.

T: /to pupil with pajamas/
What clothes go with yours?
/to class after pajamas located/
Ask what they're going to wear.

C:. What are you going to wear?
Ps: We're going to wear pajamas.
11.: Ask why they're going to wear

pajamas.
C: Why are you going to wear pajamas?

Ps: Because we're going to sleep.

Continue with the other cutouts. 'Then
tape up and combine clothing sets of
two and one on the chalkboard to form
a new set of three. Write the corre-
sponding equation underneath the sits.
Have Wink and the class read the
equation, saying plus instead of and.

T: /after forming sets of two and
one and writing the equation for
combining them underneath/
What's this?

W&C: 'Two plus one is three.

Continue, combining sets of clothing
to form sets up to five.

TAKt-OFF IDEAS
'Show pictures of clothes from differ-
ent parts of the world. Discuss with
the class how the clothes are fitted
to the needs of each area.

LESSON 74
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Asking and answering questions using the present progressive, the past tense
was and were, and the going_to future

Asking and answering questions using mty: and because
Using plus instead of and in equations

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying and classifying clothing
Identifying the relationship between clothing and
weather conditions

Identifying and observing that "one" more can be added
to a number

Observing + as meaning plus
Demonstrating and identifying the relationship between
clothing and activities

Describing weather using pictures
Identifying and observing that when O. is added to a num-
ber the result is that same number

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the coat, hat, mitten and boot cutouts from Lesson 71, the
raincoat, rainhat, boots, and snowpants cutouts from Lesson
72, a desk, chalk, and tape.

Use the rainy day picture from Lesson 61, the sunny day picture
from Lesson 62, the shirts cutouts from Lesson 64, the snow,
bed, swimming pool pictures and the swimsuit, and pajama cut-
outs from Lesson 73, the rowing a boat, and riding a motorcycle
pictures and the helmet and lifejacket cutouts from Lesson 74,
the cutouts from Activity 1, tape, and chalk.

Use the hot day picture from Lesson 61, and the pictures and cut-
outs from Activity 2, a desk, chalk, and tape.



1. IT'S RAINING. IT'S SNOWING.
Have some clothing cutouts from Lessons
71 and 72 on a desk. Draw rain and
snow on the chalkboard. Have Pupil .1
stand in the "rain" and Pupil 2 in the
"snow". Ask a volunteer to select and
tape the cutouts that go with Pupil l's
picture Onto Pupi 1 1. Then tell the
class to ask Pupil 2 what Pupil 1 is
wearing. Have the boys ask Pupil 1
why he is wearing rainclothes.

T: Ask (Juan) what (A1)'s wearing.
C: (Juan), what's (Al) wearing?

P2: (Hers wearing (a raincoat, a
rainhat and boots).

T: /to boys/
Ask (Al) why (he)'s wearing rain-
clothes.

Bs: Why are you wearing rainclothes?
P1: Because it's raining.

Repeat the activity, having a volunteer
select and tape the cutouts that go with
Pupil 2 onto Pupil 2. Have the girls ask
the question. Then erase the rain and
snow from the board. Have the pupils
take off their coats and tape each coat
on the board. Repeat the dialog, using
past tense. Next, write the numeral 1
under each coat and complete the equa=
tion to lake 1 + 1 is 2. Guide the
class to say tie statement.

T&C: /as. T writes 1 + 1 is 2/
One plus one Ts two.

Have the pupils remove their hats and
repeat the dialog, using past tense.
Write the corresponding equations.

2. THE ACfOR ACTS
"tape the pictures listed in the mate-
rials b3x in a line on the board, num-
bering them from one to seven. Ar-
range the clothing.eutouts that cor-
respond with the pictures. Choose an
"actor" to secretly select a picture
and whisper its number to you. Divide
the class in two and guide Group 1 to
ask the actor what he is going to put
one. Have the actor select his clothing
as he responds. Guide Group 2 to ask
him why he is going to put those on.
Have the actor tape on his clothing
and pantomime the action.

GI: What are you going to put on?
A: I'm going to put on pajamas.

/after A selects pajamas/
G2: Why are you going to put on pajamas?
A: Because I'm going to sleep.

Actor pantomimes sleep.

Continue the activity with new actors.

3. AND ONE MORE
Have all of the items listed in the ma-
terials box for Activity 3 on a desk.
Draw two large circles on the board.
Show the picture of a hot day and de-
scribe it. Hold a coat., and ask if it's
needed. Put a 0 under the first circle
and identify the empty set.

1: It's a hot day.
/holding a heavy coat/
Is Wink going to need a coat?

C: No. She's not going to need a
coat.

T: /writing 0 under first circle/
It's the empty set.

Then have a pupil select and describe
a picture. Hold up two cutouts, one
of which goes with the picture. Ask
which is needed, tape it in the next
circle, and write 1. Complete' the
equation, and say It with the class.

P1: It's (snowing).
T: /referring to pupil/

Is (he) going to need a (coat)
or (pajamas)?

C: (He)'s going to need a (coat).
TEIC: /as T tapes (coat), writes + 1 is 1/

Zero plus one is one.

Draw two new circles below the others.
Bring down the first cutout and put it
in the first new circle and write 1 un-
der it. Continue the activity, taping
the new cutout in the next circle and
completing, 1 + 1 is 2. Draw two more
circles and CaffitieTbringing down
the two cutouts and completing 2 + 1 is
3 when another cutout is chosen.

SUGGESTED FIELD TRIP
Visit a clothing store. Then have the
class name the clothes they saw. Draw
each item on the board and group like
ones with identical labels, asking why.
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PROGRAM

'INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying reasons why everyone needs shelter
Identifying shelter as meaning many types of housing
Identifying a number using different names
Identifying the different kinds of shelter of various regions, using the globe
Identifying and using the = sign as meaning is and equals,
Relating types of shelter to weather and regions
Comparing types of shelter and their uses within a region
Demonstrating that different shelters serve different and similar functions

MATERIALS:
Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Activity 14:

Use the shelter pictures from Activity 2 English Lesson 76, chalk,

and tape.
Use the tent, adobe hut, and igloo pictures from Activity 2 English

Lesson 76, a globe, and chalk.
Use the Arabian tent and trailer pictures from English Lesson 76,

the camping tent and houseboat pictures from English Lesson 78,

a globe and chalk.
Use the shelter pictures from English Lessons 76 through 79, tape

and chalk.

1. NUESTRAS CASAS

411.11,-.111111111111011%.,

(to accompany lesson 76) OUR HOUSES

Pida a.los niftos que den nombres de
distintos tipos de vivienda que cono-
cen. Cada vez que den un nombre mues.-
tre la lamina correspondiente. De los
nombres de las que ellos no hayan re-
cordado mostrando las laminas. Pregun-
te a algunos niftos d6nde comen y duer-'
men ellos siempre. De este modo
los para que observen que todos necesi-
tamos vivienda. Colopiela choza de
esquimales en la pizaria escribiendo
el 1 debajo. Muestre leMinas ,de otros
dos tipos de vivienda. Cuentelos con
la clase colocendolos uno al lado de
otro. Escriba el 2 al lado del 1 y el
signo + entre anbos. Pregunte'cuentos
son 1+2. Escriba diferentes somas que
den 3 comp 2+1, 3+0, 1+1+1.

Ask the pupils to name different kinds
of houses. Each time they name one,
show the corresponding picture. Give

the names of those they have not re-
membered and show appropriate pictures.
Ask the pupils where they always eat
and. sleep, and guide them to observe
that all of them need shelter. Tape

the igloo on the board and write the
numeral 1 below it. Show the pictures

of two other kinds of shelter. Count

them with the class and place them one
beside the other. Write a 2 beside
the 1, putting the +'sign between them.
Ask how many 1+2 is. Write the dif-
ferent ways to get the sum of 3 such
as 2+1, 322, 1+1+1.



2. LA VIVIENDA (to accompany lesson 77) NEWER

Mhestre lgminas de una carpa, una case
de adobe y una choza de esquimales.
Muestre en la esfera que esas casas se
usan en Arabia, Nuevo Mexico y Alaska

respectivamente. Pregunte qug casas
se usan en Michigan. Dibuje en is pi-
zerra dos de los tipos dados. Cugnte-

las con la clase y escriba el 2. Cuen-
te las viviendas no usadas en Michigan
y escriba el 21,. Hags is suma 2+3 son
5 y escrfbala de nuevo usando esign
igual, 2+3=5. Explique que significa
son, y que el resulted° en ambos lados
es igual.

3. 4DONDE VIVIMOS?

Show the pictures of the tent, adobe

hut, and igloo. Point out on the globe

that these houses are used in Arabia,

New Mexico and Alaska, respectively.
Then ask what kinds of homes are used

in Michigan. On the chalkboard, sketch
two of the types given. Count them

with the class and write 2. Count the

shelters that are not used in Michigan

and write 3. Make the equation, 2+3 is

5 and write it again with an equal

sign, 2+3=5. Explain that :Imeans are,
and that the amount on each side of it

is the same.

(to accompany lesson 78)

Seattle Arabia en is esfera y digs a la
clase que el clime es ceiente y seco.
Muestre una carpa grabe diciendo que
alguna gente ahf vine en esa clase de
casa siempre. Muestre una tiemda
de campafta. Pregunte si esa clase de
casa se usa en Michigan para vivir
siempre o en vacaciones, y por qua.
Gufe las respuestas para describir el
clime de Michigan. Muestre la lgmina
de una casa remolque y una casa bote.
Explique que hay gente en muchas par-
tes del mundo que usan esas cases para
vivir o en vacaciones. Forme un con-
junto de dos con is carpa y is casa
remolque y un conjunto de uno con is
casa bote. Escriba la sums 2+1= y
permits a un alumno que escriba el re-
sultado.

WHERE DO WE LIVE?

Point to Arabia on the globe.and tell
the class that it's hot and dry there.

Show the picture of an Arabian tent
and say that some people live in that
kind of.tent all of the time there.
Then show the picture of the camping
tent and ask if people use 'Mat kind of

tent in Michigan for vacationing or to

live in all of the time and why. Guide

the answers to include Michigan's
weather. Then, show the pictures of a
trailer and a houseboat and explain
that people in many places of the world

use those to live in all the time or to

vacation in. Then, form a set of two
with the trailer and tent and a set of

one houseboat. Start the equation 2+1=

and let a pupil write the result.

4. LUGARES DONDE VIVIMOS (to accompany lesson 79)

Coloque lgminas de viviendas en is pi-
zarra. Pregunte en que clase de clime
se usa cads tipo y por qug. Explique
que algunas families tienen mgs de una
vivienda. Pregunte cugndo podrfan
usarlas. Coloque lea l6minas en con-
juntos de viviendas parecidas. Cuente
cads conjunto y escriba el numeral co-
rrespondiente. Combine distintos con-
juntos formando sums debajo comp 2+1*,
diciendo "dos mei uno igual..." Hags
que distintos ninos escriban el Tesul-
tado.

PLACES WHERE WE LIVE

Arrange pictures of shelter on the
chalkboard. Ask what kind of climate
each shelter might be used in and why

they are used there. Point out that .

some families have more than one shel-

ter, and ask when they might use more
than one. Arrange the pictures into
sets of like shelters. Count each set

and write the corresponding numeral.
Combine different sets and form equa-
tions underneath such 2+1=, saying,
"Two plus one equals --wand having
individuals fill in the answers.
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Review

( ) (need/needs) ( ).

WWIdo/does) ( )T
need; sleep, eat
we, they; he, she; us them
warm
people

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What do (we) need (houses) for?
(We) need (shelter) to (keep us warm).
What else do (we) need (shelter) for?

place, shelter
keep
else

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
for what...? for What...for?; confusion in
use of appropriate pronouns; confusion in

simple and -s form of verb; substitution of
"chelter" for shelter, "chee" for she, "dem"

aFtEiii, and l44*

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying reasons why people
need shelter

Identifying shelter as meaning
many types of housing

Observing that a number can be made
up of different set combinations

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty

understanding shelter as a class including

any types of housing.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying pictures of children sleeping, a family eat-
ing,,a family sitting by a fire, and Blink.

Use the accompanying pictures of a tent, a trailer, an adobe hut,
an igloo, the brick house from Lesson 49, the 3 pictures from
Activity 14 tape, and Blink.

Use Wink's and Blink's house pictures from Lesson 53, the 3 pic-
tures from Activity 1, the brick house from Activity 2, tape,
chalk, Wink and Blink.

.1.411'

4

1



1. WHY WE NEED HOUSES
Display the accompanying three pic-
tures. Point to the "sleeping" pic-
ture and ask why we need houses.' Use
Blink to model, and guide the response.

T: /pointing to "sleeping" picture/
What do we need houses for?

B: We need a place to sleep.
B&C: We need a place to sleep.

Continue with the other pictures hav-
ing Blink model We need a_place to
kee us warm), and we need a place to

T en divide ihe class 'into
ree groups. Have Group 1 choose a

picture and pantomime the action illus-
trated. Help Group 2 ask Group 3 what
houses are needed for. Use Blink to
help Group 3 respond on the basis of
what they see pantomimed. Repeat hav-
ing groups change roles and choose
other pictures. Continue with indivi-
duals. Encourage them to pantomime
their own reasons for needing houses.

2. DIFFERENT-SHELTERS
'tape up the accompanying pictures of a
tent, a trailer, an adobe hut, an
igloo, and the brick house picture
from Lesson 49. Explain that people
live in all of them and that they are
all different types of shelter. Then
tape up the pictures from Activity 1.
Divide the class in two groups. Using
Blink, point to a shelter picture and
ask what it is needed for. Have Blink
guide Group 1 to repeat. Have a vol-
unteer cue Group 2's response by point-
ing to a picture from Activity 1.
Have Blink ask what else shelter is
needed for, as the volunteer indicates
another picture from Activity 1.

B:

B841:

G2:

B:

Btal:

G2:

What do (people) need this
shelter for?
What do (people) need this
shelter for?
/with teacher's help, as V
points to "eat" picture/
(They) need a place to (eat).
What else do (people) need
this shelter for?
What else do (people) need
this shelter for?
/as V points to "sleep" picture/

(They) need a place to (sleep).

Continue the activity with different
pupils from Group 1 as Blink, and new
volunteers to cue Group 2. Then have

Group 2 be the questioners.

37-7FIREEITOUSET
ride Wink1s and Blink's house pictures.
Tape the picture of a brick house on
the chalkboard. Guide the boys to ask

the girls what we need houses for.
Have a girl choose, and hold up one of
the three pictures from Activity 1 to
cue her group's response.

T&Bs:
Gs:

T&Bs:

Gs:

What do we need houses for?
/as V holds up "eat" picture/
We need a place to eat.
What else do we need houses
for?
/as V holds up "sleep" picture/
We .need a place to sleep.

Ask how many the brick house is, and

write a numeral 1 under it. Then have

a boy search for Blink's house, and a

girl for Wink's. As they are found,
tape them next to the brick house, and

write + 1 under each. Then, ask how

many the iotal is and write under the
three houses several ways of expressing
the total, such as 2 + 1, 1 + 2, 3 + 0

and 3. Point to the puppeliTTouses
and have the girls ask what they're
needed for. Have the boys respond
with a volunteer cuing as before.

Gs:

Bs:

Gs:

Bs:

What do they need houses for?
/as V holds up "sleep" picture/
They need a place to sleep.
What else do they need houses
for?
/as V holds up "eat" picture/
They need a place to eat.

Continue explaining that the three
houses are shelter. Help a pupil ask
another why Wink or Blink needs shel-
ter, using he and she with does.

TAKE-OFFIIDEAS
*Help the class make a house out of a
refrigerator carton. Tape record the
pupils' play and let them listen and
discuss the ways they needed the house.

LESSON 76
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Review LINGUIST

live in (....).

F---73 don't live in
What kind ( )?

a few
people, shelter
live

but

IC FOCUS Introduce

Those people live in (igloos) too.

Those people don't live in (igloos),

either.
Most of them live in (houses), but

a few of them live in (tents).

igloo, adobe hut, tent, trailer
too, either
most

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of

don't and doesn't; confusion of in and on and
iiiiiTacemeRrifTh, as In what kfrid of Welter
do these people 'five ?; and substitution of

"mos" for most, "bought" for but, "leaf" for

"cher57.7" for Shelter, "tan&
tent.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying regions on the globe Identifying different kinds of shel-

Comparing weather conditions of ter and the regions where they are

regions on the globe found
Identifying the is sign as meaning is

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty

understanding that different people need

different types of housing.
vmirormo...

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the pictures of an igloo, adobe hut, and tent from Lesson 76,

1 cold, 1 snow, 1 ice, 2 hot and 2 dry weather symbols from Les-

son 68, the accompanying pictures of Arabian, Indian, and Eskimo

families, tape, a globe, paper clips, a paper bag, and Wink.

Activity 2: Use the five family pictures from Lesson 41, a house picture from

Lesson 49, the trailer picture from Lesson.76, tape, and Blink.

Activity 3: Use the pictures from Activities 1 and 2, tape, and chalk.



T. PEOPLE IROtt EVERYWHERE
'tape the igloo, adobe but and tent pic-
tures from Lesson 76 on the chalkboard.
Using the symbols you prepared for Las-
son 68, tape up cold, snow, and ice sym-
bols near the igloo, and hot and dry ones
next to the tent and the hut. Identify
each shelter and the corresponding
weather conditions. Point out on the
globe, Arabia for the tent, New Mexico
for the but and Alaska for the igloo.
Then tape the families one at a time
near the appropriate shelter while ask-
ing the class what kind of shelter each
lives in. Have Wink model the replies
using too where appropriate.

T:

W.

W&C:
T:

W:
W&C:

/taping up first Eskimo family/
What kind of shelter do these
people live in?
Those people live in igloos.
Those people live in igloos.
/adding second Eskimo family/
What kind of shelter do these
people live in?
Those people live in igloos too.
Those people live in igloos too.

Continue with the other pictures. Clip
each set of two families together, and
put them in a bag. Have a volunteer
reach in, choose a set, and then repeat
the dialog.

2. MOST OR FEW
Have on hand the five family pictures
from Lesson 41. Show two of the fami-
lies, and ask if one, then the other,
lives in igloos. Have Blink guide the
responses.

T:

B:

B&C:

T:

B:

B&C:

/holding up first family/
Do these people live in igloos?
No. Those people don't live in
igloos.
No. Those people don't live in

/holding up second faMily/
Do these people live in igloos?
No. Those people don't live in
igloos either.
No. Those people don't live in
igloos either.

Continue making other pairs of families.
Then tape up a house picture from

Lesson 49 and the
tify the trailer.
families near the
the trailer. Ask
they live in.

T:

B:

B&C:

trailer picture. Iden -

Group most of the
house and a few near
what kind of shelter

What kinds of shelter do these
people live in?
Most of them live in houses,
but a few live in trailers.
Most of them live in houses,
but a few live in trailers.

Repeat, having the girls, then the boys,
ask the question. Have Blink guide the
appropriate response.

J. FAMILY HOMrg
Using the pictures from Activity 1 and
2, tape up the families near the appro-
priate shelters. Have pupils choose a
shelter and ask questions about the
families who live there.

Pi:

C:

Pl:

C:

/pointing to first Eskimo family/
What kind of shelter do those
people live in?
Those people live in igloos.
/pointing to second Eskimo family/
What kind of shelter do those
people live in?
Those people live in igloos too.

When all the families and shelters have
been identified, indicate all the fami-
lies and have pupils ask what they all
live in. Cue the responses by pointing
to different shelters.

P2: What kinds of shelter do those
people live in?

C: /as T points to house, then tent/
Most of them live in houses, but
a few live in tents.

Next, ask how many families live in
each type of house, and write the equa-
tion under the pictures, using the
equal sign, and reading it as is.

utrommuor
*sit up a carpentry table with styro-
foam, blocks, cloth, cardboard, paste,
toy tools, etc. so that members of the
class may construct their own shelter
models.

LESSON 77
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What do (they) live in?
When do (families) (live

some of them
igloo, adobe hut, brick house,
trailer, tent; people, family
plus

(Some families)
(cold).

(Some families)
when (they're

live where it's always

live (in) (trailers)
on vacation).

houseboat
on vacation; all of the time

1111114

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: non-stan-
dard word order with frequency expressions
as ...where always it's cold for ...where
it's alwa s coTa; ad on final s to
Vaitton; con usion of in and on; anailoss
0 arrn7questions.

=1111111111.1M01111.111.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Comparing types of shelter in Relating types of shelter to weather
different regions and regions

Using the = sign as meaning is Observing that some people may or may
not live in shelter specifically
used in a particular region

Identifying types of shelter and where
they are used, using the globe

Observing that types of shelter may
be used to live in all of the time
or at particular times such as when
on vacation

..111011111

1 CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficult
understanding that people live in different
types of shelters for different reasons.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the tent and igloo from Lesson 76, the cold and dry symbols
from Lesson 61,a globe, and Wink.

Use the pictures of a trailer and Arabian tent from Lesson 76, the
accompanying pictures of a camping tent and houseboat, and Wink.

Use a brick house from Lesson 49, the trailer and a tent from
Activity 2, tape and chalk.



1. WHAT-SOK FAMILIES LIVE IN
Display the pictures of the tent and
igloo from Lesson 76, the dry and cold
weather symbols from Lesson 61, and
a globe. Have a pupil match the igloo
with the cold symbol as you point to
Northern Alaska on the globe. Ask Wink
and the class if some people live where
it's always cold and what they live in.

T: /after P matches igloo and cold
symbol, as you touch N. Alaska/
Do some people live where it's
always cold?

W: Yes. Some people live where it's
always cold.

C: Yes. Some people live where it's
always cold.

T: What do they live in?
W: Some of them live in igloos.
C: Some of them live in igloos.
W: Some of them live in houses.
C: Some of them live in houses.

Continue, having another pupil match
the tent with the dry symbol as you
point to the Arabian desert area. Re-
peat the dialog, substituting dry for
cold and Some of them live in its
for Some TE7117(171-71"Teoeos.-
peat e act v ty, nay ng pup s reply.

2. WHERE SOME FAMILIES G6
WrirrEigrirr----fr)cusoovre a trailer,
and a tent from Lesson 76, and the ac-
companying houseboat and tent. Explain
that a vacation is when people don't
work or go to school forswhile, and
that sometimes people use these shel-
ters on a vacation. Then, tell the
class that Wink wants to know when
people use these shelters. Have Wink
ask questions as you hold up each pic-
ture. Have the class say the replies.

W: /as T shows houseboat/
When do families live on house-
boats?

T: Some families live on houseboats
when they are on vacation.

T&C: Some families live on houseboats
when they are on vacation.

T: Some families live on houseboats
all of the time.

TSIC: Some families live on houseboats
all of the time.

Continue with the other pictures, us-
ing trailers and tents. Hold up the
Arab-1-71.---ment for iirrif the time and the

camping style twit for on vacation. Re-

peat, having individuals iamiiiiiis ask
and answer the questions using people
instead of families.

3. 1 + 2 = 3
Tape the brick house picture from Les-
son 49 on the chalkboard. Draw a cir-
cle around it and write 1 under it.
Tape the pictures of the trailer and a
tent from Activity 2 next to the house.
Draw a circle around them and write 2
under it. Tell the class they are go-
ing to add the sets of pictures. As

you point to each picture, cue the boys
to ask the girls appropriate questions
from Activities 1 and 2. Have Wink
help the responses. Next, point to
each set and ask the class what set
each is. Write +, =, and 3 as you
complete the equation.

T: /pointing to picture of trailer/
Ask when families live in trailers.

Bs: When do families live in trailers?
Gs: /with Wink's help/

Some families live in trailers
when they're on vacation. Some
families live in trailers all of
the time.

T: /after all the pictures are iden-
tified, pointing to each set/
What set is this?

C: It's a set of (one).
T: /joining the sets, writing 1+2=3/

One plus two is three.
C: One plus two is three.

Erase the numerals and repeat, cuing
the girls to question the boys. Use

people instead of families. Have a pu-

p write in the numeral corre-
sponds to each set and complete the
equation.

AKE-OFF IbEAS
*During social science, show pictures
of various types of shelters from dif-
ferent areas of the world. Have the
class decide where the shelters would
be used and when they would be used.
Remind the class that all people need
shelter, but their uses may vary.

LESSON lb
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Review LINGUISTIC

What do (these) families live in? I

Do (these) families live (in .....)too?
Which families don't live on

(houseboats) all of the time?
When do these families live on

(houseboats)?

house, trailer, houseboat
all of the time, on vacation

FOCUS Introduce

That family lives in a (house), and
so does that one.

That family doesn't live in a (house),
and neither does that one.

That family (doesn't) and (neither)
(does) that one.

equal
so, neither

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
either and neither, doesn't and don't, use
Bralible family
doesn't neither, addition o s to verb in
negative verb phrase, as doesn't likes

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Generalizing that all people .
Comparing types of shelter and their

need shelter uses within a region
Observing that shelters serve differ-

ent and similar functions in
various regions

Identifying the equal sign as meaning

equals

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that whatever is on one side
of an is sign is the same amount as whatever
is on the other side.

Activity I:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:'

MATERIALS

Use the 2 families with their houses from Lesson 44, the accompany-
ing pictures of 2 families and their trailers, chalk, tape, and
Blink.

Use the accompanying 4 pictures of 2 families with houseboats, and
2 families with houses, a globe, tape, and Wink.

Use the pictures from Activity 2, tape, and chalk.



1; WHAT FAMILIES LIVE IN
Draw a road on the chalkboard. Tape
the two pictures of houses with fami-
lies from Lesson' 44, and the two amm-
panying pictures of trailers with fam-
ilies'along the road.' Explain that you
are going on a pretend trip to see what
kinds of shelters people use. Have
Blink "travel" by the houses, then ask
him what those families live in. Have
Blink point to each family as he mod-
els the response for the class.

T: /pointing to house families/
.What do' those families live in?

B: /pointing to each fam. in turn/
That family lives in a house,
and so does that one.

BSC: That family lives in a.house,
and so does that one.

Next, have Blink "travel" by the trail-
ers. Ask if those families live in
houses too. Have Blink model that
neither family lives in a house.

T: /to B pointing to trailer fam./
Do those families live in houses
too?

B: /pointing to each family in turn/
That family doesn't live in a
house, and neither does that one.

BSC: That family doesn't live in a
house, and neither does that one.

Repeat by having Blink make a return
trip. Start the questioning with What
,do those families live in? Repeat two
more times, guiding the girls then the
boys to ask the questions.

WH N DO THEYII VE Oh HOUSEBOATt?
am. am am. am.
Boat HB+House HBoat HB+House
ape p ctures of fami l ies, houseboats

and houses to the chalkboard as in the
above diagram. On the globe, show the
class that Families 1 and 2 live in
Florida, and,Families 3 and 4 live in
Hong Kong. EXplain that Wink wants to
know when people use houseboats and
will question the class. Have her ask
which families live on houseboats all
the time, and which don't. Then make
the summary statement, "All families
need shelter, but they don't need the

same kind". Have the class repeat.

W: Which families live on house-
boats all of the time?

T: /pointing to Fam. 1 and 3/
That family does, and so does that
one.

T &C: That family does, and so does that
one.

W: Which families don't live on house-
boats all of the time?

T: /pointing to Fam. 2 and 4/
That family doesn't, and neither
does that one.

T&C: That family doesn't, and neither
does that one.

T: /pointing to all the pictures/
All families need shelter, but
they don't need the same kind.

T&C: All families need shelter, but
they don't need the same kind.

Repeat the activity, guiding different
groups tc ask and answer the questions
as you point to the pictures.

Jr. HOUSES AND HOUSEBOATS
Use the set-up in Activity 2. Tell the
class they are going to identify the
sets of shelters used by some of the
families in Florida and Hong Kong which
they have looked at. Point to Families
1 and 3 asking what they live in.
Write !under each house and add the
sets by writing the equation and saying,
One plus one equals two".

T: /pointing to Families 1 and 3/
What do these families live in?

C: /as Teacher points to each house/
That family lives in a houseboat.
and so does that one.

T: /writing 1 + 1 =
One plus one equals two.

C: One plus one equals two.

Erase the equation and continue with
Families 2 and 4 asking, "Which fami-
lies don't live on houseboats all of
the time?" Repeat the equation.

TAKE -OFF` IDEA
*tollect pictures of different kinds of
houseboats and trailers. Show them to
the class and have them decide which
ones are used all the time by families.

,1111111.1111.111111,
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INTERDISCIPLINARY
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REV I EW-EVALUAT ON

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate the structures
of Unit 8 into modified language situations. You should attempt to elicit

individual responses from all pupils and keep accurate records on the fol-

lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most im-

portant ones in Unit 8. They were selected because of their suitability in

reviewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 80 do not represent the only structures that pupils

might use; they are only sample responses: A stimulus is given and the pu-

pil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Asking and answering questions using be and -ing in
the present and past

Asking and answering questions concerning shelter
Using adverbial clauses with when and where

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Relating specific items of clothing to weather con-
ditions and activities

Identifying ± as meaning and
Observing that a number can be made up of different

seu combinations
Identifying the equal sign as meaning equals,

Activity 1:

Activity

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the coat, hats boot, and mittens cutouts from Lesson 71,

the bed, snowy day, swimming pool pictures, and pajamas and

swimsuit cutouts all from Lesson 73, 3 pieces of paper, a
table, and pins.

Use the picture labels for the North Pole, South Pole, and

Puerto Rico from Lesson 74, the clothes cutouts -i'rom Ac-
tivity 1, tape, and chalk.

Use all the shelter pictures from past lessons, and tape.



r--rigrarrfflMiv
On a table place several sets of the
following: one picture with corre-
sponding clothing cutouts from Lessons
71 and 73 under a piece of paper.
Have a volunteer peek under the papers
and choose one set of clothing to be
pinned on him with the sheet of paper
pinned over the cutouts to hide them.
Have him whisper the activity shown in
the picture to you and pantomime, the
action. Ask pupils what they think he
is wearing under the paper. When some-
body guesses, have him uncover the cut-
out and ask.why he is wearing it.

V: /after pantomiming swimming/
What am I wearing?

P1: You're wearing pajamas.
V: No. I'm not wearing pajamas.

P2: You're wearing a swimsuit.
V: Yes. Why 'am I wearing this?
P3:. Because you're swimming.

Repeat the activity with other pupils.

77CEMES-713111MOMITriPeettouts on the
chalkboard and place picture labels
from Lesson 74 on your desk. Explain
that pupils will pretend to travel.
Have two pupils come to the front.
Point to a set of cutouts and tell
them that they will wear those clothes.
Have one of them ask the other why
they'll wear them. As Pupil 2 responds
have him select an appropriate picture
label.

T: /points to set of cutouts/
These are the clothes you're go-
ing to wear. (Jo)e ask why you're
going to wear (heavy) clothes.

P1: Why are we going to wear (heavy
clothes)?

P2: /selecting appropriate picture/
Because it's (cold at the North
Pole).

Have a pupil tape the picture label on
the board and hAve both "wear" the cut-
outs. Have them pantomime an appropri-
ate action, such astshivering. Have
them "take off" the cutouts and hold
them. Have a volunteer ask another
why they were'wearing those clothes.

T: (Al), ask (Lu) why they were
wearing (heavy clothes).

Vl: (Lu), why were you wearing
(heavy clothes)?

V2: Because it was (cold).

Have the pupils return the cutouts to
the board. Turn the picture labels a-
round so that the paper appears blank
and write lunder it. Repeat the ac-
tivity twice more so three pictures are
turned around and have !underneath..
Then select pupils to cane to the board
and help them complete equations refer-
ring to the three pictures. Use
1+1+1=3, 2+1=3, 1+2=3 and 0+3=3 and each
TrigTive-Wraass say the equation.

C: /a P completes 2+1=4/
Two plus one equals three.

Repeat the entire activity with others.

17ANsWfR TIME: SHELTERS
Display all shelter pictures from past
lessons. Ask, "What kinds of things do
families live in?" As a pupil responds
have him tape up the appropriate pic-
ture and ask him where it is used.

T:

Pl
T:

P1:

What kinds of things do families
live in?
In igloos.
/as P tapes igloo on board/
Where do families live in igloos?
Where it's always cold.

After the pictures are on the board
have the class suggest various groups.

T: Can some of these pictures go to-
gether because they are alike in
some way?

P2: That igloo and that tgloo.'

After each response ask, "Why did you
put these together?" Then elicit a
summary by asking "Do all families need
shelter?" then "Do they all need the
same kind of shelter?"

74111.-OFF PROULSS CHeCK
uv-irrnng musid, show house pictures and

have the class sing, "What kind of
house is that?" to "The Farmer. In The
Dell". Have volunteers respond.

LESSON 80



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 80

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 80. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a Standard or
Non-Standard form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used
by dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manipulated structures. For example:

Structure

What am I
wearing?

Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

15 10/15x100a67%

For this structure, there were fifteen responses; 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STRUCTURE ;STANDARD NON- STANDARD TOTAL.
PERCENTAGE
STANDARD

1. What am I wearins?

You're wearing (pajamas )..
4

Why...

Because...

Why are we going to
wear (heavy clothes)?

Because it's (cold.

Why were you wearing
(heavy clothes)?

..........

Because it was (cold).

,

.

(Two) plus (one) equals
_(three).

1 .

....41

K ...where (it is ---)

...when (they are ---



THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

We are not only interested in the success of our lessons, as indicated on
the other side of this sheet, but we would like to take your comments into
consideration when we revise the lessons. Therefore, please rate each
lesson (1 = low, 5 = high) and return the sheet to:

Michigan Migrant Primary Interdisciplinary Project
Washtenaw County Intermediate School District
3800 Packard Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Lesson
Clarity of

Instructional

Intent

Teachability
of

Activities

Relation to
Pupils'

Language
Needs

Relation to
Other Areas

of
Curriculum

71 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 345 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 34 5

72 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

73 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

74 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 . 1 2 3 4 5

75 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

76 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

77 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

78 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

79 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

80 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Suggestions for improving objectives:

Suggestions for improving activities:

Other comments;

NAME

POSITION

SCHOOL

CITY



WORD LIST LESSONS 1-80

a 6 I don't have a car. .

across 58 He vent across the bridge.
adobe but 77 Those people live in add

huts.
after 68 after summer
ahead 51 Go straight ahead.
airplane 59 He went in an airplane.
all 42 all of them

46 All families need

all of the time 78 Some families live on house-
boats all of the time.

always 69 It's always hot here.
2 I'm in Baker School.
3 Yea,. I am.

an 17 He used an eraser.
and 42 Someof us live in this house

and some of' us live in that
house. .

41 I don't have ma sisters.
apartment 49 It's an apartment house.
,apple 47 These are apples.

47 That's apple, pie.
are 2 What grade are in?

4 How old are you?
12 Where are you? .

26 Those are shirts.
26 Those aren't shirts.
28 Those. clothes are not red.
37 Are-they working.togethert

around

as

at
aunt
away from

hEib .

back of in
baked
ball
balloon
band-aid
be
bead
because
before

38

38

59

Yes, we area
Ho, we aren't.
She walked around the hill.

44 as large as
44 as many people as
69 at the North Pole
42 She's my aunt.
13 Go away from the window.

41 Baby (brother/sister)
12 I am in back of Mary.
48 Do you like baked chicken!
6 I have a ball.

23 That balloon is big.
9 He doesn't have a band-aid.

18 Be careful!
22 This is a bead.
71 Because it's cold.
68 before summer

No tengo carro.
Fue por el puente.
Esa gente vine en cases de

adobe.
despugs del verano
Sigan recto.
Fue en avi6n.
todos
Todas las families nece-

siten
Algunas familias viven en

casas-bote siempre.
Siempre hace color aquf.
Estoy en la escuela Baker.
S.
U26 un borrador.
Algunos de nosotros vivimos

en esta case y algunos en
aquella.

To no tengo hermanas.
Es una case de apartamentos.
Estes son menzanas.
Eso es pastel de manzana.
tEa qut grado estts?
Ougntos altos tienee?
&Made estts?
Esas son camisas.
Esas no son camisas.
Esa rope no es roja.
&Est& ellos trabajando
juntas!

Sf.
No.
Cemin6 alrededor de la ca-
nna.

tan largo comp
tents gente cow
en.el Polo Norte.
Es mi tfa.
Retfrate de la ventana.

(hermanitahermanita)
Estoy detrts de Mary.
LTe gust& el polio horneado?
Tengo =abaft.
Ese globo es grande.
El no tiene una curita.
!Ten cuidado!
Esa es una
Porque hace frfo.
antes del verano



71
belong 43

beside 12
better 47

147

bicycle 59

big 23

black 29

Blink 2

block 21
blow 62
blue 28

boat 74
book .7

boot 71
both 44

box 11

2X 73

He wasn't wearing a hat before.
All of them belong to the same

family.
It's beside the cupboard.
I like cherry pie better than
apple pie.

Which do you like better?
Which is faster, a car or a
bicycle?

That ball is bk.
Are these clothes black?
His name is Blink.
That's a block.
The wind is blowing.
These clothes are blue.
They're going to row a boat.
I don't need a book.
He's wearing boots.
Both Of them are large.
It's in the box.
What's the Isrgoing to -put on?

brick 49 It's made of brick.
49 a brick house

bridge 58 He went across the bridge.
bring, 14 Bring the paper here.
brother 41 That's Manuel's brother.
brought 19 Re brought me home.
brush 16 He didn't cut the brush.
&buns 18 He walked to the bus.
bus driver 19 What did the bus driver do?
but 66 It snows some days in winter,

but it doesn't snow every
day.

M, 59 Iv:airplane

El no tenfa sombrero antes.
Todor ellos son de la misma

familia.
Estl al lado del armario.
Me gusta mfis el pastel de

eeresa que'el de manzana.

&Cull to gusts, mis?

P1.4a es mls rlpido, un
carro o una bicicleta?

Esa bola es grande.
&Es esa ropa negra?
Se llama Blink.
Ese es un bloque.
Hace viento.
Esa ropa es azul.
Ellos van a remar.
No necesito un libro.
Lleva botas.
Los dos son grandes.
Estl en la caja.
Wag se va a poner el mucha-
cho?

Es de ladrillo.
una case de ladrillo
Fue por el puente.
Traiga el papel aquf.
Es el hermano de Manuel.
El me trajo a asa.
El no cort6 la brocha.
El camin6 hacia el autobts.
&Qug hizo el chofer?
Nieva algunes dfas en el

invierno, pero no todos
los dfas.

en avian

came 18 He Came home. El vino a casa.
car 6 I have a car. Tengo un carro.

careful 18 Be careful! ITen cuidado:
chair 12 I em beside the chair. Estoy al lado de la silla.

chalk 17 She used a piece of chalk. Ella us6 une, tiza.

cherry 47 These are cherries. Estas son cerezas.

47 This is a cherry pie. Este es un pastel de cereza.
chicken 48 Do you like fried chicken? &Te gusts, el polio frito?

children 43 They're the children. Son los hijos.
chocolate 48 Do you like chocolate milk? &Te gusta el chocolate?
circle 38 Are you making a circle? &Estis haciendo un cfrculo?
class 34 Do you teach the class? &Enseflas td la clase?

climb 56 He climbed that mountain first. El escal6 esa montane prime-
r°.

close to 52 Pete is close to the door. Pete estl cerca de la puer.

ta.



clothes
cloud

cloudy
coat
cold
color
come

come out

concrete
cook
cool
count
cousin

crayon
creek
cross

cupboard
custodian

cut

AN!
desk
different

- 3 -

53 Whose house is closer to

school?

26 Those are clothes.

62 There are a lot of clouds in

the sky.
62 It's a cloudy day.

71 He's wearing a coat.

61 It's a cold day.
28 What color are they?

13 Come to the table.
68 Fall comes first.
67 Do leaves come out in fallf

49 It's made of concrete.
32 Is the cook working?
67 Is it ever cool?
36 He's counting points.
42 Is .that Maria's cousin or

sister?
7 I need a crayon.

57 The creek is narrower.
57 It takes longer to cross the

river.

11 It's in the cupboard.
31 What's the custodian doing?

8 He wants to cut.
16 He didn't suctthe brush.
16 He cut the paper.
33 I'm cutting the grass.

61 What kind of day is it?
33 That's a desk.
27 They're different
44 a different number of people
3 Where do you live?
6 I don't have a car.
8 What does he need?
9 He doesn't have a kleenex.

13 Don't run to the table.
16 He didn't cut.
16 Did he paste?
17 What did he do?
17 What did he draw?
21 What do you A.,with it?
31 What's the teacher doing?

34 What does he do?
34 Does she teach the class?
34 Do you teach the class?

LLa case de quign es rags

cerca de la escuela?

Esa es rope.
Hay muchas nubes en el

cielo.
Es un dfa nublado.
Tiene un abrigo puesto.
Es un dfa frio.
LDe qug color son?
Ven a la mesa.
El otoffo viene primero.
tNacen las hojas en el

otofto?

Es hecha de concrete).
LEstgtrabajando la cocinera?
as alguna vez fresco?
Estg contando puntas.
LEs esa la prima o la hernia -.

na de Marfa. "

Necesito una crayola.
El arroyo es mgs angosto.
Se tarda mgs cruzando el

rfo.

Estg en el armario.
Ulu$ estg haciendo el'por-
tero?

El quierecortar.
El no cort6 la broeha.
El cort6 el papel.
Estoy cortando el cgsped,

LC6mo es el dfa?
Ese es un escritorio.
Son diferentes.
diferent nfixero de personas

06nde vives?
No tengo un carro.
Aug necesita 61?
El no tiene un
No corras hasta la mesa.
El no cort6.
Ungam6 el?
Aug bizo $1?
Aug dibuj6 61?
Au$ hates con esot
Au4 estg haciendo la maes-

tro.?

Aug hate $1?
SEnsefla ella la clase?
Onsefias to la clase?



doll
door
down
draw
dress
drew
drink

drive

driver

dust

eat

-ed

eight
eighth
either

else

empty
equal
-er

erase

eraser
west

ever

every

- 4 -

34
34

Yes, I do. (teach the class)
Yu, she does. (teach the

Sf, yo lo hago.
Sf, eLla lo hace.

class)
34 What does he do? 4(au6 hace ft?

54 It takes I4y longer than it
does Jo. .

demora mgi Ivy que Jo?

66 Does it snow every day? &neva todos los dfas?

6 I have a doll. Tengo una =Rem
12 I am beside the door. Estoy al lado de la puerta.

51 Put your left hand down. Baja la mono izquierda.

7 I want to draw. Quiero dibujar.

26 Those are dresses. Esos son vestidos.

17 He drew a sam- El dibuj6 una bola.

48 Do you like to drink orange Me gusts beber jugo de

juice? naranja?

32 He's driving. (a bus) Es41 manejando. (un auto-

bus)

19 What did the bus driver do? &Qug hizo el chofer?

61 It's a day. Es un df a seco.,,

He' s dusting the desk.31 Fstg sacudiendo el escrito-
rio.

48 Do you like to eat fried
chicken?

16 He needed paste.
17 He used paste.
17 He erased a two.
3 six, seven, eight

62 The eighth one
77 Those people don't live in

adobe huts either.
76 What else do they need shelter

for?

46 It's en empty set.
79 One plus one eauals two.
17 He used en eraser.
19 What did the bus driver do?
31 What's the teacher doing?

53 Whose string is longer?

53 longer than
17 What did he erase?
17 He erased a two.
17 He used en eraser.

56 Which hill InEirhighest
of all?

59 Which is fastest?
67 Is it ever cool?
69 Does it ever snow?
66 It doesn't snow every. day.

Me gusto comer polio frito?

El necesit6 goma (de pegar)

El us6 goma.
El borr6 un dos.
seis, siete, ocho
El octavo
Esa gente tampoco vive en

casas de adobe.
&Para qug m6s necesitan
ellos?

Es un conjunto vacfo.
Uno mgs uno igual dos.
El us6 un'borrador.
aQug hizo el chofer?
Qug estg hacienda la mmes-
tra?

We vigil es la cuerda mgs

larga?
mgs largo que
ilQug borr6 ill?

El borr6 un dos.
El us6 un borrador.
Wugl loma as la as alta de
todas?

Wugl as el mgs rgpido?
&Es sigma vez fresco?
&Nieva alguna vez?
No nieva todos los dfas



fall

fail off

family

far from

farther

fast
father

fgFike.

fifth

first

five
fix
floor
food

foot
for

fOur
fourth
fried
from

front of in

girl

glove,

going to

5-
67 Is it ever cold in fall?

67 Do leaves fall off in spring?

43 They're a
49 a one-family house

52 Pete's far fram the door.

53 Whose house is farther from
school?

18 Run fast.
41 That7Tganuel's father.
62 There are a few clouds.
77 A few live in trailers.

57 Is the fifth river widest of
all?

2 I'm in first grade.
54 First he . Then he .

56 The first mountain is the
lowest.

56 Which mountain did he climb
first?

68 Fall comes first.
2 four, five

32 She's fixing lunch.
11 It's on the floor.
48 Do all families need food?

51 Put your left foot up.
76 What else do they need shelter

for?

2 three, four, five

57 It's the fourth river.
48 Do you like fried chicken.
13 Come away from the door.
52 as far from the desk as Jo

52 from the desk to the door
53 farther from
12 I'm in front of Mary.

58 How did Juan gielto the other
side of the river?

73 What's the girl going to put
on?

72 They're wearing gloves.
13 Go to the table

73 What's he going to, put on?
74 We're going to need light

clothes.

&Es alguna vez fro en oto-

fio?

&Caen las hojas en primave-

ra?
Es una familia.
una case pars una sole fami-

lia
Pete eats lejos de la puer-

ta.
&La cases de quign es inns le-

jos de la escuela?
Corre ligero.
Ese es el papa de Manuel.

Hay pocas nubes.
lbws pocos viven en cases-

remolques.
&Es el quinto rfo el as
ancho de todos?

Estoy en primer grado.

Primero . Despugs

La primer& montafla es la

mge baja.
&Cual montafla escal6 prime-

ro?
El otoflo viene primero.

cuatro, cinco
Est& preparendo el almuerzo.
Est( en el suelo.
&Necesitan aliment° todas

las families?
Levanta to pie izquierdo.

LPara qug nfis necesitan
ellos viviende

tree, cuatro, cinco
Es el cuatro rfo.
LTe gusta, el polio frito?

Vente de la puerta.
tan lejos de la puerto. como

Jo
del escritorio a la puerta
mat lejos de
Ettoy, delante de Mary.

LC6mo ileg6 Juan al otro
lado del rfo?

&Qufi se va a poner la nit's.?

Tienen guantes puestos.
Ve a la mesa.
&Qug se va a poner il?
Vemos a user rope, fresco.



good

122M.111

grandchildren
grandfather
grandmother
grandparents_

IF.1-3-43s

green
group

hand
hat
have

he
heavy

helmet,

help
helper
her

here
hers

high
bill
him
his

home
hot
house
houseboat

haw

hut, adobe

ice

47 Cherry pie is gag.

2 I'm in first grade.
43 They're the grandchildren.
42 That's Maria's grandfather.
42 That's Maria's grandmother.
43; TX!:21:2111:Hz:ndparrts.

29 Are these clothes green?
39 Which group is making circles?

51 Put your left hilmiup.
71 He's wearing a hat.
6 I have a book.
8 He has scissors.
2 He's in the first grade.

46 Do you need light clothes or
_tummy, clothes in winter?

74 They're going to wear helmets.

36 .We're helang.
36 We're helpers.
1 Her name is Nary.

19 He took her home.
14 Bring the paper here.
52 , Pete's line isn't as long

as hers,

56 That hill is higher.
56 That hill is lower.
19 Take him to the store.
1 His name is John.
52 Is his line as long as hers?

52 Is her line as long as his?

18 He came home.
61 It's a hot day.
42 in the same house
78 When do families live on house-

boats?
4 How old is he?

29 How many socks are green?

54 How does john come to school?

77 Those people live in adobe
huts.

2 I'm in first grade.
3 I live on Elm Street.
63 That's ice.

El pastel de cereza es bue-
no. .

Estoy en primer grado.
Son los nietos.
Ese es el abuelito de Marfa.

Esa es la abuelita de Maria.

Son los abuelitos.
Estoy cortando el cgsped.

&Es esta ropa verde?
&Cu& grupo eats hacienda

circulos?

Levanta tu mano izquierda.
El lleva sombrero.
Tengo un libro.
El tiene tijeras.
El estg en primer grado.
£Se necesita ropa fresca o
abrigada en el invierno?

Van a usar cascos.
Estamos ayudando.
SOWS ayudantes.
Ella se llama Mary.
El la llev6 a su casa.
Trae el papel aqui.
La linea de Pete no es tan

large, coma la de ella.

Esa lama es :As alta.
Esa lama es As Baja.
LL6valo a la tienda.
El se llama John.
Os la linea de 61 tan larga

coma la de ella?
&Es la lines de ella tan lar-

ga comp la de 61?

El vino a casa.
Es un dia caliente.
en la misma casa
&Cando viven familias en

cases -bote?
ZOugntos altos tiene 61?
&Cantos calcetines son
verdes?

LC6mo viene John a la eseue-

la?
Eta gente vive en cases de
adobe.

Estoy en primer grado.
Vivo en la calle Elm.
Eso es hielo.



ice skates

igloo
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64 Did you wear roller skates or
ice skates?

63 It wasn't Am:yesterday.
77 Those people live in Aglogl.

in 2 I'm in first grade.

11 It's in the box.
42 Some of them live in that

house.
46 We need heavy clothes in

winter.

49 All families need houses to
live in.

59 in a car
in back of 12 I'm in back of Juan.

in front of 12 I'm in front of Mary.

31 She's teach.
61 It's snowl.m.

inside 64 Did you skate inside?.

is 1 MY name is John.
4 110 is six .years old.

11 The ball is on the table.
21 This is a ball.
22 Is this a set of five?

23 Is that ball little?
32 Is the cook working?

32 Yes, she is.

32 No, she's not.
38 He is.

38 He isn't.
71 One and one more is two.

it 11 It's on the box,
22 Yes, it is
17 Erase it.

21 I play with it.
54 Does it take John as long to

walk to school as it doel.
Bill?

61 It's snowing.

,jacket
juice

ken

kind
kleenex

27 Those are ackets.
48 Do you like to drink orange

Juice?

76 We need a place to gm us
warm.

49 What kind of house is it?
9 He dc;;Tt have a kleeiiex.

Msaste patines de rueda o
de nieve?

No bubo helada Ayer.
Bea gents vive en chozas de

esquimales.
Estoy en primer grado.
Esti en la caja.
Ilgunos viven en esa casa.

Necesitamos ropa abrigade en

invierno.
Toda familia necesita case

pars vivir.
en un carro
Estoy detris'de Juan.
Estoy delante de Mary.

Esti ensenando.
Esti nevendo.
tPatin6 adentro?
Me liamo John.
El tiene seis efts.
La bola esti en la mesa.
Bata es una bola.
SEs gate un conjunto de cin-

co?
tEs esa bola pequefla?
&Esti tribajando la Cocine-
re?

Si.
No.

El.

El no.
Uno y uno alb son dos.
Xsti sobre la caja.

Sf.

B6rralo.
Yo juego con ells.
tTardan John y Bill lo mismo
en caminar haste la escue -

la?
Nieva.

Esos son sacos.
Me gusts el jugo de naranja?

Necesitamos un sitio qua nos

abrigue.
Lelia clase de case. es?

El no tiene un klinez.



lake
large,

leaf
learn

leaves
left

lettuce

life

light.

like

2riamt
listen
little
live

ASSUE

low
lunch

ni

made
make

-marble'

me
Michigan.
milk

mine
m nsitte
more
most
mother

57 That lake is smaller.

44 Is Mark's family as large as

Manuel's?
67 This is a leaf

36 We're learning to count points.

67 The leaves fall off in fail.

51 Put.your left hand up.

51 He turned to the' left.

47 That's lettuce.
47 I like lettuce and tomato

salad.

74 The're going to veer life-
Jackets.

We need light clothes in
sumer.

Do you like cherry pie?

46

4y

69 Where is it like Michigan?

52 Draw a line from to.

36 Wetre listening.
23 That ball is little.

3 I live on Street.

52. Is Pate's line as long as

Alice's?

54 Does it take Bill as long to
walk to school as it does

Bob?

62 There are a lot, of clouds in

the sky.

68 It usually snows a lot in win-

ter.

56 That hill is lower.
32 She's fixing lunch.

2 I'm in Baker School.

33 No, I'm not.
0 WS made of wood.
38 Are you gabs a circle?
29 How many socks are green?

21 This is a marble.
19 Put me on the bus.
68 in Michigan
48 Do you like to drink milk,
48 chocolate milk

.53 Mine is closer.
71 He's wearing mittens.
71 One and one more is two.
77 Most of them live in houses.
41 That's Manuel's mother.

Ese lago es mfis pequefio.

Os la familia de Mark tan

grande como la de Manuel?

Esta es una hoja.
Estamos aprendiendo a contar

puntas.
Las hojas caen en otofio.

Levanta to mano izquierda.

Se volvi6 hacia la izquierda.

Esa es una lechuga.
Me gusta la ensalada de le-

chuga y tomate.
Ellos van a user salvavidas.

Nopotros nedesitamos ropa
fresca en verano.

bTe gusta el pastel de cere-

za?
iD6nde es'como en Michigan?
Dibuja una lfnelide a

Estemoa escuchando.
Esa bola es pequefia.
Vivo en is calle
bEs is lfnea de Pete tan lar-

ga como la de Alice?
ZTarda tanto Bill como Bob

para liegar a is escuela?

Hay ouches nubes en el cielo.

Generalmente nieva, macho en

el invierno.
Esa laza es mAs baja.

Esti, preparando el almuerzo.

Ettgy en is escuela Baker.

No.

Es de madera.
&Betts haciendo un cfrculo?

XuAntos calcetines son
verdes?

Esta es una canica. (bolita)

Ponme en el autobAs.

en Michigan
£Te gusta beber leche?
chocolate
El mfo esti as cerca.
Tiene guantes puestos.
Una y uno as son dos.

La mayorfa vive en cases.
Esa as la mein de Manuel.



motorcycle

mouptpin

name
narrow
need

neither

never

1401
nine
ninth
no

none

north
not

now
number

of

off

often
oia
on

on, put
on vacation

one

one-family
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74 They're going to ride. a motor-
cycle.

That mountain is higher.
1, &name is
1 My name is John.

57 The c eek is narrower.
7 I need a book.
8 He needs scissors.

46 We need heavy clothes ir.
winter.

79 That family doesn't and
neither does that one.

69 It never snows here.
61 It's a snowy night.
4 eight, nine, tea

63 It's the ninth one.
16 No. He didn't cut the brush.
22 No, it's not. (a set)
43 None.
43 None of them.
69 at the North Pole
17 It's not on the floor.
33 No, I'm not.
71 What's he wearing now?
44 It has the same number of

people.

7 a piece of paper
21 a set of one
26 a pair of pants.
44 number of, people
49 made of wood
56 It's the widest of all.
67 Do leaves fall off in spring?

66 It often rains in summer.
4 He's six. years old.
3 1 live on Baker Strezt.

11 It's on the box.
59 on his bicycle
73 IPs going to put on, his coat.
78 Some families live in tents

When they're on vacation.

1 one, two, three
17 He wrote a one.
24 Which one is big?
49 a one-family house

or 24 Is this round or square?
29 Are they dresses or shirts?

Van a andar en motocicleta.

Esa montaft es mgs alta.
Me llamo
Me llamo John.
El arroyo es as angosto.
Necesito un libro.
El necesita tijeras.
Necesitamos ropa abrigada

en invierro.
Esa fantail& no, ni aquella
tempoco.

AquY nunca nieva.
Es una noche nevada.
mho, nueve, dies
Es el noveno.
No. El no cort6 la brocha.
No, no es. (un conjunto)
Ninguno.
Ninguno de ellos
en el Polo torte
No eetg en el suelo.
No.
&106 tiene puesto ahora?
Tiene el mismo Amer° de

personas.

un papa
un ccnjunto de uno
un par de pantalones
nfimero de perscuas
hecho de madera
Es el mgs ancho de todos.
&Caen las hojas en Primave-
ra?

A menudo llueve en verano.
El tiene seis efts.
Vivo en la calle Baker.
Est sobre la caja.
en su bicicleta
Se va a poner el abrigo.
Algunas families viven en

carpas cuando van de va-
caciones.

uno, dos, tree
El escribi6 un uno.
&Cugl es grande?
una casa para una sole fa-
milia

&Es Este redondo o cuadrado?
&Son vestidos o camisas?



.atiLleoz

other

out- come

outside
over

paint

*Elk
as

pants.

PATIgg
Taste

Pic

piece
place

play

plus
int

pole
potato.

Puerto Rico

Put
put on
put up
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32 Is she working or resting?

48 They're granges.
48 came juice
58 How did Juan get to the °timer

side of the river?
67 Do leaves come out in spring?

64 Did you play outside yesterday?
58 He went over the mountain.

16 He needed mint.
16 He wanted to
26 That is a mit of pants.

73 He's going to put on pajamas.
26 Thoie are pants.
72 They're wearing snowpants.

7 a piece of paper
9. He doesn't have a paper towel.

43 They're the parents.
8 He wants to paste.
8 He needs Este.
7 I want a pencil.
22 This is a penny.
44 It has the seme.number of

Mat.
47 I like apple pie.

7 a piece of paper
76 They need a place to fret,.

21 He plays with it
21 I play with it.
64 I played house.
73 to play in the snow
74 Two plus one is three.
36 He's counting points. (of a

triangle)
69 'North Pole; South Pole
47 Those are potatoes.
47 I like potato salad.

69 Is it Puerto Rico?
14 Put the trunk there.
73 What are you going to put on?

51 put your left hand up.

rain 61 It'sraining.

arstg ells trebajandoo
descanzaudo?

Son naranjas.
jugo de naranja
£C6mo lleg6 Juan al otro

lado del rio?
£Nacen las holas en primave-
ra?

LJugaste afuera ayer?
por la montaffe.

El neceiitS pintura.
El queria pintar.
Eso es un par de pantalones.

Se va a poner gyamas.
Esoe son pantelones.
Istgn uaando pantalones de

nieve.
un papal
El no 'Awe una totals de

papel.
Son los padres.
El quiere engomar.
El mecesita Boma.
Quiero un lgOiz.
Este es un centavo.
'Ilene is misma cantidadde
personas.

Me gusts el pastel de mama-
na.

un papeil7
Necesitan un lugar pare co-

mer,
El jutga eon. ella.
Yo juego con ells.
Jugut de "casitau.
jugar en is nieve
Dos mks uno son tree..

Hatt contend° puntas. (de un

trifingulo
Polo Norte; Pole Sur
Esas son papas.
Me gusta la ensalada de

papa.
&Es Puerto Rico?
Pon el cami6n
bQU to vas a poner?
Levanta la mano izquierda.

Est& lloviendo.



rainclothe s

raincoat

rai nhat

r
ran
read
rectangle

red
rest
ride

right

river
roller skates

room

round
row
run

-5

-8

salad

same
school
scissors,
season

second

set
seven
seventh
shape
share

she
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72 ..re they wearing rainc othes?

72 They're wearing raincoats.

72 They're wearing rainhats.

61 It's a rainy day.
18 He ran to the bus.

7 I want to read.
39 Which group is making rec-

tangles?
28 Those clothes are red.
32 She's resting.
74 They're going to xide a

motorcycle.
51 Pat your right hand up.
51 He turned to the right.
57 The river is wider.
64 Did you wear roller skates or

ice skates?
2 He's in Miss B's room.

24 Is this round or square?
74 They're going to row a boat.
13 Run to the table.

8 He wants to read.
8 He needs scissors.
4 I'm six years old.

26 They're
1 What's your name?
11 Where's the ball?
41 Manuel's brother
44 as large as Rosa's
61 It's snowing.
47 I like potato salad.

27 They're the same size.
2 What school are you in?
8 He needs scissors.

68 What season, comes after fall?

56 the second mountain
56 He climbed that mountain

second.
21 That is a set of two.
3 five, six, seven

58 the seventh mountain
24 What shape is that?
37 We're sharing crayons.

2 She's in the first grade.

&Estan usando ropa de 11u-
via?

Ellos tienen puestos imper-
meables.

Ellos tienen puestos sombre-
ros Para el ague.

Es un ea lluvioso.
El corri6 al autob6s.
Quiero leer.
SCI1g1 grupo estg haciendo
rectgngulos?

Esa ropa es ri0a.
Estg descansando.
Van a andar en motocicleta.

Levanta 1a mano derecha.
Se volvi6 a la derecha.
El rlo es mAs ancho.
&Usaste patines de rueda o
de nieve?

El estg en la clase de la
Srta. B.

LEs esto redondo o cuadrado?
Van a remar el bote.
Corre a la mesa.

El quiere leer.
El necesita tijeras.
Tengo seis
Son camisas.
06mo to llamas?
&D6nde est& la bola?
el hermano de Manuel
tan grande como la de Rosa
Estg nevando.
Me gusts la ensalada de pa-

pa.
Son del mismo tamaflo.
&En qu6 escuela estgs?
El necesita tijeras.
ZNA1 estaci6n sigue al

otoflo.

la segunda mantel%
El escal6 esa montafla de

segunda.
Es un conjunto de dos.
cinco, seis, siete
la s6ptima montafia
LDe qu6 forma es eso?
Estamos compartiendo crayop.

las.

Ella estg en primer grado.



shelter

shinshirt

shoes
short

side

sister
six
sixth
size
skate

Sag!

sleep
slowly
small

snow

snowy
BO

sock
some
sometimes

south
spring

square

stop
store
straight
string

suit, swim.

summer

13M
sun
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76 What do they need shelter for?

62 The sun is shining.
26 Those are shirts.
27 Those are shoes.
52 Is Fete's line as short as

Alice's?
37 We're counting sides.
58 How did Juan get to the other

side of the river?
41 That's Manuel's sister.
3 five, six, seven

57 Is thesixth river widest?
23 What size is that ball?
64 Did you skate outside?
64 roller/ice skates
62 Are there any clouds in the

Ite
73 Because he's going to sleep.
18 He walked slowly.
44 Is Mark's family as small as

Manuel's?
61 It's snowing.
72 Were they wearing snampants

before?
73 Because he's going to play in

the snow .

61 It's a snowy day.
79 That family lives in a house

and so does that one.
27 Those are socks.
42 some of them
66 It sometimes rains in fall.

69 So_ uth Pole

67 Is it ever cold in spring?

24

.39

18
19
51

53

73

46

46

Is this round or sauare?
Which group is making squares?

11122;
Take Blink to the store.
Go straight ahead.
Ned's strimg is longer.

He's going to put on his

AYIBMIO.
We need light clothes in summer

Some of them are summer
clothes.

62 The sun is shining.
62 It's a sunny day.

&Para que necesitan
de ellos?

El sol esti brillando.
Esas son camisaa.
Esos son zapatos.
LEs la llnea de Pete tan
aorta cumo la de Alice?

Estamos contando
LC6mo lleg6 Juan a la otra
orilla del rfo?

Esa es la hermana de Manuel.

cincJ, seis, siete
Es el sexto rio as ancho.
We riu; tamaflo.es esa bola?

&Patinaste afuera?
patina de ruedas/hielo
bHay nubes en el cielo?

Porque va a dormir.

El camin6 despacio.
Os la familia de Mark tan
pequefia comp la de Manuel?

Esti nevando.
iTenfan ellos puestos puntap.
lones de nieve antes?

Porque va a jugar en la

nieve.
Es tin cif& de nieve.
Esa familia vive en una case

y esa otra tambiin.

Esos son calcetines.
algunos
Algunas veces llueve en

otofio.

Polo Sur
Os a veces frfo en primave-

ra?
&Es esto redondo o cuadrado?

Leal grupo esti haciendo
cuadrados?

Mare!
Lleva a Blink as be tienda.
Siga recto.
La cuerda de Ned es mit lar-

go,.

Se vs, a poner su traje de

Necesitamos rope liviana en
verano.

Alguna es rope de verano.

El sol esti brillando.
Es un dfa asoleado.



sweep
swim
swimsuit

table
tike

teach
teacher

ten
tent
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than

that

the
them
then
there

these
they

third

this

those
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through
time
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33 I'm sweeping the floor.
73 Because he's going to swim.

73 He's going to put on his
swimsuit.

.11 It's on the table.
14 Take t1 past e there.

54 Does it take Paul as long to
valk to s.hool as it does
Bill?

31 She's teaching.
31 What's the teacher doing?

4 eight, nine, ten
77 Those people live in
63 It's the tenth one.
47 I like cherry pie better than

apple pie.

53 closer to Pete's than to Joe's
21 That's a ball,
21 What's that?
21 What's in that?
23 That ball.
11 Where's the ball?
42 some of them
54 First he . Then he 10
14 Take the paste there.
62 There are a lot of clouds.
26 What are these?
26 They're shirts.
36 They're counting points.
34 What are they doing?
56 the third mountain
56 He climbed third.
21 This is a block.
21 What's in this?
23 This ball.
26 What are those?
46 Those are clothes.
77 Those people live in igloos

too.

1 one, two, three
17 He wrote a three .

58 He went through the tunnel.
78 all of the t me
8 I want to read.

13 Go to the table.
49 All families need houses to

live in.
43 All of them belong lathe same

family.

52 close to the desk
52 from the desk to the door

Esto barriendo el piso.
Porque vet a radar.
Se va a poner su traje de

Est en la mesa.
Lleva la goma
2Tarda tante Paul en cami-
nar hasta la escuela como
Bill?

Estg enseflando.
&Qu6 estg haciendo la maes-

tro.?

ocho, nueve, diez
Esa gente vive en carpas.
Es la d6cima.
ide gusts mgs el pastel de

cereza que el de manzana.
inns cerca de Pete que de Joe

Esa es una bola?
&Qug es eso?
Ku6 hay en mat
Esa bola,
&D6nde eats la bola?
algunos
Primero 61 Despugs

Lleva la goma
Hay mucaae cubes.
Ku6 eon estos?
Son camisas.
Estgn contend° puntas.
&Qu6 estgn haciendo ellos?

la tercer montefla
El escal6 _de tercero.
Este es un bloque.
&Qu6 hey en esto?
Esta bola.
&Qu6 son esos?
Bea es rope liviane.
Esa gente vive en chosas de

esquimales tambi6n.
uno, dos, tres
El escribi6 un tres.
Fue por el tthael.
Todo el tiempo
Quiero leer.
Ve a is mesa.
Toda familia necesita case

pars vivir.
Todos pertenecen a la misma

familia.
cerca del escritorio
del escritorio a la puerta



today
together,

tomato

too

took

towel
town
Winer

triangle

truck
tunnel
turn
two

uncle

us
use

usually

vacationum

walk

we=

wad

weather

went
were

61 yodsy, is a rainy day.

37 They're working together.
47 These are tomatoes.
47 I like lettuce and tomato

salad.

77 Those people live in igloos

too.
19 He todk Blink to the store.

9 a paper towel
58 He went through the town.

77 Moat of them live in houses,
but a few live in trailers.

38 Are you making a triangle,

6 I have a truck.

58 He vent through the tunnel.
51 Which way did he turn?
1 one, two, three
17 He wte a two.

e2 That's my uncle.

51 Put your left hand j.
48 all of us
17 What did he use?
17 He used en eraser.

66 It's usually hot in summer.

78 Some families live on house-
boats when they're on vac

WSJ

13 Walk to the table.
7 I vent to read.
8 He wants to read.

67 Is it ever warm is spring?
ti,

63 Wes it sunny yesterday
71 He wasn't wearing a coat?
51 Whicbtymy did he turn?

36 We're listening.
49 All families need clothes to

wear.
63 Is the weather the same today

as it was yesterday?
18 He went to school.
63 There were a lot of clouds in

the sky.

Hoy es un dfa lluvioso.

Est An trabajando juntos.

Eatos son tomates.
Me gusta is ensalada de

lechugaytomate.
Esa gente vive en chozas de

esquimales tambign.
El llev6 a Blink a is tien-

da.
una toalla de papel
El atraves6 el pueblo.
La malaria viven en casas,

pero elgunos viven en

eaess- remolque.
haciendo un trigngu-

lo?
Tengo un cami6n.

Fue por el tdnel.
Wscia ande se volvi6?

uno, dos, tree* .

El escribi6 un dos.

Ese es mi tio.
Levanta is 1118320 izquierda.

nosotros
Aug us6 ;1?
El us6 borrador.
Ueualmente hace calor en

verano.

Algunas familiars viven en

casas-bote cuando estIn

de vacations.

Cemina haste la mesa.
Quiero leer.
El quiere leer.
Mace calor a veces en pri-

mavera?
ZFue Byer un dia de sol?

no usaba abrigo.
tHacia qu6 .ado se volvi6?

Estemos escuchando.
Toda is familia necesita

ropa.
astg, hoy el tiempo coma
estuvo war?
fue a is escuela.

Habia muchas rubes en el

cielo.
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72 Were they wearing snolopants?

61 It's a vet day.
1 What's your name?
6 What do you have?

76 What else do they need shelter
for?

77 What kind of shelter do those
people live in?

68 When is it hot in Michigan?

78 Some families live on house-
boats whets they're on vaca-
tion.

3 Where do you li/e?
11 IEWRIs the ball?
24 Which one is big?
39 Wligigroup is making squares?

29 Are those clothes white?
38 Who's making a circle?

53 Whose string is longer?

71 Nhes he wearing a coat?

57 That river is wider.
62 The wind is blowing.
12 I em next to the window.
62 It's a windy, day.
2 Her name is Wink.

46 We need heavy clothes in
winter

46 Some of them are winter
clothes.

21 He plays with it.
49 It's made of wood.
49 It's a irooden house..
64 She wore roller skates.
32 She's working.
7 I want to write.

17 He wrote.a one.

&Tenfan epos puestos pan-
talones de nieve?

Es un dfa hflmedo.
&C6mo to llamas?
&Qug tieres?
&Para qu6 mgs necesitan vi-
vienda?

&IDn qu6 tipo de vivienda
wive esa gente?

Ougndo pace calor en Michi-
gan?

Algunas families viven en
Gases -bate cuando estgn
de vacaciones.

&DISnde wives?

06nde estg la bola?
&Cugl es grande?
Ougl grupo estg hacienda
cuadrados?

sEa esa ropa blanca?

Quin estg hacienda un
cfrculo?

We quign es la cuerda mgs
large?

&Por qufi tiene el abrigo

puesto?
Ese rfo es mgs ancho.
El viento sopla.
Estoy al lado de la ventana.
Es un dfa ventoso.
Se 'lama Wink.
Necesitamos rope abrigada en

invierno.
Alguna es rope de invierno.

Juega con L.

Es de madera.
Es una case de radera.
Ella us6 patina de rueda.
Estg trabajando.
Quiero escribir,
El escribi6 un uno.

It I au six years, old. Tengo seis eflos.
28 Those clothes are yellow. Esa rope es amarilla.
16 Yes. He pasted. S. El env's&
22 Yes, it is. (a set) Sf es. (un conjunto)
63 Was it sunny yesterday? Macfa sol ayer?
2 What grade are min qu6 grado estgs?
33 What are Lou doing? (singular) &101N6 estgs haciendo?
36 What are youdoingl (plural) Nug estKn hacienda Uds.?



your 1 What's your, neme? iamo to llamas?
yours 53 Yours is closer. El tuyo esti, ms cerca.

zero 43 It has zero children. Tiene cero



ART SUPPLEMENT



Blink Wink

Wink and Blink are camel puppets. Wink is a girl and Blink is a boy.

They may be hand-sewn or machine stitched. Some of the pieces, such as

the eyes and eyelids, may be glued on. Both puppets can be made from

the same pattern. To differentiate them, Blink, the boy puppets has a collar

and bow tie. Wink, the girl puppet, has a ruffle around her neck and a

bow on top of her head.

If you have sewn befcre, you may have scraps for which the patterns can

be easily used. If you have not sewn at all, purchasing felt squares and

using the pattern layout accompaning the pattern would be most convenient

and economical.

Any combination of fabrics or colors may be used. The original puppets

were made of scraps of camel hair wool and cotton. Other puppets were made

completely of felt squares. Both materials worked equally well. Following

is a list of materials that were used to make a puppet from scraps and a

puppet from felt squares:

Materials Scraps
Head, ears, nose, jaw, eyelids heavy camel hair wool

Inner mouth, eyes medium-weight olive green cotton

Bow, pupil of eyes--------------------------------light-weight turquoise blue
cotton

Collar.................................................. -white cotton muslin
Ruffle-------------...................--------white cotton organdy



Head, ears, nose, jaw, eyelids
Inner mouth, eyes
Bow, pupil of eye
Collar and ruffle -=

-2-

Felt Squares

two squares of gold felt
one square of green felt
one square of orange felt
one square of white felt

Squares of felt may be purchased at a fabric store for about 154 each,

You will need at least three or four colors to make the puppet colorful.

HOW TO MAKE WINK AND 3LINK

Read each pattern piece, cut out and lay on material. Pin pattern
pieces in place on material and cut out.

Sew head pattern according to directions on the pattern.

Sew seams on ears. Turn right side out Place at downward angle
in slits (see picture) and sew in place,

4. Pin and sew dart in nose, right sides together; trim excess material;
press seam open.

Sew jaw in place on head.

Sew inner and upper mouth together at seam line. Then sew seamed
inner mouth to nose and jaw at seam line.

7. a.) Place eyes on head and stitch or glue in place. (Hint: place
low and close to nose to give the heavy-lidded look of a camel.)
b.) Place fringed eyelid above eye .and stitch or glue in place.

8. Gather ruffle; adjust gathers to form even distribution. Stitch
to neck.

9. Place collar on neck, adjust, and stitch in place.

10. Fold bow slightly in center and secure with the center tie. Stitch
center tie in place. Put bow on collar of Blink or head of Wink and
stitch in place.



LAYOUT FOR FELT SQUARES
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STEPS 1-5

INSIDE OUT VIEW

STEPS 6-7

RIGHT SIDE OUT VIEW

STEPS 8-10

RIGHT ID OUT V EW

FINISHED PUPPETS
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READ PATTERN PIECES FOR HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS

Maim cra....

o /

EAR

OPENING

HEAD
(CUT TWO)

I

Di

X
EYE 6A

1. Place pattern on material, pin and cut.*

2. Pi nand sew darts, right sides together. Trim
excess material. .

3. Sew seam right sides together on puppet head.

4. Slit opening for ears.

ES. 'Mark spot for eye

la
itn

*Use layout if felt squares are used.

refers to seam lines

refers to fold lines

or cutting lines

TI
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LOWER
MOUTH

(cut one)

(inner mouth)
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BOW

FOR

WINK'S HAIR

-OR

BLINK'S COLLAR

(cut two)

C
c+ m et-c o
of m 2

CENTER TIE FOR BOW
(cut two)

eyelid
(cut two)

fri ge

pupil of
eye

(cut two)

EAR

(cut two)

I



Rosa's Family Cutouts
Spanish Activity 1 supporting Lesson 41
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Spanish Activity 1 supporting Lesson 41
Lessors 44
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Spanish Activity 1 supporting Lesson 41
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Ray's Family
For use with many lessons
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Lesson 43
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Lesson 47, 49, 50
__Spanish Activity 2 supporting_Lesson 47

Lesson 47, 49, 50
Spanish Activity 2 supporting Lesson 47
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Lesson 47, 49, 50
Spanish Activity 2 supporting Lesson 47
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Lesson 47, 49, 50
Spanish Activity 2 supporting Lesson 47
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Lesson 47, 49, 50
Spanish Activity 2 supporting Lesson 47
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Lesson 47, 49, 50
Spanish Activity 2 supporting Lesson 47
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Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3 supporting Lesson 48

orange juice Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3
supporting Lesson 48
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Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3 supporting Lesson 48

Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3 supporting Lesson 48
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Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3 supporting Lesson 48

Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3 supporting Lesson 48
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Lesson 48, 50
Spanish Activity 3 supporting Lesson 48
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Lowest Mountain
Lesson 56
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